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Editorial
You will have noticed (I hope) that this issue
looks different. The difference celebrates that,
despite the fact that the Society is showing its age,
particularly on the faces of a majority of its
members, the Journal has reached number 100.
Why do such numbers fascinate us? Do they
imply that the Society is authoritative, venerable
even? If you look at the publication history of the
Journal there is no rational explanation that I can
see that makes the number 100 more auspicious
than 99 for instance. But, we all like a bit of a
celebration and to me this is as good an excuse as
any - so let‟s celebrate!
In recent years we have published „double‟ issues,
initially as a cost-saving exercise on the postage
front, but in truth, for the last two or three years it
has been more of a „not-ready-in-time-for-twoissues‟ exercise. I still hold that two issues a year
would be more desirable than one; this objective
however is very much in the gift of our
contributors who seem to reach a peak of literary
enthusiasm in August or September, which is a
little too late for a June edition. I intend to stop the
„double-numbering‟ procedure and hope to
produce a Journal twice a year if there is enough
copy (about 60 pages) by the end of April, but at
least once a year towards the „back-end‟ if not.
So… you now have in your hands Issue 100, not
100/101 (which does not look to me like a
celebratory number). Having said that, please send
me your copy for articles at any time but the
sooner the better. All will be welcome and may
even be publishable!

Now to Issue 100. Once more there is a wide
range of topics, including blockbusters on ship
mail by Raymond Casey and revenue
cancellations from Jack Moyes, while Alexander
Epstein takes a typically piercing analytical look
at the „Blue postcard‟. There are items too on
stamps, from Edward Klempka‟s re-discovery of the
Odessa 8 overprint to the modern proliferation of
„Crimean cinderellas‟ by Ivo Steijn.
Going back to the early 1990s, during his
editorship, Ivo introduced the theme of „Other
people‟s mail‟, illustrating a postal item that also
carried an interesting message relating to the times
and environment in which it was created.
Although not so entitled, Edward‟s story of a
French officer‟s journey through Siberia provides
a fascinating insight into a moment of history.
I would like to make this theme a regular feature
in BJRP and invite you to contribute any items
that you have. They do not need to tell tales of
derring-do, just matters of interest. Preferably,
they should not be long, one or two pages would
suffice. I offer an example with the story of „The
evacuee‟.
Finally, my thanks to translators Matthew Kahane
and Alan Garside who undertake a vital service
for the Journal (although none of Alan‟s efforts
have made it into this issue).
Please enjoy the Journal and let me know what
you think.

Dennis Page

Letters to the Editor
Do you have a query about a philatelic item in your possession? Is there something that you
can‟t explain?
Then share the problem with an incomparable body of expertise, the readers of BJRP.
Write a letter to the Editor for publication.
Do you have an answer to any such query, or have a comment to make?
Then share your knowledge.
Write a letter to the Editor.
Do you have a comment on anything that you have seen, or would like to see in BJRP?
Then air your opinions.
Write a letter to the Editor.
Dennis Page, 10 The Green, Barton under Needwood, Burton on Trent, DE13 8JB
denpage@globalnet.co.uk
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France’s 11
Ivo Steijn, Arcadia (USA)
If you‟ve seen any Russian stampless cover
abroad from the 1850s and 1860s, there‟s an
excellent chance that it was addressed to France.
Most of the surviving stampless covers came from
a small number of large archives; two of the
largest archives were those of the Rothschild

bankers in Paris and the Roederer company in
Rheims.
And if the letter was sent Porto (not prepaid by
sender, postage to be collected from addressee) it
probably bore a big black “11” on the front
(figure 1). Why 11? Are there other numbers?

□
1a

□
1b

Figure 1a, 1b:
Front and reverse of a 1859 Porto letter from Tiflis to France.
Note the handwritten “Porto 3” on the front: probably a Russian notation.
The final French charges are the familiar black “11” handstamp on the front.
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From Russia to France from 1853 onwards
In the pre-UPU period, getting a letter to a foreign
destination required the cooperation of all postal
authorities involved in its journey. For a Russian
letter to France, that means dealing with three
postal systems: Russia, Prussia (Germany after
1871) and France. (Table I)

2)

Prussian transit charges: 3 Sgr/lot

The origin of the “11” now becomes more
clear.

1)
Russia charges 10 kopeks, which it
obtains from Prussia as the letter is handed
over. Prussia notes an amount of 3 Sgr
Russian charges (3 Sgr ≈ 10 kop) to be
obtained from France

Sending a letter from Russia to France
involved paying three postal charges:
Russian inland postage to the Prussian
border. This was 10 kop/lot

French domestic postage: this varied by
distance but was usually 3 dec/7½ grams (but
see later for details)

It‟s the total postage to be paid by a French
addressee for a letter from Russia up to 7½
grams:

Exchange rates between the countries had
been defined in various postal treaties. The
Prussian Silbergroschen (of 30 to the Thaler)
was set equal to 3¼ kopeks. The actual
exchange rates may have varied but this
postal exchange rate was kept constant. On
the French side, the Prussian Silbergroschen
was equal to about 1¼ decimes.

1)

3)

2)
Prussian transit charges of 3 Sgr, plus
the 3 Sgr Russian charges, total 6 Sgr. This
was equal to 6 x 1¼ = 7½ decimes, rounded
to 8 decimes
3)
French
3 decimes

domestic

charges,

usually

GRAND TOTAL: 11 decimes. Hence the “11”.

Russia

Table I
Prussia

France

Currency

1 Rbl = 100 kop

1 Thaler = 30 Sgr

1 Franc = 10 decimes

Weights

1 lot (≈ 15 grams)

1 lot (≈ 15 grams)

1 kilo = 1000 grams

The odd maths of higher numbers
You might be forgiven for thinking that we‟ll
only find multiples of “11” on such letters to
France, but the truth is more complicated. The
problem is that French charges were, at least
initially, in weight-steps of 7½ grams while
Russian and Prussian charges went in steps of
1 lot or about 15 grams.

This produced
(Table II)

the

following

calculations:

In July 1858 France changed its weight step
from 7½ grams to 10 grams and the10-gram
weight step seems to have been applied to the
11 decimes total, so we get 11, 22, 33, etc.

Table II
Weight

Russia + Prussia

France

Total

Illustration

0 - 7½ grams

1 x 7½ decimes

1 x 3 decimes

11 decimes

Figures 1, 2 & 4(double)

7½ - 15 grams

1 x 7½ decimes

2 x 3 decimes

14 decimes

Figure 3

15 - 22½ grams

2 x 7½ decimes

3 x 3 decimes

24 decimes

Figure 5

22½ - 30 grams

2 x 7½ decimes

4 x 3 decimes

27 decimes

30 - 37½ grams

3 x 7½ decimes

5 x 3 decimes

38 decimes

37½ - 45 grams

3 x 7½ decimes

6 x 3 decimes

41 decimes
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It is worth noting that the French had handstamps
for the most common numbers, but every now and
then you can find a cover where even the most
common “11” is not a handstamp but a handwritten number. Perhaps the handstamp had been
mislaid?(Figure 2a)
The “Boxed P” markings
From July 1858 onwards, we also find boxed “P”
markings on these porto covers. The 1 July 1858

supplementary postal treaty between Prussia and
France defined the use of these: unpaid mail from
Russia got a “P.35” marking (figure 2). In the
1 January 1862 supplementary treaty this was
changed to a “P.33” marking (figure 1), and on
1/1/1866 changed again to “P.38” (figure 4). They
tend to die out by 1874, when a direct postal treaty
between Russia and France made Prussia‟s role as
intermediary largely unnecessary.

□
2a

"~'
...,~3➔~~

\

'i L,. 41

~--

' ' ~,;.·~

I

I

□
2b

Figure 2a, 2b:
Front and reverse of a 1860 Porto letter from Tiflis to France:
his time, the final French charges are hand-written.
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Figure 3:
This 1857 letter from Moscow to Paris weighed 8 grams and was charged 14 decimes (handstamp).

Figure 4:
An 1866 letter from St.Petersburg to Paris, regarded as double-weight (“2” in top left corner) and charged
22 decimes (handstamp).
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Figure 5:
An 1857 letter from Odessa to Paris, weighing 16 grams and charged 24 decimes (hand-written).
Three different numbers
Apart from this “11-based” system, we find three
other charge systems on unpaid mail from the
Russian Empire to France:

Incidentally, such mail is also marked “A” for
Austrian transit. The Austrians received 15
Neukreuzer per 10 grams for their transit services.
(See figure 6)

7 : the 1 April 1874 Russian-French treaty fixed
the total postage at 7 decimes per 10 grams, so we
find 7, 14, etc. The 1/1/1876 start of the UPU
ended this numbers game, sadly.

6 : Mail from Poland that was prepaid to the
Polish border was treated as unpaid mail from
Prussia itself from there on, and charged 6 decimes
per 10 grams, leading to covers marked 6, 12, etc.
To be honest, such covers are pretty rare
compared to Polish covers that were just treated
the same as covers from Russia proper, and you‟ll
find lots of letters from Poland marked 11, 22, etc.

10 : Mail from southern Russia often travelled via
Austria. The 1 July 1896 French-Austrian postal
treaty fixed total charges for porto letter at 10
decimes per 10 grams, so we find 10, 20, etc.
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Figure 6:
An 1869 letter from Berdyansk using the route via Austria. Total charges of 10 decimes (handstamp).
Also note the “A” denoting Austrian transit mail.
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Franco versus Porto
The story so far has been for unpaid or “Porto”
letters. “Franco” or prepaid letters are different in
many respects. In the first place, we don‟t see an
“11” handstamp on the front as the addressee did
not have to pay any postal charges. Second, there
is invariably some indication that the letter was
prepaid, i.e. a marking “Franco” or “P.D.” (Paid to
Destination, in French). Third, we may very well
see a calculation of the prepaid charges on the
front, although this appears on a minority of the
letters I‟ve seen.

certificate of posting. The “10” at top is
recognizable as the Russian inland postage. The
final charge of “26¼” is understandable if we
make two assumptions. The first is that the
Prussian transit charges of 3 Silbergroschen were
taken as equal to 10 kopeks. The second is that the
French charges were equal to an equivalent of 5
Silbergroschen, equal to 5 x 3¼ = 16¼ kopeks.
The Prussian charge being equal to 10 kopeks was
actually enshrined in postal treaties, but why 5 Sgr
for the French charges?

The cal culat ion i s
interesting
and
accentuates that weightsteps in Russia and
Pr us s i a w e r e ver y
different from those in
France.
The notation consists of
3 numbers (see figures7 &
8 ). A “2” at the end was
probably the charge for a

□
7a

tf?cy\i t,~ '
'

.

'

'

~

.

'

'

□
7b

Figures 7a & 7b
Front and reverse of a 1861 Franco letter from Berdichev to France.
Note the rate calculation on the front and the “f 3/5” on reverse.
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□
8a

□
8b

,,,...

I

r'
Figures 8a, 8b:
Front and reverse of a 1860 Franco letter from St.Petersburg to France.
This double-weight letter has the calculation of the double rate on the front (erroneous “40”
corrected to “20”) and is annotated “f 6/10” on reverse.
The answer lies in Russia‟s weight-step being 15
grams. If a customer handed in a letter weighing
up to 15 grams that was a single-weight letter as
far as Russia and Prussia were concerned, but for
the French that might have been a first weight-step
(0-7½ grams) or a second weight-step (7½-15
grams) letter. The Russian mail played it safe and
had the customer pay for a 7½-15 gram letter,
even if its actual weight was less. The French

10

charges for that were 6 decimes, which the
Prussians translated as 5 Silbergroschen. Further
evidence for this is a notation that occurs on
almost all such letters “f 5/3” (“f 3/5” also occurs).
Clearly, this represents the prepaid charges
received by Prussia: 3 Sgr for Prussia and 5 Sgr
for France.

THE BRITISH JOURNAL OF RUSSIAN PHILATELY 100

So a Franco letter from Russia to France cost a
total of 36¼ kopeks postage. A Porto letter had
total charges of 11 decimes = 11 x 2½ = 27½
kopeks. Since a Porto letter was assessed against
its actual weight in France if it was 0-7½ grams in
weight, while it was assessed as if it were 7½-15
grams as a Franco letter, it was clearly cheaper to
send the lighter letters Porto rather than Franco.
However, even for letters in the 7½-15 grams
group Porto was cheaper than Franco: the French
addressee paid 14 decimes = 35 kopeks, while a
Franco letter cost 36¼ kopeks to send. The
various international currency conversions
introduced inaccuracies that created such rate
differences.

An unknown St.Petersburg marking?
The “f 5/3” notation on Franco letters to France
has an intriguing variant: I have seen two RussiaFrance Franco letters, both from St.Petersburg,
which bear a tiny “5/3” handstamp on the back.
Clearly this was more efficient than having to
write this by hand on a gazillion Franco letters
each year. While I can‟t prove the marking was
applied in St.Petersburg (and Tilsit or Berlin
seems a more likely origin), the fact that it is in
the same colour of ink as the St.Petersburg
“diamond” marking is suggestive…

5
3

...,..__._ .

Figure 9
St.Petersburg‟s smallest postal marking? This small “5/3” handstamp on reverse of a 1855 Franco letter
from St.Petersburg to France clearly denotes the prepaid non-Russian postal charges
in Silbergroschen, but was it a Russian or a Prussian marking?
The colour matches that of the St.Petersburg diamond marking…
(Reproduced at 200%)

Further reading
The best reference on this subject is a series of articles by Leo De Clercq called “Tarieven en
Porten” (Tariffs and Rates) published in instalments in a Belgian philatelic journal. Chapter 18 covers
French rate markings on Russian covers from 1853 to 1876.
Editor‟s note: except where otherwise stated, illustrations are reproduced at full size.
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Odessa 8 - Trident stamps
Edward Klempka
One of the joys of philately is the discovery
or re-examination of items which for years
have not been challenged. Russian philately is
plentiful and research over the last 50 years
limited.
I have been exchanging notes with Peter
Cybaniak and Roman Dubyniak looking at
various aspects of Ukraine philately. One of
the more intriguing examinations is that of a
previously reported (but dormant for 90
years) Odessa Trident listed in 1919 as
Odessa 8.
The trident has the following characteristics;
1.

It is shaped like Odessa 4 but is struck
in purple.

2.

The Trident overprint was issued in
August 1918 whereas the three known
Odessa 8 covers are all dated Jan –
March 1918.

3.

Only one of the stamps on each cover is
overprinted with Odessa 8.

What is the status of the overprint? A simple
forgery, a nationalist propaganda issue, a
trident forerunner, or some other explanation?
When viewed under higher magnification the
postmark appears to be over the purple ink of
the trident overprint. This needs confirming
using modern scientific analysis.
I have edited notes produced by Peter, which
are reproduced below:
A long lost Odessa trident overprint has been
found – lost for 90 years! Its one and only
mention was in the very first catalogue of
Ukrainian postage stamps, published in
Ukraine in 1919. No mention in the Douglas
B Armstrong catalogue of Ukraine published
in England in 1920. No mention in Bright &
Sons catalogue of „Stamps of Europe and its
Colonies‟ published in England in 1923. No
mention in the Russian Chuchin 1927 Ukraine

12

postage stamp catalogue. No mention by C W
Roberts, Dr Seichter or Bulat and no
illustration of Odessa 8 as a forgery, either by
C W Roberts or by Dr Ceresa! Truly lost!
Now, three covers have been found all with
an odd stamp overprinted with Odessa 8.
Extracts from the 1919 Ukraine publication
1.
The mind says the covers cannot be
right as the earliest appearance of trident
overprints was in Podillia at the end of
August 1918. The heart says the covers are all
different and correctly franked, and the violet
colour is absolutely typical of the times!
Perhaps, just perhaps, we have a new trident
to collect and Ukraine is a little richer in its
tridents! But the mind fights back with a very
simple question, how did the originator of
Odessa 8 know that there would be an almost
identical Odessa 4 some 5 months later?
The answer is in the spike at the bottom of
Odessa 8. The spike at the bottom of Odessa
tridents does not occur in Armstrong, Bright
& Sons, Chuchin, C W Roberts, Dr Seichter,
Bulat or Ceresa – only in the Ukraine 1919
catalogue! Did a clairvoyant produce Odessa
8 in March 1918?
Or
2.
A poor stamps dealer, with rich clients,
armed with a Ukraine 1919 catalogue, sadly
looking at three worthless Odessa covers from
March 1918, reading that to date only 1
Odessa 8 Stamp had been found in violet on a
5K stamp, decide to enrich Ukraine philately
with Odessa 8 on cover?
(Note: The Odessa 8 overprint was made by a
rubber handstamp, so as a rubber handstamp
it would have simply broken in two, if the
two strands of the central prong went together
above the bulb of the trident as per the 1919
Ukraine catalogue – hence it was produced
with two separated strands of the central
prong.)

THE BRITISH JOURNAL OF RUSSIAN PHILATELY 100

Overprinted stamp (x2)

Cover 1 is the first one I
examined.
Cover 1.
20. 3.1918 Odessa. (Franking 25k – correct rate for inter-town mail) .

Editor‟s note.
The overprint on Cover 1 is more or less complete.
Those on Covers 2 and 3 are less so but a close comparison shows all three to be identical.
I have “lifted” the overprints electronically from all three covers and superimposed them on
each other. The resulting “combined” image is shown (x2) to the left.
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Another „Zinher‟ cover (Cover 2) with a different
Odessa postmark. This time the franking included
an Odessa 8 15k perforated. Again the rate was
right. This is always the first thing to check as
90% of forgeries have the wrong rate. Or put
another way a cover with the right rate, is 90%
certain to be genuine!
The date of 29.1.1918 is a fascinating date. As it
was in the first few days of February 1918 that the
11 day difference between the „old‟ and the „new‟
calendar disappeared. This would explain the
backstamps of 13.2.1918. Remove 11 days and

this gives just a four day difference! So the cover
looks good. Now is the Odessa 8 over or under the
cancel? It would be fascinating to know!
The alarm bell on the cover is the Zhmerynka
backstamp of 13.2.1918. For on the backstamp of
the earlier cover it was Zhmerynka 22.3.1918.
Forgers often lack number for their datestamps.
Here could be a perfect example of a forger just
having the numbers 2 and 3 to add to the fixed
date of 18. Is this the one and only mistake of a
master forger or just an innocent coincidence?
We must remember that the
years 1918 - 1923 were a
boom time for stamp
dealers and collectors
outside Ukraine. The
demand for „war Stamps‟
was colossal as everyone
(male) collected stamps.
There were huge numbers
of stamp dealers ready to
supply this demand. Prices
for covers and stamps were
astronomic. This brought
out the forgers, who on the
basis of published
catalogues produced forged
stamps and covers. Was
„Odessa 8‟ from the Ukraine
1919 catalogue an example?

Cover 2

14
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Finally, (Cover 3) has an Odessa 8 (20k perf). The
franking is 22k and no backstamp. Wow! The flap
has not been sealed. It has two handstamps

„Wrapper‟ and „Registered‟. It purports to be
printed matter sent in an unsealed enveloped to
Pavlohrad, in the Katerynoslav postal district.

Cover 3
I had never seen a printed matter cover; however,
three covers have now come to light showing and
confirming printed matter envelope rates. Thus

tft~:;,::,, .
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confirming that the above cover is correctly
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Cover 4.
5.10.1918 Kiev printed matter (no backstamp)
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The first clue was found when I re-read the „The
first rates of an independent Ukraine‟ (Ukrainian
Philatelist No 92 (2004) page 16). it stated that the
rate for „Ordinary mail of state institutions and
officials‟ was 10k. So it appears that this flat rate
of 10k applied to both local and inter-town mail.
Printed matter envelopes of such state institutions
and officials would therefore be 2k (i.e. one fifth
of the 10k rate), for both local and inter-town
mail.

Tobacco etc would have been state monopolies
and so would have fallen under the State
Institutions‟ label
The second cover found is an Insurance Company
cover dated 18.11.1918. The local letter rate was
25k at this time (see Ukrainian Philatelist No 92
(2004) page 24); this would therefore make the
local printed matter rate one fifth of 25k i.e. 5k. It
appears that a special „ State Institutions‟ printed
matter rate no longer applied from 15.11.1918.

It seems that „Insurance Companies‟ (probably
also Banks and Railways and other national
institutions) came under the title of „State
Institutions‟. The above, once suspect cover, is an
„Insurance Company‟ printed matter envelope. So
the franking of 20k registration and 2k for „printed
matter of a state institution‟ is therefore correct.

The third cover is handstamped „PECHATNOE‟
which means „PRINTED MATTER‟.
It has a franking of 15k. This 15k is the correct
franking for inter-town printer matter envelopes
containing „Business Papers‟ – (see Ukrainian
Philatelist No 92 (2004) page 16.)

The first cover found confirming this rate (Cover 4)
is an „All Russia Sugar Workers Union‟ cover
dated 5.10.1918 with the 2k rate. Sugar, alcohol,

Still the final question, are the Odessa 8 overprints
over or under the datestamp cancellations?

Editor‟s note. Covers are reproduced at 75%, details at 200%

SERIOUS COLLECTOR
of Zemstvo rarities and specialities, interested in early
items, special studies of different districts and postal
history, would like to contact other students
of Zemstvo Philately. I am willing to exchange and/or buy
interesting and rare material.
I am also interested in Imperial pre 1840 stampless covers
and would consider purchasing a collection or fine
individual items. Please contact
Dr Ilya A. Strebulaev
Graduate School of Business
Stanford University
518 Memorial Way
Stanford, CA 94305-5015
USA

e-mail istrebulaev@london.edu
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Forgery alerts in the early 20th century
David Skipton, (Greenbelt, USA)
Collectors are all too painfully aware of
the existence of forgeries, of which
there are three types: forgeries to
defraud the Post, the stamp collector,
and (much less common) those
produced simply for the amusement
and diversion of the forger, who has no
intention of selling or using them. The
philatelist shakes his fist at those who
seek to prey on him and his species, yet
will happily empty his wallet to
purchase a “stamp” (especially when it
Figure 1
is on cover) that preyed on the state-run
(Leon
Finik
collection.)
Post. For example, an ordinary cover

with an ordinary, legitimate 7-kopeck
stamp cannot even begin to command
the same prices at auction that a
similar, ordinary cover bearing a
forgery can.
Figure 1, for instance, shows a forgery
of the 7-rouble stamp, perhaps good
enough to pass cursory inspection by
someone with poor eyesight in a dimlylit room, but the Kiev cancel also
appears to have been forged, so this
one was probably produced for the
“benefit” of collectors.
“Copy.
SECRET.

A DESCRIPTION
of the 12th family of forgeries of the 7-kopeck stamp.
Paper: Ordinary paper, no watermark.
Special features: The light blue network consists of a system of closely spaced dots that are larger than on
an authentic stamp, and in their aggregate they fail to form the correct image.
The State Coat of Arms [on the forgery] differs from that on the legitimate stamp primarily in the execution
of the two eagles‟ heads and the shield on their breast.
The oval‟s background of lines, on which the State Coat of Arms and the post-and-telegraph emblem are
situated, is covered by a system of indistinct lines that are not arranged as precisely as on the original.
In the words “почтовая марка” and “семь коп.” each and every one of the letters is incorrectly executed,
as is the Roman numeral “VII,” which differs markedly from that of a legitimate stamp. The internal and
external lines that border the stamp (with a space for “Почтовая Марка” and the Roman numeral “VII”
are uneven and not of a uniform thickness for their entire extent.
All of the features described above are easily discerned on the attached enlargements with an authentic and
the forged ovals [for comparison].
Signed: Engraver A. Alekseyev. Countersigned: The Manager of the Examining Station, I. Chistov. Signed
properly on the original: For the Section Chief N. Zvyeryev. Checked: For the Desk Chief, D. Berezin.
Copy accurately reproduced: Chief of the Kiev Post-and-Telegraph District Tsetsyniovksiy
Checked: Clerk Lapshinskiy.”
Translation of figure 2
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IWllIH.

6Tfl1~j\.HIE
12-ro

po}la IlOM'MKH ll0t{TOBOA. MapKH 7-MH KOO. Jl0eTOHHOTBa,

By.uaaa: B)'llara DpOCTU, Ciea1, BOJUlllOro 3H&Ka.
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118CT0'111{Cfi )18pri.
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ero rpy.lW,
0138.'lLIU,18 :nmeRnblll 4>01r1,, Ha KOTOpOll'b pacno.1oa:eHL1 rocy.:1apeTBCllllLlll
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A• .AneKc'heB'b. CRptnmn,: 3an'h,IIJ,IB8IOIIJ.ift HCnJ,lT8TeJILIIOR
CTanitieB H. qucton. OJ, noAJIH11U1,1M1, e'hpuo: 3a Ila'lam.mma OT,ll'hnenia H. 3stpen'b.
CB'hpHJrJ>: 3a CT0J1oua•1an1,110Ka ,U. 6epea1111'b.
IlO.ilfJHCM1>: rpaoep'L

OJ, RonieB ntpuo:
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CB'hl)ff.'l'b: .ZJiwronpOH3110!lHTML nanWNHCHII.

Figure 2
(Scan courtesy of Oleg Zhevega.)
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As usual with forgers, though, the most tempting
target is the stamp that pays the postal tariff for
ordinary mail. Forgers and stamp-cleaning rings
attacked the 1857 10-kopeck imperforate and the
1858 perforated stamps almost as soon as they
were issued. Nothing had changed by the early
1900s, when it was the 7-kopeck‟s turn, repeatedly
(figure 2).
What is of greatest note here for philatelists, of
course, is not the particular forgery of which this
“all-points bulletin” speaks, but the fact that as of
1906-1908 (around the time this document is
thought to have been produced) there were eleven
other families of forgeries recorded, and there is
no reason to believe this one was the last.
The circular shown in figure 3 was issued by the
Chief of the Kiev Post-and-Telegraph District on
7 August 1908. Classified as “SECRET,” it was
addressed to all of the district‟s postal and postand-telegraph branch office chiefs.

!l.

J{.

-

:A. 11

„At the instructions of the Main Post-andTelegraph Administration, I attach a copy of a
3.50-ruble stamp forgery description for your
information.
ATTACHMENT: A copy of the description.
For the District Chief (signature).
For the Official
(signature).‟

on

Special

Assignment

Unfortunately, this was just the cover letter – the
description of the forgery is lacking – but it does
demonstrate that the forgers would turn their
attention to any denomination, not just the more
“common” ones for letter mail, and that they never
let up, even though the penalties (if they got
caught) were harsh.

s. A·

".A JI. i> H. ,H K 'b
iCBBC:CAro.

Il0.l!TO.BO:-TD1'Er ?.HiL6.ro.
OKPY.rl.
J.BI'Y,C'J.!.A 1908
N542.

7

r.

· no.

paaro:piu:eHi10 rJ1as.11aro.YnpaB,1eHili

TeJl'SJ'pa~.11$. ll'!)en·po.BOliA,ai,)

Koni10 omrnairig• no AAtJJOX'L
5:) Kon'• )lO,CTOl! H OTB

n!)II

nc_,1n H

ceK'b. ,4.lllt. C!ra:AUiH. :

!!O '!TO Bll>S

Mapox" S py6.

a.

rr·p;rno.r.EHn: Koni.!! omi-calii!i..

qa;n,BHJCa 0.Kpyra ~

---

Figure 3
(Scan courtesy of Oleg Zhevega.)
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Dr. Edward Kossoy wrote of a 3.50R forgery to
defraud the Post that differed from those recorded
by Chuchin and then Lobachevsky in Sovetskiy
kollektsioner No. 15 (1977). However, even
though the document in figure 3 is only a barebones cover letter that fails to give us any
information about the “stamp” itself, I think it is
likely that the one announced by the circular tells
us there is at least one more “variety” of 3.50R
forgery for which philatelists might hunt, another
one that neither Lobachevsky nor Kossoy had
seen.
Lobachevsky spoke of the 70-kop. forgery to
defraud the Post, but the 3.50R and 7R forgeries
he described (one of them a Fournier production),1
were aimed at collectors instead, so his varieties

cannot have been the ones that concerned the Kiev
Post-and-Telegraph Chief.
The legitimate cancel on Kossoy‟s forgery was
from Warsaw, dated 10 November 1907, but even
assuming a certain lag time from usage to
discovery by the authorities, the almost nine
months separating the cancel date on the stamp
from that of the 7 August 1908 circular seems too
long a time for Kossoy‟s example to have been the
one to which this circular referred.2 Postal clerks
would probably have spotted that one fairly soon
after it appeared, in November, December or
January of the following year.
Does anyone have a 3.50R forgery dated shortly
before the circular?
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Modern Crimean Cinderellas
Ivo J Steijn (Arcadia, USA)
During the postal chaos that followed the
resumption of Ukraine‟s independence, many
local issues of stamps and stamp-substitutes
appeared. However, it was soon realized that the
interest these issues generated could be used to
earn some money: produce overprints on Soviet
stamps, claim they‟re a “local issue” and sell them
around the planet to over-eager philatelists. The
number of fantasy issues and Cinderellas that
appeared in Ukraine during 1991-1999 is far
greater than the number of genuine local issues.

clear picture of what was legitimate. The
handbook does not go into the fantasy, private and
Cinderella issues, which makes sense: the book is
big enough as it is. However, these illegitimate
issues are, if not exactly the subject of philately,
certainly collectable as Cinderellas.
I recently found a very nice collection of Crimean
Cinderellas: alleged stamp issues for the Crimea.
Since I am not aware of any detailed listing of
these Cinderellas, I offer a listing without claims
of completeness and I hope that anyone who can
offer additions to the listing will do so. All issue
dates and places of origin are tentative.

Luckily we‟ve had Mr. Grigoryi Lobko. The third
edition of his fantastic handbook of Ukrainian
local issues appeared in 2008 and it gives a very
1.

KRYM / (new value) on Soviet definitives (1992)

1 rub, 3 rub, 5 rub, 10 rub, 15 rub, 20 rub, 25 rub on 1k (SG 6072)
1 rub, 3 rub, 5 rub on 2k (SG 6073)
3 rub, 5 rub on 5k (SG 6076) 10 rub, 15 rub, 20 rub on 4k (SG 4672)

2.

Symbols and new values on Soviet definitives (December 1992)

A complicated combination of overprints
(a): the word “Crimea” (in one of three
different languages), a symbol (five different
exist) and a new value (5 values exist). And
yes, all possible combinations of symbol and
value exist! Each overprinted sheet
contained all possible combinations, in
varying numbers.

(a)

Table 1 gives the sheet layout.
The overprint was applied to the 1k (SG
6072; twice, in black on top of green), 3k
(SG 6074; twice, in red on top of green), 4k
(SG 5942; in black, blue and gold), 5k (SG
6075; in blue), 7k (SG 6077; in red), 13k
(SG 6080; in black). Most, if not all, exist
inverted. At least two imitations exist, one a
crude handstamped affair (b), the other
distinguished by larger numerals, ink colour,
etc (c).

....
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•

y

•
•
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(b)
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Table 1: sheet layout of issue 2
КЪРЫМ
T
0.50

КРИМ
Tr
0.50

КРЫМ
map
0.50

КРЫМ
Cr
0.50

КРЫМ
SD
0.50

КРЫМ
SD
0.50

КРЫМ
Cr
0.50

КРЫМ
map
0.50

КРИМ
Tr
0.50

КЪРЫМ
T
0.50

КРЫМ
Cr
0.50

КРЫМ
SD
0.50

КРЫМ
map
0.50

КЪРЫМ
T
0.50

КРИМ
Tr
0.50

КРИМ
Tr
0.50

КЪРЫМ
T
0.50

КРЫМ
map
0.50

КРЫМ
SD
0.50

КРЫМ
Cr
0.50

КРЫМ
map
1.00

КРЫМ
map
1.00

КРЫМ
map
1.00

КРЫМ
map
1.00

КРЫМ
map
1.00

КРЫМ
map
1.00

КРЫМ
map
1.00

КРЫМ
map
1.00

КРЫМ
map
1.00

КРЫМ
map
1.00

КРИМ
Tr
1.00

КРЫМ
Cr
1.00

КРЫМ
map
1.00

КРЫМ
SD
1.00

КЪРЫМ
T
1.00

КЪРЫМ
T
1.00

КРЫМ
SD
1.00

КРЫМ
map
1.00

КРЫМ
Cr
1.00

КРИМ
Tr
1.00

КРЫМ
SD
1.50

КЪРЫМ
T
1.50

КРЫМ
map
1.50

КРИМ
Tr
1.50

КРЫМ
Cr
1.50

КРЫМ
Cr
1.50

КРИМ
Tr
1.50

КРЫМ
map
1.50

КЪРЫМ
T
1.50

КРЫМ
SD
1.50

КРЫМ
SD
1.50

КЪРЫМ
T
1.50

КРЫМ
map
1.50

КРИМ
Tr
1.50

КРЫМ
Cr
1.50

КРЫМ
Cr
1.50

КРИМ
Tr
1.50

КРЫМ
map
1.50

КЪРЫМ
T
1.50

КРЫМ
SD
1.50

КРИМ
Tr
10.0

КРЫМ
Cr
10.0

КРЫМ
map
10.0

КРЫМ
SD
10.0

КЪРЫМ
T
10.0

КЪРЫМ
T
10.0

КРЫМ
SD
10.0

КРЫМ
map
10.0

КРЫМ
Cr
10.0

КРИМ
Tr
10.0

КРЫМ
map
10.0

КРЫМ
map
10.0

КРЫМ
map
10.0

КРЫМ
map
10.0

КРЫМ
map
10.0

КРЫМ
map
10.0

КРЫМ
map
10.0

КРЫМ
map
10.0

КРЫМ
map
10.0

КРЫМ
map
10.0

КРЫМ
Cr
15.0

КРЫМ
SD
15.0

КРЫМ
map
15.0

КЪРЫМ
T
15.0

КРИМ
Tr
15.0

КРИМ
Tr
15.0

КЪРЫМ
T
15.0

КРЫМ
map
15.0

КРЫМ
SD
15.0

КРЫМ
Cr
15.0

КЪРЫМ
T
15.0

КРИМ
Tr
15.0

КРЫМ
map
15.0

КРЫМ
Cr
15.0

КРЫМ
SD
15.0

КРЫМ
SD
15.0

КРЫМ
Cr
15.0

КРЫМ
map
15.0

КРИМ
Tr
15.0

КЪРЫМ
T
15.0

Notes
T - is a stylized geometric figure,
Tr - is a Ukrainian Trident,
map - is a contour of the Crimea with the letters “RK” (Republika Krym),
SD - is a Star of David and
Cr - is what appears to be an Iron Cross.
“КРЫМ” is Russian, “КРИМ” is Ukrainian and “КЪРЫМ” is Crimean Tatar in the Expanded Cyrillic alphabet.
The Ukrainian and Tatar names go with their respective symbols.
In all, each sheet contains 25 different stamps but not all in equal numbers.
The central vignettes refer to (some of) the ethnic groups that have called the Crimea home:
Russians, Ukrainians, Jews, Tatars and Germans.
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3.

Respublika / Krym / (new value) on Soviet definitives (1993, Sevastopol’?)

Three different values noted (3 r., 10 r. and 15 r.), in
three colours (red, black and blue), on 5 different
stamps: 1k (SG 5940, 6072), 4k (SG 5942, 6075)
and 7k (SG 6077). The 10r. seems to exist only on
the 1k stamp in black, the other values occur in all
colours on all of the 5 stamps. Each sheet of 100 had
3r. overprints in the top half and 15r. overprints in
the bottom half, so vertical se-tenant pairs exist (a).
Furthermore, each sheet may exist with different
overprint colours on different rows. In addition,
overprints “Respublika / Krym / 1-00” are known in
green on the 1k and 2k stamps (SG 6072, 6073) (b).

4.

(b)
(a)

(Trident) / Krym / (new value) on Soviet and Ukrainian definitives (?)

Three different values (3 00, 15 00, 70 00) in three
different colours (black, blue and purple) on two
different basic stamps: a Soviet 1k (SG 6072) and a
Ukrainian 0.70 (SG 47). Vertical se-tenant pairs
exist.

5.

Respublika (diagonal) / Krym / (new value) / * * on Soviet definitives (1993)

Five values (1-00, 3-00, 6-00, 15-00, 25-00)
overprinted in red on two basic stamps: 1k and 2k
(SG 6072, 6073).

6.

Pictorial design in rectangular frame on Soviet and Ukrainian definitives (April-May 1993)

A rather fussy design involving a lighthouse and
“KRYM”, and a new value in tiny lettering. Three
different values (3.00, 15.00, 70.00) applied to 4
different stamps: USSR 3k (SG 5941), USSR 1k
(SG 6072), USSR 2k (SG 6073), Ukraine 0.70 (SG
47), all in black only.
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7.

Respublika / Krym / (new value) on Ukrainian commemoratives (1993?)

0.50 '

7/0IJ/Ta
YKPaiH/11

Six different values (3-00, 15-00, 20-00, 70-00, 85-00,
95-00) printed together in the sheet, with each value
on a horizontal row, so vertical strips of the six
values se-tenant exist. So far seen on Ukraine SG
57, 62, 64, in black only.

~~!I!
~

w-~ ~ ::

...
..•.•............ .
o.50 .:
.

8l-1Wl-16KA

1992

7/0IJ/Ta
· YKPaiH/11

~ :
~

.

~"~ ~:;~ ,

···········~·····
8.

POCHTA / Respublika / KRYM / (new value) in thin letters on various Soviet definitives
(Simferopol’, 1993?)

Seen so far: 2 r. (on 1k SG 4669), 3 r. (on 1k SG 6072),
5 r. (on 2k SG 6073), 10 r., 15 r. (both on 3k SG 6074),
20 r. 25 r. (both on 3k SG 4671), 30 r, 35 r. (both on 4k
SG 4672), 40 r. (on 4k SG 6075), 50 r. (on 5k SG 6076),
60 r., 70 r. (both on 7k SG 6077), 90 r., 95 r. (both on 13k
SG 6080), all in black only.
9.

KRYM / (new value) on Soviet definitives and radio stamps (1993?)

So far seen: 1-00, 3-00, 5-00 in black on 1k (SG 6072),
10-00 in black on 4k (SG 4672), 15-00, 50-00 in black on
6k (SG 4673), 20-00 in black on 3k (SG 4671), 30-00 in
black on 5k (SG 6076), 35-00 in red on 3k (SG 6074;
exists inverted), 70-00 in red on 40k radio stamp, 100-00
in red or black on 50k radio stamp. The word “KRYM”
comes in two sizes, with each column of overprints
having the same size.
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10.

KRYM / (new value) in black on Soviet and Ukrainian definitives

Very similar to issue 1 except the word “KRYM” is
larger. May be a reprint or imitation. So far seen: 10
rub., 20 rub., 25 rub. on 5k (SG 6076), 35 rub. on 7k
(SG 6077), 50 rub. on 13k (SG 6080), 100 rub. on
15k (SG 6081); the latter three values also exist on
the Ukrainian 0.70 Narbut definitive (SG 47).

11.

“Lettered” overprints on Soviet definitives (1993?)

Another complicated multi-part overprint, these
contain the word “Crimea” in one of three
languages, a symbol, a capital letter (four times,
Cyrillic) and a boxed description of the postal rate
they are intended to serve. Table 2 gives the
combinations seen so far. I believe there were no
combinations of different overprints within the same
sheet.

Table 2. The stamps of issue 11
Basic stamp

Top

Symbol

Letter

Purpose

Colour

1k (SG 6072)

КРИМ

Trident

A

УКРАІНА

Mint

3k (SG 4671)

КРИМ

Trident

A

УКРАІНА

Dark blue

1k (SG 6072)

КРЫМ

Eagle

Б

СНГ

Mint

3k (SG 6074)

КРЫМ

Eagle

Б

СНГ

Maroon

1k (SG 6072)

КРЫМ

Map

В

RECOM.

Blue

1k (SG 6072)

КРЫМ

Star of David

Г

INTERN

Mint

5k (SG 6076)

КРЫМ

Star of David

Г

INTERN

Black

1k (SG 6072)

КЪРЫМ

T

D

EXPRESS

Mint

4k (SG 6075)

КЪРЫМ

T

D

EXPRESS

Purple

13k (SG 6080)

КРЫМ

Airplane

Е

АВИА

Black
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12.

(new value) / (map) / respublika / KRYM on Soviet and Ukrainian definitives

I have seen the following: 3.00 on 3k (SG 4671),
3.00 on 2k (SG 6073), 3.00 on 0.70 (Ukraine
SG 47), all in blue; 15.00 on the same three stamps,
all in red; 70.00 on 3k (SG 4671, in dark green or
mint), 3k on 0.70 (Ukraine SG 47, in mint). The
sheet margins state that 10,000 of each were printed.

13.

SEVASTOPOL’ (diagonal) / (new value) on Soviet definitives (Sep-Oct 1993?)

There appear to be three issues of this type. The first
issue has “Sevastopol‟” in small letters, is in black
only, occurs on the 35k and 50k definitives (SG 6085-86)
and has ten different values in the sheet: 1-00,
2-00, 3-00, 5-00, 10-00, 15-00, 20-00, 25-00, 35-00,
50-00. I‟ve seen se-tenant strips containing all
values (vertical strips of the 35k, horizontal of the
50k).
The second issue of this type has “Sevastopol‟” in
larger letters, is only on the 35 k and has the new
value in the top left corner rather than at the foot of
the stamp. Only seen on the 35k, it consists of 25-00
(black), 35-00 (blue) and 50-00 (red). No
information about sheet layout available.
The third issue of this type has “Sevastopol‟” in small
letters again, the new value is at the foot of the stamp
again, but now at top left there is either a “КРЫМ” or
“ЧФ” (?). While the “Sevastopol‟” is always in greyblack, the other two elements are usually in a different
colour. All are on the 35k and I have seen: 20-00 and
“ЧФ” in red, 35-00 and “ЧФ” in blue, 50-00 and ЧФ” in
black and 50-00 and “КРЫМ “in black.
14.

Pictorial issue: ships, inscribed Respublika KRYM (1993)

20.45.70,220,310,400,-

26

“Ermak” 1899
“Santa Maria”
“Petrapolis” 1910
“Vityaz” 1886
“Strelok”
“Persei” 1923

Pecny6nH!alKPhIM
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15.

50
80
150
450

Pictorial issue, inscribed POSHTA KRIMA (1994)

Ukrainian flag, Trident and outline of Crimea,
all in blue/yellow
Ditto
Airplane, Trident, outline of Crimea,
inscribed PAR AVION
Ditto

16.

250.00

17.

jnoWTA KPv1MAJ

Self-adhesive issue, inscribed RESPUBLIKA KRYM (1994)

blue and green: birds in sky

(new value) 1993 in black, KRIM* in red on Ukrainian definitives(1993?)

Values seen: 27 on 0.70 (SG 47), 100 on 0.50 (SG
46), 150 on 0.70 (SG 47), 250 on 0.70 (SG 47). I am
not aware of the same stamps without the red
“KRIM*” in the top left corner, or indeed why there
is an asterisk behind KRIM.

18.

POSHTA UKRAINI / (new value) / SEVASTOPOL’ on Soviet and Ukrainian definitives

This overprint is an imitation of the entirely
legitimate overprint applied to postal stationery in
Sevastopol‟ during 1992-1993. Overprinted in
black, values seen are: 200 krb/1k (SG 6072),
250 krb/3k (SG 5941), 250 krb/0.50 (Ukraine SG 46),
500 krb/1k (SG 4669), 750 krb/4k (SG 6075),
750 krb/25k (SG 6083).
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19.

POSHTA UKRAINI / KRB (new value) KRB / КРИМ КРЫМ КЪРЫМ across two stamps
(1994?)

Values seen: 9 krb/2x1k (SG 6072), 96 krb/2x6k
(SG 4673). Two other values are on top of other
overprints which have not yet been spotted without
these additional overprints. The first overprint
resembles that of issue 3 but in a different font and
with the new value closer to the “respublika krym”.
Values seen: 175 krb/2x(5r/15k) (SG 6081),
250 krb/2x(5r/1k) (SG 6072).

20.

Pictorial issue: Ukrainian-Chinese friendship (1994?)

A souvenir sheet containing four stamps, of 50.00, issued perforated and imperforated. The stamps
celebrate the 2nd anniversary of Ukrainian/Chinese diplomatic relations, the 100th anniversary of Mao
Zedong‟s birth, the 180th anniversary of Taras Shevchenko‟s birth and …something else that required a
stamp in this sheet, or so someone thought. As a conversation piece it‟s hard to beat.
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21.

Pictorial issue: various designs (1994?)

Charming designs with various inscriptions (e.g. “POST OF CRIMEA”,
“respublika KRYM”) printed on white paper.
50
100
200
250
500
1000
2500
3000
5000
10000
22.

red
violet
blue
green
brown
blue
brown
violet
red
red, blue & black

Farmer superimposed over map of Crimea
Castle on promontory
Map of Crimea
Landscape with mosque
Coat of arms of Simferopol‟
Cruise ship
Women in traditional Tatar costumes
Men in traditional Tatar costumer
Coat of arms of Sevastopol‟
Coat of arms of a fictional Crimean state?

Pictorial issue: Birds (inscribed POSHTA UKRAINI / KRIM)

nowTa YKpaiH111
500
1000
1800
2000
3000
4500

Red on yellow paper
Green on yellow paper
Red on blue paper
Blue on blue paper
Red on pink paper
Blue on pink paper

Poliborus Lutosus
Platalea Minor Temmink et Schlegel
Haliaeetus leucoryphus Pallas
Falco deiroleucus Temminck
Grus japonensis Muller
Tetrax tetrax

In all stamps the central picture is in black, as is the frame.

23.

500

Poliborus lutosus

KPIIIM

KRYM / Coat of arms / (new value) on Soviet and Ukrainian definitives

Various values and colours seen, the following list is probably not
complete: 3.00 in purple on 1k (SG 6072) and on 0.70 (Ukraine SG 47), in
red on 1k (SG 6072); 15.00 in blue on 3k (SG 4671), 2k (SG 6073) and
0.70 (Ukraine SG 47); 70.00 in green on 3k (SG 4671), in black on 2k
(SG 6073) and 0.70 (Ukraine SG 47).
For the overprints on the Ukrainian stamp, the bottom row in each sheet
had the “KRYM” and coat of arms but not the new value.
24.

KRYM / pochta / (new value) plus coat of arms on Ukrainian commemoratives

A companion to the previous issue, with the same coat of arms but much
larger lettering. On SG 64: 3.00, 15.00, 70.00 in red.
A similar overprint without the “pochta” exists on SG 57 in black: only
the 70.00 has been seen.
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25.

QbRbM / Poşta / (new value) / (town name) on 1k (SG 6072) (1993?)

All are overprinted in black and all text is in Crimean Tatar in the
Expanded Latin alphabet. Values/town names seen are: 3 r. (Aluşta,
Yalta), 15 r. (Kokkoz, Gurzuf), 27 r. (Kerç, Sudaq), 35 r. (Baqcisaraj,
Kozlev), 40 r. (Aqjar, Kefe), 50 r. (Aqmesçid, Çankoj), 60 r. (Kaca, Işun),
70 r. (Saki, Belbek), 85 r. (Balaklava, Karaça), 95 r. (Aqçami, Solqat).
While I can place most of these town names I have no idea where Aqçami
and Solqat are to be found.

26.

...•.•.••..•.

respublika KRYM / (Star of David or Menorah) on Ukrainian definitives

The overprint does not have a new value, comes in light blue or red on
two different Ukrainian definitives (SG 88,89) so 8 different combinations
exist.

27.

(new value) / “T” / dzhemkhurmeti / K”YRYM on Soviet definitives

Three values exist: 3.00, 15.00, 70.00, on three different basic stamps: 1k
(SG 6072, in orange), 2k (SG 6073, in olive green), 3k (SG 4671 in
orange).

28.

Airmail overprint over 4 stamps, on Soviet definitives

The middle two stamps in each strip of four just
have the old Aeroflot emblem, the two outer
stamps have Crimea (in 5 languages) /
(illustration) / (new value) / POSTI AIR /
AVIAPOCHTA.
The illustration is a plane over a globe on the
leftmost 500R overprint, and a contour of the
Crimea on a globe on the rightmost 250R
overprint. Seen on the 1k (SG 6072) and 2k
(SG 6073) stamps, in black only.

30
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29.

Sevastopol overprint across two Soviet radio stamps

The leftmost stamp has SEVASTOPOL‟ / (flag and star) / Gorod /
Russkoi / Slavy, while the rightmost stamp has POCHTA / (new value).
All are in greyish black and values seen so far are 100, 200, 250 and 500.
All values exist on both the 40k radio stamp (olive) and the 50k radio
stamp (orange).

30.

50th anniversary of end of WW2, across 2 stamps, on Soviet definitives (1995)

The leftmost stamp has the American, Soviet and British flags, the
rightmost stamp has (new value) / 50 rokiv / O O N while across the
bottom of each pair of stamps is written Ukrainia 1995 Krim. All are in
grey-black and the following have been seen: 5000/1k (SG 6072),
7000/5k (SG 6076), 18000/6k (SG 4673), 30000/4k (SG 4672), 35000/3k
(SG 6074).
31.

Kerch “local post” overprints on Soviet definitives (September 1993?)

..••....•..•
The overprint consists of KERCH / (picture of ship) / (new value) and is
always in violet. Values seen are 200.00, 350.00 and 450.00 and all values
exist on both the 1k (SG 6072) and 2k (SG 4670).

11-,-...........
•

88

; llO'fTA CCCP

32.

Election of first President, on Soviet radio stamps (1994?)

The overprint is over two radio stamps, lengthwise, and reads
“VIBORI PERSHOGO / PREZIDENTA / KRIM 30.01.1994
(new value). Seen so far: 100/50k orange, 250/40k olive,
100/1.20 blue, 250/1.50 green.

It should be stressed that NONE of these issues
was official, that NONE had any franking value
beyond what a dozy/complaisant postman allowed
and that ALL are therefore private fantasy issues.
Some of them can be found on cover, and
sometimes they even contributed to the actual
franking, the vast majority of the rate being made
up with a “Taxe Perçue” marking.

Only two Crimean local issues were official and
had franking value: simple labels produced in
Sevastopol‟ and labels on brown paper produced
in Yalta. Both are described in Lobko‟s handbook
and are beyond the scope of this listing.
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The Captain’s Log. 5
Raymond Casey
This number takes a long overdue look at Imperial
body of water on Earth. With a surface area of
Russian ship mail in the Caspian Sea. Half a
371,000 square kilometres (143,244 square miles),
century has elapsed since Tchilinghirian and
it accounts for about 44 percent of the total
Stephen laid the foundation of our knowledge of
lacustrine (lake) waters of the world. Like the
the subject (T&S, 1959) and apart from a followMediterranean and the Black Sea, it is a remnant
up article by Stephen (1967) only snippets of
of a vast ocean (Tethys) that millions of years ago
information have been published since. Antonini
girdled the planet and it still retains its salinity,
and Grasset‟s book on the postal history of the
albeit reduced compared with present-day
lakes and rivers of the world (1984) does not say a
seawater. One hundred and thirty rivers contribute
word about the Caspian Sea - the biggest lake of
to its inflow, the Volga being the most important.
all. In the following
The Caspian Sea has
100 miles
pages new records of
no outflow, water
1t60km. 1 l os s
ships‟ cancellations
be i ng
by
and shore arrival
evaporation. During
marks relevant to this
the Imperial regime
area are described,
of the 19th and 20th
s o me
post mar ks
centuries Russia (and
RUSSIA
hitherto known only
the succeeding Soviet
IN
EUROPE
by fragments are
Union) shared only a
shown in full and
small part of the
data on many of the
Caspian with Persia
CASPIAN
RUSSIA
SEA
ships
and
the
(Iran) (figure 1).
IN
companies that ran
Today, the greater
ASIA
them are expanded.
part of Russia‟s
Attention is drawn to
Caspian Sea legacy is
the inadequacy of
claimed by the
information on postal
independent states of
matters in official
Kazakhstan,
literature relating to
Turkmenistan and
Caspian
Sea
Azerbaijan. Oil and
Tabriz
•
mercantile shipping
caviar
are
two
and the frequent
commercial products
conflict
between
of the region that
PERSIA
evidence provided by
have long influenced
Meshhed-i-Sar • Bandar Shah
postal markings and
the shipping. The
Kazvine
• Asterabad
that contained in such
former is derived
• Teheran
literature. Readers are
from
the
huge
reminded that the
hydrocarbon
PERSIA
same conventions and
reservoir
around
abbreviations are
Baku, the capital of
used throughout the
Azerbaijan, the latter
• Isfahan
series and that, unless
processed from the
:
...
.......................................
..............
otherwise stated,
eggs of the sturgeon
Figure 1.
illustrated material is Sketch-map of the Caspian Sea region using place-names to provide a fishy
from the author‟s
delicacy for the
current in the early 20th century.
collection.
affluent.
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Imperial Russian Ship Mail in the Caspian Sea
The Caspian Sea straddles the boundary between
Europe and Asia and is by far the largest enclosed

32

If the history of the Russian posts in Persia during
the 19th century “is still shrouded in
darkness” (T&S, 1959, p.201), then it is equally
true that the study of Imperial Russian ship mail in
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the Caspian Sea has scarcely emerged from the
shadows. As far back as the 18th century, during
the reign of Empress Anne (1730-40), special
ships were built for postal communications
between Astrakhan and Persia (MVD, 1901). With
the advent of the steamship, from 1847 a
government flotilla ran a postal service connecting
several Caspian ports. In 1858 Caspian postal
operations were handed over to a private company
(Caucasus & Mercury) backed by a state subsidy
and charter (Sokolov, 1966). Nothing has survived
from these early l8th century trail-blazers, nor
from their successors of the next 150 years. It is
not until the turn of the 19th/20th centuries that
our Caspian Sea inheritance yields anything
tangible for the postal historian. By the second
decade of the 20th century a number of new
companies had become engaged in conveyance of
mail and provision of on-board postal facilities on
the Caspian shipping routes. Unlike the Caucasus
& Mercury, which used cancellers of standard
format, these new companies employed a variety
of unorthodox designs. Generally, they gave the
name of the ship and the company but are
commonly dateless, making it difficult to work out
a chronological order. So far, these unorthodox
cancellers are represented solely by impressions
on loose stamps and pieces, many known only by
one or two examples or by tantalising fragments.
But the most perplexing aspect of this field of
research is the numerous discrepancies between
the name of the shipping company or owner
inscribed on the cancellation and that given in
official records, e.g., the registers of Russian
merchant shipping. Some company and ship
names impressed on the stamps cannot be found in
any official publication available to the author.
Frequently the postmark is more informative than
the reference books.
The heyday of shipping in the Caspian Sea during
imperial times lay in the early years of the 20th
century before the First World War (1914-18). As
of 1st January 1912 Russia had 244 steamships
and 554 sailing vessels plying these waters
(RMFL, 1912). Despite wartime requisitioning by
the navy, the steamship fleet was only slightly
depleted five years later (RMFL for 1917, 1919).
According to the 1912 list only five steamers
operated as post-passenger vessels, all belonging
to the Caucasus & Mercury Company. These same
five ships are listed in the 1917 register, though
their postal functions are no longer mentioned. In
fact, not a single ship is cited in the 1917 list as
having postal connections. The same applies to the
Caspian Sea sailing vessels in the 1912 list,

though one bears the suggestive name
“Pochtalion”„ (postman). It must be concluded
that in respect of postal affairs these registers are
less than encyclopedic.

Caucasus & Mercury Steamship Company
A detailed account of the early years of the
Caucasus & Mercury Company‟s operations in the
Caspian Sea is set out in an article in the Russian
Post and Telegraph Journal, unofficial edition,
volume 9 for 1896, translated into English by N.I.
Sokolov (1966), The Company received its charter
for conveyance of mails along these waters on
21 May 1858, for which it was paid an annual
subsidy of 34,000 roubles from the Government.
From the opening of the navigation season until
1 November each year it was to dispatch mail
steamers on the following routes:
(a) from Astrakhan to Guriev and the NovoPetrovsk fortifications (later called Fort
Aleksandrovsk and in the Soviet regime Fort
Shevchenko) once a month; to Baku every
fortnight, calling at Petrovsk and Derbent on the
way; and
(b) from Baku to Asterabad every fortnight,
calling at Lenkoran, Astara and Enzeli. N.B. The
port for Asterabad (Astrabad) was Bandar Shah.
For the rest of the year communication between
Caspian ports open for navigation was to be
maintained no less than once monthly. In
accordance with postal regulations, the Company
was to convey mail, postmen and government
officials free of charge. On 26 March 1869 the
Caucasus & Mercury Steamship Company was
granted the right to fly the postal flag. Throughout
the 19th century there were numerous
modifications of the Company‟s charter and new
shipping lines were introduced, notably the service
between Astrakhan, Baku, Krasnovodsk,
Chikishlyar, Asterabad and Meshhed-I-Sar.
Special rules were set up by the Postal Department
for the transmission of all classes of mail on the
steamers of the Caucasus & Mercury Company.
Security was tightened, requiring mail to be
carried in satchels and trunks rather than mailbags.
The story was taken up by Tchilinghirian (1954)
who showed that at the time of the inauguration of
the Transcaspian Railway, in 1888/1890,
Caucasus & Mercury vessels were operating
between Baku and Krasnovodsk to provide a
connection with the newly-opened railway line.
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Official railway and shipping guides for the years
immediately preceding the First World War (e.g.,
“Ukazatel” for 1912/13) show the following lines
in regular service by this Company:
BAKU-KRASNOVODSK and back
BAKU-ENZELI and back
BAKU-LENKORAN-ASTARA and back
BAKU-KRASNOVODSK-CHIKISHLYARASTRABAD-MESHHED-I-SAR and back
PETROVSK-FORT ALEKSANDROVSK and back
The year 1912 was a watershed in Caspian Sea
postal affairs. Hitherto its mail-carriers had
unloaded large quantities of mail uncancelled,
leaving it to be cancelled and sorted at post offices

on shore. Now, many of the ships of the Caucasus
& Mercury Company were provided with onboard facilities for processing and cancelling mail,
converting them to Travelling Post Offices
(TPOs). This activity was centred on the
Company‟s agency at Baku (figure 2) and covered
the busy lines to Persia at the southern end of the
region. The Persian port of Enzeli (figure 3), the
main Caspian gateway to Tehran and the
commercial centre of Isfahan, saw most of the
business. Cancellers were supplied in the standard
double-oval type with the names of the termini at
top and the abbreviated word for steamship
(parakhod) at bottom. The same canceller was
used for both outward and homeward runs. They
comprised:
Baku-Enzeli (Steamships „a‟ and „b‟)
Baku-Lenkoran-Astara (Steamships „a‟
and „b‟)
Baku-Meshedesser (Russian rendering
of Meshhed-I-Sar) Steamship.

Baey.

IIpucTaH:& ,,KaBKaB'I, 11 MepKY!)i.A".

By examining a large quantity of stamps
in the collection of Mr. P. Traks,
Tchilinghirian (1953, p.337) found the
different shipping lines to be very
unevenly represented, ratios being
approximately as follows:

l

:
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Figure 2.
The waterfront at Baku, showing the Caucasus & Mercury
Steamship Company's quay

Baku-Enzeli.....85%
Baku-Lenkoran-Astara....13%
: Baku-Meshedesser....2%
l
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Figure 3.
Persian port of Enzeli, showing part of the harbour facilities.
Card postally used to Paris with pair Persian 3ch cancelled
Recht 23 March 1913.
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overwhelming preponderance of
Baku-Enzeli is supported by my own
sorting of hundreds of Caspian Sea
postmarks on Russian stamps found
among a mixed lot sold at auction in the
late ‟60s, originally in possession of the
same Mr. P. Traks and possibly the very
same collection seen by Tchilinghirian.
This preponderance may have been
exaggerated by the preservation of
archives of correspondence between
Baku and Isfahan from which stamps
with Baku-Enzeli postmarks could have
been soaked off. Dates fall between
1912 and 1915 and only low values, up
to 10k, have been seen. The absence of
stamps of high value has led to the idea
that the ships carrying this mail dealt
with ordinary mail only (T, 1953,
p.337), though from the occurrence of
multiples, later it was later considered
that registered letters were handled on

!.
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some lines (T&S, 1958, p.217). The remarkable
insured money-letter from the Baku-Meshhed-I-Sar
line, described on a following page, confirms that the
Company‟s ships could accept all classes of mail in
accordance with its revised charter (Sokolov, 1966).
The 1912 Shipping Register shows the Company‟s
Caspian fleet comprised 38 vessels, of which only
five were equipped for postal duties. Described as
post-passengers steamers, they were: Admiral
Kornilov, Imperator Nikolai II, Imperatritsa
Aleksandra, Skobelev and Tsesarevich Aleksandr. It
is likely that two of these ships served on the BakuEnzeli line (ships „a‟ and „b‟), which ran several
times a week; two on the Baku-Lenkoran-Astara line
(ships „a‟ and „b‟), also operating several times a
week, and one on the weekly service of the BakuMeshhed-I-Sar line. All these vessels survived into
the 1917 Register of Merchant Shipping, though
their postal function is no longer mentioned. The
seemingly abrupt disappearance of the Company‟s
postmarks after 1915 appeared to reflect the
suspension of its postal activities due to wartime
conditions. That some wartime changes in routes and
management took place is indicated in the 1915
official railway and shipping guide. The routes are
given therein as: Astrakhan-Baku-Krasnovodsk,
Baku-Enzeli, and Astrakhan-Meshedesser, run
jointly by the Caucasus & Mercury and the Rus
Steamship Companies. These changes are not
mirrored in any known postmark.
The final years of the Caucasus & Mercury Steamship
Company‟s operations in the Caspian Sea can be seen
only dimly through the mist of war, revolution and civil
conflict. After the Revolution of November 1917 the
ships were nationalised, though some later came under
British control and some were retained by the Denikin
Government until its collapse in March 1920.
Ultimately, all these vessels fell to the Soviets when
they seized Enzeli in May of the same year (T&S, 1958.
p.215).
Baku-Enzeli. The government newspaper
“Pravitel‟stevennyi Viestnik” for 28 November 1885
announced that mail transmission had been established
on the Baku-Enzeli route for letters and wrappers.
Details of cancellations used from 1912 on this major
Caspian line are covered in previous literature (T, 1953;
T&S, 1958, pp.216-7). While Tchilinghirian thought
that the Baku-Enzeli „a‟ and „b‟ type “do not appear to
show any other clear identification mark than their
respective letters”, his accurate drawings prove
otherwise (T, 1953, pp.332, 334, figs. 3-4). In BakuEnzeli „a‟ the horizontal line above the date points to the
letter „I‟ (el) of the word “Enzeli”: in Baku-Enzeli „b‟ it

points to the letter „e‟. This distinction will help in
deciphering part-strikes. The two types are shown in
figure 4. Figure 4A illustrates the common practice of
applying low value stamps as security seals on the flap
of the envelope, as noted by Tchilinghirian (1953,
p.336). Thanks to an archive release in the late ‟70s early ‟80s, many more covers have become available
for study in recent years. Astonishingly, all the covers I
have seen from this 1912-15 period posted on the BakuEnzeli steamers are identical in being from Persian
firms in Baku addressed in Farsi and Russian to
business associates in Isfahan. Hitherto the importance
of the Baku-Isfahan correspondence has not been
recognized. Despite the increased opportunity for new
finds, registered items from the Baku-Enzeli line remain
as elusive as ever. Large numbers of covers must have
been destroyed to provide the hundreds of loose stamps
with cancellations of this line. These include multiples
of up to 40k (e.g. figure 4C) which may well have come
from registered letters.
The idea that the Caspian Sea Postal services were
suspended after 1915 because of war conditions was
refuted by discovery of a stationery card to
Switzerland written on board s.s. Tula of the Caucasus
& Mercury Company bearing faint impressions of the
Baku-Enzeli oval serial „b‟ dated 17 5 17 (T, 1964,
p.10).It showed that the ship TPOs were still operating
on this line, albeit in reduced capacity, during the
wartime regime of the Provisional Government.
Figure 4D illustrates the most unexpected use of a
Baku-Enzeli Steamship canceller yet to be found. This
is on a cover in the collection of Mr Björn Sohrne of
Stockholm and so far as it can be judged from a
computer scan, is authentic. It is addressed in Farsi
(presumably fully) and in incomplete form in Russian
to Tehran via Enzeli. The word “Tehran” is rendered
in Cyrillic script as “Tekhran”, the letter „h‟ being
transcribed as „kh‟ instead of the usual „g‟, and the
final letter being just visible through a semi-transparent
mount-remnant. On the reverse the cover is franked
with 2k and 5k imperforate stamps of the 1917/18 issue
to the value of 20k, tied by two faint strikes of the Baku
-Enzeli Steamship „a‟ canceller dated 10 3 18. Also on
the reverse is a Recht transit mark for 23 III 18 and a
Teheran receipt for the same month (day unclear). The
date of the canceller exhibits the “Lazarus
effect” (to borrow a biological term) and implies
that postal activity had resumed on the BakuEnzeli steamers in post-Revolution times when the
ships no longer belonged to the Caucasus &
Mercury Company. The letter was evidently sent
by a Persian national living in the Baku region
during the time when a small detachment of
British troops under the command of General L.
C. Dunsterville were in occupation of the city.
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A

B
Figures 4A & 4B.
Two covers from Persian firms in Baku addressed to Isfahan via Enzeli, both posted on ship of Baku-Enzeli
line and both with Teheran transit.
A, quadruple rate franking (40k) in Arms stamps, carried on ship „a‟ 4 12 12 (Julian).
Cancel in black; received Isfahan 6 1 13 (Gregorian).
B, single rate franking in Arms stamps (10k) , carried on ship „b‟ 21 7 12 (Julian).
Cancel in black; received Isfahan 26 VI1 12 (Gregorian).

C

36

Figure 4C.
Block of four 10k Romanov
cancelled Baku-Enzeli Steamship
„b‟ 8 11 13 in violet.
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Figure 4D.
The “Lazarus” cover. Posted during the British occupation of Baku in 1918.
Addressed in Farsi and Russian to Tehran via Enzeli.
Franked on reverse 20k in 1917/18 imperforate issues (2k strip of three & pair and 5k pair),
cancelled oval BAKU-ENZELI STEAMSHIP „a‟ 10 3 18
showing post-Revolution re-emergence of canceller formerly used by the Caucasus & Mercury Company.
Recht transit mark 23 III 18 and Tehran receipt same month.
Inset: idealised representation of cancellation.
(Björn Sohrne collection.)
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This so-called “Dunsterforce” had left Baghdad in
January of that year to travel via Enzeli to Baku in
order to forestall any Turco-German attempt to
seize the area and its vital oil supplies
(Dunsterville, 1921). The turbulent times in the
Southern Caspian region and North Persia in 1918
following the collapse of the Russian front in the
Caucasus are reflected in the lapse of nearly two
weeks between the dates of posting of the
“Lazarus” letter and its arrival at Recht.
As regards the names of the ships on which these
Baku-Enzeli steamship postmarks were used,
Tchilinghirian was convinced that serial „a‟
belonged to the largest of the Caucasus & Mercury
Company‟s fleet, the President Kruger, “..there
can be practically no doubt that “Baku-Enzeli “a”
was the pride of the Caspian, the “President
Kruger” of Dunsterforce fame, in which, very few
years later, General Dunsterville and his troops
were to sail from Enzeli to the rescue of Baku...”
“Having thus securely linked Baku-Enzeli “a” with
History, the temptation naturally is great to find
similar glamour for Baku-Enzeli “b”..” (T 1953,
p.337). The favoured candidate for this honour was
another ship of the Dunsterforce expedition, the
Kursk (T, 1953, p. 338). A more cautious attitude
was taken a few years later, when serial letter „a‟
was “believed” to have been used on the President
Kruger, while serial „b‟ was left in limbo, the role
of the Kursk in this connection being unmentioned
(T&S, 1958, pp. 216-7). Subsequently, this serial
letter was found to have been used in 1917 on s.s.
Tula (T, 1964,p.10). The President Kruger was a
relative newcomer to the Company‟s fleet,
appearing only in the 1917 Register, its precise

OTKPhlTOE 11HCbMO. -

year of acquisition being unrecorded. Neither the
Kursk nor the Tula have a place in the Company‟s
fleet in either the 1912 or the 1917 Registers.
Stephen (1967, p.7-8) listed the complete Caspian
fleet of the Caucasus & Mercury Company as set
out in the 1917 Register. He suggested the absence
of the Kursk was due to name-change or to
construction after the Register was compiled. In
any case, it is uncertain if and when the President
Kriger and the Kursk had taken over postal duties.
Baku-Lenkoran-Astara. This busy coastal line ran
mainly through Russian territorial waters,
terminating at the port of Astara, just inside the
confines of Persia. The town itself spread across
the border, though the Agencies of the Russian
Shipping Companies are believed to have had their
offices in the harbour area, on the Persian side
(T&S, 1958, p.213). Tchilinghirian (1954, p.414)
and T&S (1958, p.215) quote P.T. Ashford as
having established that about 1890 this line was
serviced by two ships of the Caucasus & Mercury
Company - Beketov and Karamzin. These were
two of the oldest vessels in the Company‟s fleet,
built in Newcastle in 1859. Whatever function they
may have had in the past, by 1912 they were
serving out their time as tow-ships (RMFL, 1912)
and postal duties had been assigned elsewhere. The
two cancellers, „a‟ and „b‟, must have been applied
to a considerable volume of mail, though lacking
an archival repository comparable to that of the
Baku-Enzeli line, little has survived. Loose stamps
make up the bulk of extant material. Two
exceptions are shown in figures 5A & 5B. The card
shown in figure 5A, cancelled in violet on ship „b‟
is the only “entire” I have found in 45
years of collecting. It bears the latest date
known for this shipping line - 23 12 15.

---·

Figure 5A.
Baku-Lenkoran-Astara line.
Viewcard of Baku used to send Christmas and New Year greetings to Saratov, 3k rate paid by
1k Romanov and 2k Arms issue, carried on ship „b‟ 23 12 15, cancelled in violet ;
received Saratov 28 12 15.
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Figure 5B.
Fragment of envelope from Russian Consulate in Kazvin,
Persia, bearing two 3k Arms stamps cancelled ship „a‟
18 4 14 in black.

A fragment of a cover from the Imperial Russian
Consulate in Kazvin, Persia (figure 5B) cancelled
Baku-Lenkoran-Astara Steamship „a‟, reminds us
that the same canceller was used in both
directions. Figure 5C shows a similar cancellation
on a pair of 1k arms type.
Baku-Meshedesser. Judging by the absence of
serial letters in the cancellations of this, the
longest of the Caucasus & Mercury‟s Caspian Sea
shipping lines, it was served by only one mail-ship
on its weekly run. Cancellations of this line on
loose stamps are rare enough, covers even more
so. Besides what was put into the ship‟s letter-box
at Baku, quantities of mail must have been picked
up at Krasnovodsk and Chikishlyar, on the
Russian side, and from Astrabad and Meshhed-ISar on the Persian side. The picture-postcard of
Baku with free-frank cachet of Gunboat „Kars‟
addressed to a station on the Nicholas Railway
(figure 6B) - page 40 - was probably posted on
board by a naval officer supplied with pre-franked
cards for use in his personal correspondence.
Items entrusted to the ship‟s post office from the
Persian ports are shown in figures 6A and 7. The
Persian stationery card to Brussels, uprated with
Persian adhesives, (figure 6A) -page 40 - from
the B. Sohrne collection, could have been placed
in the ship‟s letter-box at either Bandar Shah (port
for Astrabad) or Meshhed-I-Sar already franked.
The cover illustrated in figure 7 -page 41 - must
have had a similar place of origin, probably
Meshhed-l-Sar. In my experience, it is the most
extraordinary piece of mail to come to light from
the Caspian Sea area. It is a double-weight insured
money-letter for 200 roubles addressed to Berlin.

Figure 5C,
Similar cancellation on pair 1k
Arms dated 12 4 14, also in black

The envelope flap bears the Persian royal logo
above an inscription in French “Administration
Des Douanes” (Customs Administration). Five
wax seals on reverse have the monogram A/D
(Administration Douanes) in an oval. The letter
„D‟ is in mirror- image, suggesting that the
handstamp was made by a Persian craftsman
unfamiliar with Latin script. A manuscript note in
Russian in violet ink reads in abbreviated form:
“two lots = 25½ grams”. Total charges were
assessed (wrongly, it seems) at 54 kopecks and
Romanov stamps to that value were affixed on the
reverse (two 7k and single 15k and 25k) and tied
by the ship‟s canceller dated 19 9 13 (Julian). A
blue-lined label on the front of the cover reads
“No.7/Baku/P.T.K.” (Post-Telegraph Office) with
„D‟ (Denezhnoe = monetary) added by hand in
violet ink. The value of the contents in French
currency (533 francs, 33 centimes) is indicated on
the front in blue crayon. The letter reached Berlin
13 10 13 (Gregorian). The sealed letter would
have been handed to the postal clerk, probably
while at his temporary desk on the quayside,
charges paid and a receipt obtained. The clerk
must have carried a register to record such
sendings, though the fact that the ship‟s post office
had no label of its own for insured mail may
question whether it was fully equipped to handle
such mail. It is likely that because requests for
insurance of mail on this ship service were so
infrequent, printing of special labels was deemed
unnecessary and the ship‟s P.O. carried only a few
labels supplied by the main office at Baku. Use of
the same colour of ink (violet) for the manuscript
note of weight on the cover and for writing the
letter „D‟ on the label (with blot alongside)
suggests labelling and other processing were done
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in a single operation by the ship‟s postal clerk.
According to the scale of charges current at the
time (Epstein, 1998), the customer should have
paid 20k (2 x 10k) for weight, 10k for registration
and 8k (2 x 4k) for insurance, making a total of
38k. The overcharge of 16k may be put down to
the clerk‟s inexperience in dealing with moneyletters. Despite doubts voiced by some authors
(e.g., T, 1953, p.337), it is clear that vessels of the

Caucasus & Mercury Company did indeed cater
for all classes of mail in conformity with the
revised charter (Sokolov, 1966,p.32). Insured mail
was so rarely handled by ship‟s post offices that
comparison with procedure on other Russian ship
lines is difficult. The only other example I have
seen was a cover in the Liphschutz collection
posted in the early 20th century on a White Sea
steamer serving isolated communities in the far
north. In this case the ship‟s post office
used a special handstamped cachet for
insured items (present whereabouts of
the cover unknown).

A

C

B
Figure 6
A. Baku-Meshhed-I-Sar line.
2 chahis/5ch Persian stationery card uprated with 1ch and 2ch adhesives to Brussels,
cancelled Baku-Meshedesser Steamship 17 10 13;
received Brussels 7 XI 1913; probably picked up at Persian port of Meshhed-I-Sar and showing
cancellation used in reverse direction. (B. Sohrne collection).
B, Baku viewcard to Station Popovka, Nicholas Railway, bearing violet circular naval free-frank cachet of '
"Gunboat 'Kars' ", posted on Baku-Meshedesser Steamship 10 4 15.
'

C.Baku-Meshhed-I-Sar line.
Block 3k Arms issue with same cancellation dated 22 1 15.

'
..............................................
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Figure 7.
Baku-Meshhed-I-Sar Line.
Insured money-letter for 200 roubles from the Persian Customs to Berlin, 7k (2), 15k & 25k Romanov stamps
on reverse cancelled Baku-Meshedesser Steamship 19 9 13 (Julian);
received Berlin 13 10 13 (Gregorian).
Label: Baku / Post-Telegraph Office with „D‟ (Denezhnoe = monetary) added by hand.
Value of contents in French currency (533 francs, 33 centimes) indicated on front in blue crayon.
Inset: enlarged view of wax seal showing monogram in oval applied by
Persian Customs (A/D = Administration Douanes).
Evidently picked up at Persian port of Meshhed-l-Sar, stamps cancelled by ship‟s post office .
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Eastern Warehousing Company
This Company first appears in Lloyd‟s records in
the 1897/98 register under the name “Eastern
Carrying, Storing & Warrant Company, St.
Petersburg”, owning six ships. By 1912 it was
running a fleet of freight-passenger ships whose
total tonnage (16,925 tons) outweighed the
Caspian Sea capacity of all other companies,
including the Caucasus & Mercury (16,377 tons).
The position of the Eastern Warehousing
Company in the region was further strengthened
by the addition of seven ships leased from the
Nadezhda Company (RMFL, 1912). According to
Stephen (1967, p.7), who had access to the full
contents of the 1917 Russian shipping register, it
was therein recorded as owning 32 vessels under
its own management, while jointly managing a
further 13 along with the Caucasus & Mercury
Company. The name of the Company was given
by Stephen as “Eastern Association Trust”. Postal
interest in this Company centres on a single ship
leased from the Nadezhda Company - the Sevan.
Its postmark provides the first evidence that the
Eastern Warehousing Company had any
connection with postal business. Doubtless this
connection will be strengthened by future finds.

The segment of a circular postmark shown in
figure 8A was reported about half a century ago by
Mr P.T. Ashford and described in the first
instalment of the “Used Abroad Chronicle” (T,
1960, p.6, fig. 16). Its occurrence on a Persian
stamp (1911 issue) implied it belonged to a ship
plying the Caspian Sea. While the word
SHKHUNA (schooner) was legible the name of
the ship in the centre was unclear. It was thought
to end in ERAK‟ and it was speculated that the
vestige of peripheral inscription indicated a supply
unit of the Armed Forces. When Mr Ashford
turned up a second example of the mark a few
years later, also on a Persian stamp, the ship‟s
name was then believed to end in ERAN‟ (figure
8B), suggesting that it could belong to s.s. Teheran
of the Caucasus & Mercury Steamship Company
(Liphschutz & Maslowski, 1968, p.25, fig. 231).
A third example, struck in violet, has now been
found on a 2k Romanov stamp (figure 8C).
Although the impression is incomplete, the name
of the ship is clearly shown as SEVAN‟ and
enough of the peripheral inscription is present to
identify the mark as belonging to the Eastern
Warehousing Company. The postmark is
reconstructed in figure 8D.

HA
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Figure 8.
Eastern Warehousing Company/Schooner “SEVAN‟ ”.
Dateless cancellation in violet.
A, incomplete impression on Persian stamp with tentative
rendering of partial ship‟s name (copy of T, 1960, p.6, fig.16).
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B, incomplete impression on Persian stamp with second attempt to
read partial ship‟s name (copy of Liphschutz & Maslowski, 1968,
p.25, fig. 231).
C, incomplete impression on 2k Romanov showing ship‟s name in
full.
D, reconstruction of complete cancellation (shown at 150%).
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Lloyd‟s Register of Shipping tells us that the
Sevan was a steel twin-screw schooner1 of 473
tons built under Lloyd‟s supervision by Boolds,
Sharer and Company at Sunderland, England, in
1886 and registered at Astrakhan. The first owner
was J. (or I.) Pitoeff, later it was owned by the
Massis Steam Navigation Company. The ship was
originally used as a petroleum tanker and was still
serving that function when taken over by the
Nadezhda Company at the turn of the 19th/20th
centuries. Lloyd‟s makes no further mention of the
Sevan after the 1901-02 register. Presumably the
ship lost its Lloyd‟s class when it was refitted as a
freight and passenger carrier and changed its port
of registration to Baku.

Russo-Caucasian Steamship Association
This Company exemplifies the conflict between
evidence provided by postmarks on the one hand
and official records on the other. Although
postmarks bearing the Company‟s name are dated
as early as 1912, I have found no reference to the
Company until the 1917 Register of Russian
Merchant Shipping, published in 1919. There it is
credited with owning four vessels, none of which
can be linked with certainty to the postmarks,
while those that can are all said to be owned by
other companies and involved in business
unconnected with the post. Details of ships and the
postmarks on which they are featured are as
follows (ship information from the 1912 and 1917
Registers).
Ivan Kolesnikov’. A tanker of 1213 tons built in
1898 at the Russian Sormovsky Yard and
registered at Astrakhan. Owned by Mahmed Haji
Abdurakhman Useinov. Two types of postmark, a
large double-framed oval of 52 x 34mm and a
single-line of 69mm showing ship‟s name
enclosed within inverted commas, described and
illustrated by T&S (1958, 218-220, figs. 317,
319).
Parizien’. A freighter of 696 tons built in 1889 at
Nantes, France, and registered at Astrakhan.
Owned by Israfil Gadzhiev. Two types of
postmark as previous, except that the ship‟s name
is not enclosed within inverted commas, described
and illustrated by T&S (1958, pp.218-220, figures
318, 320). Figure 9 shows a complete strike in
violet of the single-line mark on a strip of three

Persian 2ch. This allows an accurate measurement
of 44 x 4.5mm rather than the 42 x 5mm quoted
by T&S.

IlAPBSIEH'D
Figure 9.
Russo-Caucasian Steamship Association‟s ship
“PARIZIEN‟ ”, complete strike in violet on strip 3
Persian 2ch stamps.
·······························································----··········································································

Figure 10.
Russo-Caucasian Steamship Association‟s ship
“EFRAT‟ ”, complete strike in violet on pair
Persian 1ch stamps, with faint impression of large
oval cancellation of the Company.
··························------············································-----Efrat’. A freighter/passenger ship of 243 tons
built at Götteborg, Sweden, in 1877 and registered
at Baku. Owned by Mustafa Rasulov in 1912;
ownership shared with A.I. Sobolevskii in 1917.
Figure 10 shows a complete strike in violet of a
single-line mark giving ship‟s name in fancy
characters measuring 29.5 x 7mm. At right-angles
to this mark is a faint impression of a large oval,
also in violet. The lettering is mostly illegible,
though “Kavkaz.” can be made out at top,
suggesting the existence of a pair of postmarks
comparable to those carried by the Ivan
Kolesnikov‟ and the Parizien‟.

1

The popular concept of a schooner as a sailing ship with sharp lines and a special type of rig is outdated. In maritime circles the
term has been extended to embrace steamships with schooner-like hulls. Many readers will be surprised to learn that the ill-fated
Titanic is described in Lloyd‟s Register as a steel triple-screw schooner.
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There are no previous records of postmarks
belonging to the Efrat and this ship can now be
added to the flotilla flying the flag of the RussoCaucasian Association.
? Evalina. A freighter/passenger ship of 808 tons,
built in 1882 and registered at Baku, one of four
vessels owned by the Russo-Caucasian
Association according to the Russian 1917
Register. When this entry in the Register was
found by Stephen (1967, p.7) he jumped to the
conclusion that the Evalina was the source of one
of the Association‟s large ovals whose ship‟s
name had been indiscernible except for the final
letter „A‟ (T&S, 1958, pp.219-20, fig. 321). This
assumption may prove to be correct but is unsafe
at present due to the incompatibility of postmark
and Register. As shown above, the Ivan
Kolesnikov‟, Parizien‟ and Efrat‟ are all attributed
to private ownership in the Registers instead of to
the Association as named on the postmarks. It
could turn out that the Amerika, Serezha and
Tamara, and many other vessels with names
ending in „A‟, listed in the Registers as privately
owned, in reality sailed under the flag of the
Russo-Caucasian Steamship Association. Any one
of these, rather than the Evalina, could have used
the large oval postmark in question. The tanker
Alesger‟e is another of the four vessels credited to
the Association in the 1917 Register. It was run
jointly with H. Useinov and A. Kh. Iskenderov. It
may be surmised that these two shipowners were
part of the consortium that pooled their resources

to form the Russo-Caucasian Steamship
Association. Of the remaining two ships listed in
1917 as belonging to this Association, the Asian
was a freighter and passenger ship and may well
have been equipped with postal facilities; the
Demoseen was a towing vessel.
Enzeli. The only ship of this name listed in the
1912 and 1917 Registers is a small tug of 31 tons
belonging to the Caucasus & Mercury Company, a
most unlikely vessel to be endowed with a
travelling post office. There are other reasons for
doubting whether the word “Enzeli” in the
postmark refers to a ship. Tchilinghirian (1953,
pp.335-6, fig.6; 1954, p.418) described and
illustrated a part-impression in violet on a 7k
Romanov, representing the lower left segment of a
large double-framed oval. Only the Cyrillic letters
for “EN” at the base and a Cyrillic “R” at top were
discernible. It was concluded the mark belonged
either to a ship of the Russo-Caucasian
Association named Enzeli or to a shore Agency of
the Company at Enzeli itself. The latter option was
preferred in the joint work with Stephen (T&S,
1958, pp.212-3, fig. 31). New finds support the
idea of a shore Agency rather than a ship.
Alongside a copy of Tchilinghirian‟s original
sketch (figure 11A herein), two further examples
are shown in figures 11B and 11C - a part-strike
on a Persian 2ch and an almost complete strike on
a pair of Persian 1ch, both in violet.
Reconstruction of the complete postmark is shown
in figure 11D.
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Figure 11.
Russo-Caucasian Steamship Association.
Large oval cancellation in violet with RUSSOCAUCASIAN STEAM NAVIGATION
at top and ENZELI at base.
A, fragment on 7k Romanov described by
Tchilinghirian (1953, p.332, fig. 6).
B, part strike on Persian 2ch dated - B 1912.
C, Almost complete strike on pair Persian 1ch
dated 25 June 1914, used as basis for
reconstruction (D) (shown at 150%).
Believed used at Company's Enzeli Agency.
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It is a double-framed oval of about 52 x 32.5mm
with the words RUSSKO-KAVKAZSKOE (Russo
-Caucasian) in seriffed characters around the
per i p her y at t o p and s t r ai g ht - l i ne
PAROKHODSTVO (Steam Navigation) in
smaller, unseriffed lettering, just below. The
seriffed word ENZELI at base follows the curve
of the oval and is separated from the date across
the centre by an ornamental bar. There are sixrayed asterisks on each side of the oval, which,
together with the top inscription are
asymmetrically placed within the design. Dates
are - - 1912 and 25 June 1914; in each case the
date-line is terminated by an intaglio symbol of
unknown significance. Compared with other large
oval marks of the Russo-Caucasian firm, it will be
noted that the word “Parokhodstvo” (Steam
Navigation) replaces “Parokhodnoe” (Steam
Shipping) in the inscription and neither
“Tovarishestvo” (Association, Company) nor
“Obshchestvo” (Company, Society) appear, even
in abbreviated form. The absence of any word for
“Steamship” and the lack of inverted commas
around the key word, the conventional attributes
of a ship postmark, point to the use of this large
oval mark at a shore based Agency of the RussoCaucasian Association at Enzeli.

A complementary postmark should exist for Baku,
where the Association was based, and possibly at
other ports of call. Such agencies would have dealt
with both uncancelled mail delivered by its own
ships and outgoing mail entrusted to the
Association for dispatch.
Agency Disclaimer Cachet. Figure 12 shows a
vertical pair of Persian 2ch stamps pen-cancelled
on an Association ship and exhibiting an
incomplete four-line cachet in Russian struck in
violet. A tentative reconstruction of the cachet
states that ITEM OF MAIL IS DAMAGED, FOR
WHICH THE RUSSO-CAUCASIAN STEAM
NAVI GATION
DISCLAIMS
RESPONSIBILITY. As the ship carrying this item
clearly had no canceller of its own and was
probably furnished with no more than a letter-box,
it is assumed that the cachet was applied at the
Association‟s Agency on shore. Use of the term
“Steam Navigation” and absence of the word for
“Association” links this cachet to the postmark
described above, believed to have been used at the
Enzeli Agency. To my knowledge, no other cachet
of this kind has been reported in the postal history
of Imperial Russian maritime and fluvial shipping.

(3a DOCbIJIKH) rpJl3HbUI, HCDOp'lleHHLIJI H 6 ~ T.e. He B1,
.................. PYCCKO-KABKA3CKOE TIAPOXO~CTBO HE OTBf>llAETb.
Figure 12.
Russo-Caucasian Steamship Association.
Vertical pair of Persian 2ch stamps pen-cancelled on Company‟s ship
and showing incomplete four-line cachet in Russian, struck in violet.
A tentative reconstruction (shown ay 150%), with missing words indicated by dotted line, states that
ITEM OF MAIL IS DAMAGED, FOR WHICH THE RUSSO-CAUCASIAN STEAM NAVIGATION
DISCLAIMS RESPONSIBILITY.
Unique Russian ship mail cachet probably applied at Company‟s office on shore.
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It brings to mind the cachet found on an item of
mail salvaged from a fire in the baggage
compartment of a train on the Trans-Baikal
Railway (Wortman, 1962, p.12). This item will be
illustrated in a forthcoming number of “The China
Shop” series.

Kuro-Caspian Joint-Stock Steamship
Company
This is a phantom company. It is listed in the 1912
edition of “Vsia Rossiia”, a commercial directory
for the Empire. It is not mentioned in the 1913 and
1915 editions of the Official Railway and
Steamship Guides, nor in the 1904 Caucasian
Guidebook nor the 1910 or 1911 Caucasian
Almanacs (H.L. Weinert, personal
communication).
The Company name does not appear in either the
1912 or 1917 registers of Russian merchant
shipping nor in Lloyd‟s Register and the ships
associated with it on postmarks are all listed as
owned by the Caucasus & Mercury (C&M) or
Eastern Warehousing (EW) companies.

Stephen (1967, p.8) thought the Kuro-Caspian
Company may have been a subsidiary of the
older and larger Caucasus & Mercury
Steamship Company. Whatever link the
former Company may have had with the River
Kura remains as obscure today as it did when
Tchilinghirian and Stephen addressed the
question half a century ago (T&S,1958)
Ships named on the postmarks are listed in
Table 1, with details taken from the 1912
register.
In the 1917 register the two tankers (Baku
and Gorizont) are now listed as freight
carriers. Having on-board postal facilities, it
must be assumed that at some stage in their
careers all these vessels carried passengers
and that the registers are incomplete or
inaccurate.
With the exception of that of the Baku, which
I have not seen, cancellations of all of these
ships are shown in figures 13-17 (following).

Table 1
Ships of Kuro-Caspian Joint-Stock Steamship Company listed in the 1912 register.

Name

Port of registration

Function

Owner

Built

Gross tonnage

BAKINETS

Baku

Freight-passenger

EW

1901

472

BAKU

Baku

Tanker

C&M

1897

727

GORIZONT

Baku

Tanker

C&M

1883

392

Freight-passenger

EW

1899

683

ISLAM

Astrakhan

KIZIL-AGACH

Baku

Freight-passenger

C&M

1901

507

LENKORANETS

Baku

Freight-passenger

C&M

1896

504
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Figure 13.
Kuro-Caspian Joint-Stock Steamship Company‟s ship “KIZIL-AGACH‟ ” .
A,3k in violet (1902-05 issue) & 7k (1909-12 issue)
tied to piece by two strikes of large dateless oval canceller, one complete (shown at 150%).
B, part-strike on Persian 1ch (1909 issue).
C, copy of illustration in “Russia used Abroad” (T&S, 1958, p. 219, fig.326), of which the piece (A) is the
original (ex-P. Traks collection).
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Figure 14.
Kuro-Caspian Joint-Stock Steamship Company‟s ship “ISLAM‟ ”.
10k Arms tied to piece by four-fifths strike in violet of large dateless oval canceller.
Original of illustration (shown at 150%) in “Russia used Abroad” (T&S, 1958, p.219, fig.325)
(ex-P. Traks collection). Portions of Enzeli cds on the piece show date - viii 17 ?.
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Originals of the illustrations in T&S (1958) for the
Kizil-Agach (figure 13A) and the Islam (figure 14)
are on pieces formerly in the collection of
P. Traks. All the other ships, less the Baku and the
Islam, are shown from cancellations on stamps of
Persia, including a newcomer to the list of known
ships of The Kuro-Caspian Company, the
Gorizont (Horizon) (figure 17). The prevalence of
these cancellations on Persian stamps reflects a

lively interchange between ports at the southern.
end of the Caspian Sea during the first two
decades of the 20th century. Use of the Persian
1909 issue (figures 13B, 15-17) raises the
possibility that the introduction of TPOs on ships
of the Kuro-Caspian Company pre-dated their
appearance on vessels of the Caucasus & Mercury
Company, the major maritime mail-carrier of the
region.

Figure 15.
Kuro-Caspian Joint-Stock Steamship Company‟s ship “LENKORANETS‟ ”.
Part-strikes in violet on Persian 9ch & 13ch 1909 issue of large dateless oval canceller,
one overstruck with Enzeli cds for 18 June 1915.
Copy of illustration in T & S (1958, p219, fig. 327) at right shown at 150%.
~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.. ·················..............::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.................................::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.................................................
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Figure 16.
Kuro-Caspian Joint-Stock Company‟s ship “BAKINETS‟ .
Part-strike in violet of large dateless oval canceller on Persian 9ch (1909 issue).
Copy of illustration in T & S (1958, p219, fig. 323) at right shown at 150%.
··::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:·::.:·::.:·::.:·::.:·.:························::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:·::.:·::.:·::.:·::.:·::.:·::.:·::.:·:·················································································································

····················••;
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nA POXFigure 17.
Kuro-Caspian Joint-Stock Company‟s ship “GORIZONT‟ ”.
Part strike in violet of large dateless oval canceller on Persian 9ch (1909 issue).
Reconstruction at right shown at 150%
............................................
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Apart from the ships mentioned above,
another member of the Kuro-Caspian flotilla
is represented by an incomplete strike on a
loose copy of the 10k 1909 issue, recorded by
T&S (1958, pp.219-20, fig.328) as Type 6.
Only the last two letters of the ship‟s name
could be read, followed by a hard-sign - IS‟.
From this it was inferred that the ship was
probably called Tiflis. However, there is no
Tiflis listed among the merchant fleet of the
Caspian Sea either in the 1912 or 1917
registers. Moreover, the word “Tiflis” is too
short to fill the space required to complete a
symmetrical design. The same objection
applies to Boris, which Stephen (1967, p.7)
suggested as an alternative, this being the
only vessel having the suffix “IS” to appear
in the list of steamships operating in the
Caspian Sea according to the 1917 register.
The only other contenders for the title I can
find are Aramais‟ and Arshaluis‟. Both are
described in the Caspian Sea section of the
1912 register as tankers belonging to
relatively small companies. The problem
cannot be resolved without additional
material.

Kolkhida Steamship Company
This is another company which escaped the
notice of the compilers of the Russian
Merchant Shipping Registers. Nor have I been
able to find it in any of the railway and
shipping guides and other official literature
available to me. A wider trawl of the internet
by Howard Weinert has also proved fruitless.
It is represented solely by an incomplete
impression of a ship‟s postmark on a pair of
Persian stamps, formerly in the collection of
Mr. L. Dubus and fully described by T&S
(1960, p.563, fig. 878). Even the name of the
ship, Pomoshchnik‟ (helper, mate, deputy), is
missing from the list of steamship plying the
Caspian Sea. The occurrence of its mark on
Persian stamps of the 1911 issue goes some
way towards fixing the period of operation of
the Kolkhida (Colchida in its anglicized form)
Company as the second decade of the 20th
century. The original find of 50 years ago
remains the only documented example.
Rediscovered in an auction lot some 15-20
years back, it is shown in figure 18 to confirm
its authenticity.

~·····························································································································································································································································································································
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Figure 18.
Pair Persian 1ch stamps (1911 issue) with rectangular framed cancellation in violet, translating:
STEAMSHIP (COMPANY) “KOLKHIDA” /20 Oct 19--/ STEAMSHIP “POMOSHCHNIK‟ ”.
Original of illustration in “Russia used Abroad” (T&S, 1960, p.563), reproduced at right at 150%.
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Small and unidentified companies
TSESAREVICH’. A part-strike in violet on a 50k
Arms issue of 1889-92 provides the basis for
figure 19, indicating a large dateless oval
cancellation with central inscription reading
„Steamship Tsesarevich‟. The ornament under this
inscription is reminiscent of that seen in the Russo
-Caucasian Company‟s “Enzeli” (figure 11).
Wording at the base of the oval, which would
have given a clue to the company name, is
illegible and the top part of the design is missing.
The antiquity of the stamp and its high value are
unusual for Caspian Sea relics. Nevertheless, the
general aspect of the postmark merits its
provisional placing in this area. The only

,,J..IECAPE1
~~

Tsesarevich‟ listed in the 1912 register as
operating in the Caspian Sea is a small passengertowing vessel registered at Astrakhan under the
ownership of I. Kazanov.
Steamship MERKUR’. Two strikes in violet of a
two-line handstamp are found on a 12ch Persian
stamp and read COMMANDER OF STEAMSHIP
“MERKUR” (figure 20). The 1912 register lists
the Merkur‟ as a small freight-passenger vessel
(124 tons) built in 1866 and registered at
Astrakhan under the ownership of Nasl-ki Anifa
Khan Useimova. Evidently the Russian Postal
Administration had authorised the master of this
old tub to accept and cancel mail.

napoxo~"b

,,UECAPEBJ,Iqi,''

-----i

I

I
Figure 19.
Steamship “TSESAREVICH‟ ”.
Part-strike in violet of large dateless oval canceller on 50k Arms issue of 1889-92,
with reconstruction at right, omitting illegible wording at base and presumed inscription at top.
Both reproduced at 150%.
..............................................
... ·······..........................................;
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Figure 20.
Persian 12ch stamp bearing criss-cross strikes in violet of two-line handstamp reading in full
COMMANDER OF STEAMSHIP/ “MERKUR‟ ”.
Handstamp reproduced at 150%.
..
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KULAM MIRZA. A pair of Persian 2ch stamps,
each bearing criss-cross strikes in violet of a linear
handstamp reading SCHOONER “KULAM
MIRZA” are overstruck by an Enzeli cds with
date in 1913. The name Kulam Mirza does not
appear in the lists of steamers or sailing vessels
operating in the Caspian Sea in the register of
1912 or in the steamship section of the 1917
register. Almost certainly a small ship like the
Merkur‟ and with similar postal privileges. It
cannot be a coincidence that the same criss-cross
mode of cancelling was employed on both vessels.
MEKHDI. A 12ch Persian stamp bears two crisscross strikes in violet reading CAPTAIN OF
STEAMSHIP “MEKHDI” (figure 22). This was a
small freight and passenger ship of 139 tons built
in 1891, registered at Baku and owned by the
Trading House of the Brothers M. & A.M.
Rasulov. Here again, we see the same odd style of
cancelling employed on the two vessels described
above. Were criss-cross impressions applied by
regulation or by whim of the workers at the
bottom of the postal hierarchy ?

Druzhina Steamship Company
There would have been no reason to mention this
Company but for the fact that T&S (1958, p.222)
thought it might be the source of some of the
Caspian Sea ship cancellations of unknown
company affiliation. Earlier, Tchilinghirian (1954,
p.420) had suggested s.s. Turkmen as a possible
candidate. Nothing to support these ideas has
surfaced during the last half-century. The
Turkmen is now known to have belonged to the
Caucasus & Mercury Company and no other
postal-steamer plying the Caspian Sea can be
linked to the Druzhina Steamship Company. I
have no information on the Company itself.

St. Petersburg Nadezhda Company
This Company is well known for its shipping
activities on the River Volga. Advertisements in
contemporary newspapers (e.g., “Zakaspiiskoe
Obozrenie”) show that before the end of the 19th
century the Nadezhda Company was running a
network of communication across the Caspian Sea
by means of fast freight-passenger ships operating
from Baku, Astrakhan and Krasnovodsk.

!,1--·---··············································---···············································--················································--························,

mx. ,,HynaM'.& MHPBa"
Figure 21 .
Pair of Persian 2ch stamps, each bearing criss-cross strikes in violet of one-line handstamp reading
SCHOONER “KULAM MIRZA”, overstruck by Enzeli cds with date in 1913.
Handstamp reproduced at 150%.
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Figure 22 .
Persian 12ch stamp bearing criss-cross strikes in violet of one-line handstamp reading in full
CAPTAIN OF STEAMSHIP “MEKHDI”.
Handstamp reproduced at 150%.
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Its services are mentioned in the official railway
and shipping guide of 1907/8, though notice was
given of their suspension during the winter
months. In the 1912 register the Company is
credited with possessing 13 steamships in its
Caspian flotilla, though all were leased to other
companies, notably the Caucasus & Mercury and
the Eastern Warehousing Company (RMFL, 1912,
p.234). Elsewhere in the book, where steamships
of the Caspian Sea are listed alphabetically, all 13
are said to be leased to the Caucasus & Mercury
Company, presumably in error. In the 1917
version of this publication, however, this anomaly
has disappeared and the leased vessels are
distributed among the two companies as stated on
page 234 of the 1912 edition. Postmark evidence
from one of Nadezhda‟s leased ships (Sevan,
figure 8) confirms allocation of vessels to the
Eastern Warehousing Company. The Nadezhda
Company appears to have withdrawn altogether
from direct involvement in the Caspian Sea early
in the 20th century, though continuing to lease or
sell its vessels to other companies in the region.
Apart from the ship Sevan, which had a postal
function when leased to the Eastern Warehousing
Company, no other postal connections with the
Caspian flotilla of the Nadezhda Company, direct
or indirect, have yet emerged.

Rus Joint-Stock Steamship Company
The Rus Company was established in 1910 when
it acquired ships of the older Nadezhda Company,
mainly for use on the River Volga. In the 1912
Register of Merchant Shipping (which does not
cover river craft) it is recorded as possessing a
single ship (Armeniya) which operated in the
Caspian Sea as a tanker, freighter and passenger
vessel. A further four vessels added in the 1917
Register are all listed as tankers, as is the

Armeniya, only one ship (Astrakhan) serving a
dual purpose as tanker/freighter. However, in the
1915 official railway and shipping guide the
Company is down as running the Caspian Sea
passenger service jointly with the Caucasus &
Mercury Company. It would seem that between
1912 and 1915 the Rus Company had built up the
passenger side of the business but in the ensuing
years went over to transporting oil as a wartime
necessity. When they were carrying passengers,
ships of this Company may have been furnished
with letter-boxes, though nothing has been found
to indicate that these ships acted as TPOs or
played any positive part in postal matters.

Persian Arrival Marks
This side of Caspian Sea postal history is well
covered in an article by Tchilinghirian (1951),
updated in his classic work in partnership with
W.S.E. Stephen (T&S, 1958, pp.223-227). Before
the introduction of their own cancellers, in 1912,
Russian mail-ships generally unloaded the
considerable volume of correspondence addressed
to Persia uncancelled. A variety of cancellations
was applied to this incoming mail by the Persian
Postal Administration, a practice going back to the
1890s. Stamps defaced by indelible pencil, crayon
or ink are found occasionally among material from
the Caspian region. These are thought to have
emanated from small ships with a limited quantity
of mail, while the postal clerks of the larger ones,
with proportionate workload, did not waste time
on such an operation (T&S, 1958, p.224). Covers
or cards exhibiting this primitive mode of
cancellation are remarkably rare. The example
shown in figure 23 probably owes its survival to
the fact that it is a stationery card without an
adhesive to soak off (Casey, 1982).

,----············································---

Figure 23.
3k Russian stationery card addressed
in Russian to officer with the Cossack
Brigade of the Russian Mission in
Teheran, posted on board ship and
cancelled in red crayon.
Put ashore at Persian port of Enzeli,
where bilingual cds for 9 IV 14
applied.
Encircled „T‟ (taxé) struck in violet,
item being 1 kopeck underpaid.

•
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It is a 3k card of the 1909 issue, addressed in
Russian to an officer with the Cossack
Brigade of the Russian Mission in Teheran,
posted on board a ship in the Caspian Sea and
put ashore at Enzeli. The imprinted stamp is
defaced by an oblique stroke in red crayon.
The card was underpaid by one kopeck and an
encircled „T‟ (taxé) was applied in violet,
probably at Teheran. The bilingual Enzeli cds
is dated 9 IV 14 and has the word “Depart”
instead of the expected “Arrivé”. This
anomaly is not unusual. Both arrival and
departure marks seem to have been applied
indiscriminately to incoming mail by the Post
Office at Enzeli.
Paquebot. From 1894 UPU regulations
required that besides the datestamp of the
office of receipt, incoming uncancelled ship
mail should be endorsed with the word
“Paquebot” or equivalent. Not all ports
complied with this requirement. In some the
“paquebot” mark was applied to the stamps as
a canceller.

I

A linear “Paquebot” mark was attributed to the
Caspian Sea area by T&S (1958, pp.219, 223, fig.
331) because it had turned up among stamps
originating in Persia. At that time the place and
period of usage was unknown, though it was “not
excluded that it may prove to be still another
Persian arrival marking used for ship mail”.
Hosking (2000, p.121) recorded its use in 1914
and gave it the number 1236 in his catalogue of
Paquebot Cancellations of the World, based on its
occurrence on a Persian issue of 1911
accompanied by a “Russian Sea P.O. cancel”. He
tentatively attributed the mark to Baku.
Subsequent finds now point to Enzeli as its place
of origin. A cover in the collection of Björn
Sohrne, shown in figure 24A, is part of the
enormous volume of correspondence from Persian
firms in Baku addressed in Farsi and Russian to
Isfahan via Enzeli. The 10k stamp on reverse is
tied by this linear “Paquebot” (Hosking No. 1236)
in black. As with the majority of this mail from
Baku to Isfahan, there is no Enzeli arrival mark on
the cover as one would expect from the routeing;
instead, there are transit marks of Recht and
Teheran and an Isfahan receipt of 2 V 14.

'
'
'
'
'

i

;

I

Figure 24A.
Cover from Persian firm in Baku to Isfahan via Enzeli,
where 10k on reverse cancelled by PAQUEBOT in black
(Hosking No. 1236, shown inset at bottom left).
Received Recht 22 I V 14, Teheran 27 IV 14 and Isfahan 2 V 14.
......................................................................................................................................................................................1
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Figure 24B shows a postcard used to send Easter
greetings to Astrakhan, franked with a Persian
6ch. The stamp is tied by the same “Paquebot”
mark in violet, overstruck with the oval canceller
of the Baku-Enzeli Steamship „a‟ dated 7 4 13.
This card would have been picked up at Enzeli
on the ship‟s homeward run, bearing in mind that
the same canceller was used in both directions. I
have a number of loose stamps of the 1909/12
issue (3k, 7k, 10k) with fragments of this
“Paquebot” mark in violet. A single example in
black on a 3k has alongside a part-strike of Recht
dated 27 6 15. This extends the known period of
use of Hosking‟s No. 1236 from 1913 to 1915,
i.e., a period after the introduction of cancellers
on ships of the Caucasus & Mercury and some
other companies. It is inferred that the
“Paquebot” mark was applied at Enzeli to the
relatively small quantity of incoming mail from
ships which had no cancellers of their own. Why
the same mark was also used occasionally as a
Postkar

tie-print on outgoing Persian mail is a subject for
future research.
T&S give the length of the “Paquebot” mark as
31mm: Hosking says 30mm. The hand-stamp was
probably made of rubber. A moderate impression
measures 30mm: a “squelch” 31.
Postes. Figure 25 shows a 7k Romanov stamp and a
10k Arms issue of 1909/12, each tied to a fragment
of envelope by the French word POSTES in seriffed
capital letters. The word measures 19mm by 5mm
and is struck, in black. Each piece bears a scrap of an
Enzeli datestamp, one showing the year „15‟. Both
examples were found in a small lot of Caspian Sea
ship mail cancellations on loose stamps and pieces. I
have seen no others, and the significance of the mark
is unknown. Presumably it was another mark applied
to a small minority of uncancelled Russian ship mail
received at the port complex of Enzeli.

.............................................................................................

Figure 24B.
Persian 6ch stamp on postcard used to send Easter greetings to Astrakhan, originally tied by PAQUEBOT
handstamp (shown at 150%) in violet (Hosking No. 1236), overstruck by datestamp
of Baku-Enzeli Steamship „a‟ 7 4 13

POSTES
Figure 25.
7k Romanov and 10k Arms issue both tied to piece by French word POSTES (shown at right at 150%),
and both showing fragments of Enzeli cds, one with year 1915.
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Isfahan (also spelt Ispahan and now Esfahan). T&S
(1958, p.223) observed that Persian arrival marks
rank among the commonest of all foreign
cancellations found on Russian stamps. This
observation was supported by illustrations of
numerous Persian postmarks and a long list of lowvalue Russian stamps on which they had been found.
It was noted that Persian cancellations on Russian
stamps are particularly abundant for the period 1890
to 1912, when the Russian ships serving Persian
ports did not have their own cancellers.
An archive of covers released on to the
philatelic market during the 1970s and
1980s suggests that the main source of
these stamps was a voluminous
correspondence between Persian
merchants in Baku and the old
commercial centre of Isfahan1. Most of
this mail bound for Isfahan was
cancelled on arrival at Enzeli or in
transit at Recht or Teheran and very
few at the destination. This accounts
for the absence of Isfahan among the

Persian cancellations featured by T&S. Two
examples of the cancellation of that city on cover are
shown in figure 26 with dates in 1908 and 1911
respectively. Both passed through Teheran with the
stamps untouched. The fact that the day and/or
month portions of the datestamps of Teheran and
Isfahan do not tally in these two covers is not
surprising. Such discrepancies are frequently found
and result from the Persian postal workers‟
unfamiliarity with Western script and figures.

___

___

................................................
................................................
..........................
Figure 26.
Two covers from Persian firms in Baku addressed in Farsi and Russian to Isfahan via Enzeli, both showing
Teheran transit marks though stamps not cancelled until arrival at destination,
showing large oval cancellations of Isfahan dated 5 12 08 and 4 1 11 respectively.

.........................
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During a brief visit to Tehran in 1970 I made contact with a local stamp dealer who told me he had an attic full of Russian covers
done up in bundles of one-hundred. Hurrying to his shop, I was unexpectedly diverted and reached my destination just as the dealer
was closing down in readiness for some family engagement. My pleas fell on deaf ears. “Come back tomorrow”, he said. Alas, next
morning I was booked on an early flight to Beirut. The journey gave me ample time to reflect on the perversity of Fate.
Complementary archives almost certainly existed at one time among the Persian trading houses in Baku. If so, my enquiries in that
city showed they had been dispersed or destroyed long before I set foot in the region in the 1970s.
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Bogus. Figure 27 shows an Astrakhan viewcard
picked up in one of the Moscow clubs many years
ago. It is addressed to Odessa and the 3k stamp is
tied by a double-circle cds dated 9 8 12, with a
second, overlapping, strike below. The inscription
reads in abbreviated form: ASTRAKHAN-BAKU
STEAMSHIP „b‟, but the arrangement of the
words is unusual. The lettering of „Baku‟ is
uneven and in the lower of the two impressions
the final „y‟ is twice the distance from the serial
letter „b‟ to the right as it is in the upper
impression. The circles are not quite concentric
and are somewhat out of shape, especially the
inner one. Instead of bars enclosing the date, there
are lines of dots, the upper one not straight. The
stop after the abbreviation for steamship - „par.‟ is
placed too high. All this points to an amateurish
attempt to restructure what was probably two poor

strikes of an ordinary Astrakhan cds into
something exotic and valuable.
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Figure 27.
Astrakhan viewcard to Odessa,3k stamp tied by bogus double-circle cds of unusual design
(shown at right at 150%), purporting to be Astrakhan-Baku Steamship „b‟ dated 9 8 12.
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This mysterious blue postcard…
Alexander Epstein (Tallinn, Estonia)
One can say with almost full certainty that the
blue 20 kop PS card is the strangest of all the
stamped postal stationery of Russia. There is
rather little known of its true character. When was
the card issued? Was it postal stationery enjoying
full rights or a mere formula card? How was it
actually used? Should it be regarded as the last
pre-Soviet issue or first PS card of Soviet Russia?
What was its area of use?
The well-known postal stationery catalogues, such
as Ascher [1], Higgins & Gage [2] and Michel [3],
list it traditionally as the last PS card of Russia
(not RSFSR or USSR) under No. 36, 36 and P37,
respectively. This seems logical as, first, this
postcard has exactly the same design as the 5 kop
Provisional Government (so-called „Kerenski‟) PS
card with exception of the face value (20 kop
instead of 5 kop) and colour (blue instead of
brown-violet) (figure 1). Besides, the next, a
purely Soviet issue, a PS card without face value
but with the abbreviation USSR took place as late
as the very end of 1923.
It is clear that the face value 20 kop matched the
postcard rate introduced in Soviet Russia as from
28 February 1918. It was S. Blekhman [4] who
first showed a specimen of this postcard accepted
for manufacturing on 2 July 1918. Later, Yu.
Rudnikov [5] reported another specimen of this
card stored at the A.S. Popov Communications
Museum in St. Petersburg with the printed text

signed by V.N. Podbel‟ski, People‟s Commissar
of Posts-and-Telegraphs and reading that the
specimen was approved by him on 5 June 1918.
However, not a single copy of this card used in
1918 was found. It is not surprising, since the
postcard tariff was reduced to 10 kop by a new set
of postal rates introduced on 15 September 1918.
Evidently, the printing of this postcard was not
finished yet, and there was no reason to release it
for the postal use.
As is known, free postage of ordinary postcards
and letters (weighing up to 15 grams) was
introduced in Soviet Russia as from 1 January
1919. In this connection, the postal administration
decreed in March 1919 that all the stamped postal
stationery available should be converted to blanks,
annulling their face values and selling them for a
uniform price, in particular, 10 kop for single PS
cards or 20 kop for their double counterparts [6].
The decree mentioned PS cards with the face
value 3, 4 and 5 kop (and their double
counterparts but no 20 kop card among them. This
might point to the fact that if a quantity of them
had been already printed, they were not handed
over to the postal administration yet. By the way,
nothing changed for the public after the
introduction of free post. If one previously bought
for instance, a 5 kop PS card plus a supplementary
5 kop stamp for 10 kop, now the price was the
same, 10 kop for the blank.
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It should be noted that used copies of this 20 kop
PS card are rather scarce, at least, up to the 2nd
half of 1921. The earliest date of postal use of the
blue 20 kop recorded up to now is 6 February
1920 in Petrograd [7]. It was a registered postcard
franked with postage stamps at 3 rub. There also
exists another such registered postcard (both in the
collection of V. Pantykhin, Moscow) with a
similar franking. Both cards were mailed in the
period of validity of the postal rates dated
1/5 November 1919 which provided for 3 rub for
a registered postcard. There would be no questions
if there were not, in my own collection, two
postcards registered in the same period but
franked at 4 rub! However, both are the 5 kop
„Kerenski‟ PS cards but mailed from quite
different places (Serpukhov, Moscow province
and Votkinsk, Vyatka province). This fact induced
me to make some analysis.

Attention should be paid to the fact that the 3 rub
rate for registered postcards was fixed in the last
paragraph of the corresponding circular after all
other kinds of mail [8] as if this had been first
forgotten and then included at the last moment.
Thus, it seems that as if the 4 rub franking of the
above-mentioned registered postcards corrects the
possible mistake, although I did not succeed in
finding any document confirming this.
From all the above, a hypothesis arises that the
blue 20 kop PS card was first released especially
for registered mail and it was sold to the public for
1 rub which was included in the total franking as
the weight charge. One should remember also that
the price for other postcard blanks rose at that time
to 25 kop but this sum was not taken into account
in the franking. Such use would last to 10 March
1920 when new, considerably higher tariffs were
introduced.

Let us consider first the sets of postal tariffs that
preceded and followed those of 1/5 November.
There are some indications as to what can be
When free postage for ordinary mail was
considered as indirect support of this hypothesis.
introduced, all the rates for mail other than
Figure 2 depicts a 20 kop PS card posted locally
ordinary letters and postcards remained the same
in Petrograd on 20 March 1920 as ordinary mail.
as they were fixed by the rates of 15 September
Please note, however, the handstamp overprint
1918. In particular, a registered postcard should be
similar to “1” to the left of the imprinted
franked at 35 kop and registered letter at 50 kop of
indicium. Does it represent the selling price, of
which 25 kop was
this card (1 rub) ?
the registration fee
and 10 kop and 25
One more example
n04TOBA5I KAPT04KA .
kop the weight
of the 20 kop PS
c h a r g e
card was offered
respectively.
In
and sold on E-bay
other words, not
some time ago
o n l y
t h e
(not illustrated).
registration
but
This
postcard
also the weight
addressed
to
should be paid for.
London
was
The postal rates
registered at the
dated 10/20 March
Petrograd GPO on
1920 also provided
16 August 1921
.......... ·;.·· .. ••· ····· ................................... ~
,-··· ..
an equal charge of
and franked with a
10 rub for both
single 5 rub stamp
r e g i s t e r e d
of the 1st RSFSR
Figure 2
pos t car ds
and
definitive issue.
letters where 5 rub
Howe ver,
the
was the registration fee and 5 rub was the weight
postal rate for R-postcards abroad was then, at
charge.
least, 7 rub [9] which must have been known at
the post office. The conclusion is evident: the
In the set of tariffs of 1/5 November 1919, the
postcard was sold for 2 rub included in the total
registered letter rate was 4 rub, including a
franking. In 1921, the price would be twice what it
registration fee of 3 rub and weight charge of
was a year ago, the more so that the price for other
1 rub. It looks as though the postcards remained
postcard blanks now became 1 rub [10].
without weight charge, which seems illogical.
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Figure 3 shows an ordinary use of such
a postcard on 16 May 1920 from Luga,
Petrograd province via Petrograd
(29.6.21) to Tartu, Estonia. Although
ordinary mail abroad prior to 1 October
1920 was allowed to be sent free, this
was not recognized in the majority of
foreign countries, including Estonia
where the card was taxed at 200
Estonian pennies by applying a special
cachet. The question is, however: how
much did the sender pay for this card at
the post?

• ==-~~
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It is worth noting that the 20 kop PS
cards used prior to about August 1921
are rarely found. Besides the use in
Petrograd or its province, I have (and
am aware of) only one such postcard
used in another region. This one was
sent on 22 July 1921 to Petrograd from
Tashkent as ordinary mail (figure 4).

Figure 3

It is worth mentioning in this
connection a very curious story
published in a Soviet philatelic
magazine [11].
The note with heading: “The first postal
stationery of RSFSR” read (in
translation):
“At the end of the last year December, a
mem ber of Expe r t Bur eau of
Organization of Plenipotentiary (for Philately and
Paper Money – A.E.) K.K. Kirschstein was sent
for a business trip to Leningrad for philatelic
research. Among other items, the above mentioned
employee found the first RSFSR postcard issued in
1918. This card is an exact copy of the Kerenski
postcard issued in 1917 with the only difference
that there is 20 kop instead of 5 kop and all the
fonts are blue. Comrade Kirschstein succeeded in
viewing in the museum of People Commissariat of
Posts-and-Telegraphs (presently, the Popov
Communications Museum – A.E.) an approved
specimen of the card under consideration signed
by People Commissar of Posts-and-Telegraphs on
5 June 1918. The remainders of the 1918
postcards are being sold out as formula cards in
which the cards were converted by applying to
them a black cachet over the eagle (coat-of-arms –
A.E.). Thus, the USSR postcard described in
“S.F.” (“Soviet Philatelist” – A.E.) is already the
second Soviet postcard.”
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Figure 4
This note was published at the beginning of 1924.
Thus, the Moscow experts discovered this
postcard only after it had been in use for at least
4 years! However, the blue postcard was used also
in Moscow, at least, until 1921 as it will be shown
hereunder. This story confirms only its relative
scarcity.
The post-free delivery of ordinary mail ended on
15 August 1921 when also the postal rates for
inland mail were increased drastically. The
ordinary inland postcard rate became 100 rub. Ten
days later, the tariffs for mail abroad were also
increased considerably. However, stamps to match
the new rates began to appear gradually only as
from 25 August and their quantity was initially not
great. The highest stamp face value available by
this time was 20 rub (20 kop Imperial Arms
definitive revalued 100-times in March 1920) not
taking into account the 20 and 40 rub stamps of
the 1st RSFSR definitives released in rather small
quantities and only in three cities (Moscow,
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There is no dispatching postmark but the indicium
is cancelled by a postage due marking of some
Moscow city postal branch (its number is
illegible). There is also an arrival postmark of the
11th city postal branch dated
24 August. The
most interesting are, however, the manual
inscriptions inside the postage due marking. One
can clearly see that there was originally written
“500” (double deficiency to the letter rate) but
then erased and corrected to “160”. This means a
double deficiency to 80 rub, i.e. the indicium
value was taken for 20 rub in this case as well.
Unfortunately, any documents which would
confirm such revaluation in Moscow or elsewhere
are still missing.

Petrograd and Kharkov). In this connection, we
find again cases of unusual use of this 20 kop PS
card.
Figure 5 shows this postcard mailed on 23
September 1921 from Lyskovo-Privolzhskoe,
Nizhni Novgorod province to Moscow. The card
has a supplementary franking of four revalued 20
kop definitives. As the card was not taxed, this
means that the 20 kop imprinted indicium was
taken for 20 rub too. Of course, this could be an
accident, e.g. an oversight by a postal clerk, since
it was ordinary mail. However, there is another, a
more convincing example. A 20 kop PS card
without any supplementary franking passed the
mail within Moscow as follows from the message
written on 16 August 1921 and the address (figure 6).

Figure 5
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Starting from the latest months of 1921, we find the 20 kop PS card used almost exclusively as a mere
blank. Following are several examples of such use:

Figure 7
Used locally in Petrograd on 1.9.21;
franking with three 40 rub stamps
of the 1st RSFSR definitives,
i.e. at 20 rub over the 100 rub inland
postcard rate.

n04TC

Figure 8
Petrograd (11.11.21) to London;
franking with two 250 rub definitives of
2nd RSFSR issue, thus at 100 rub over
the 400 rub foreign postcard rate.
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Figure 9
Petrograd (13.2.2) to Berlin; franking
with two 1000 rub definitives of the 2nd
RSFSR issue matching the 2000 rub
foreign postcard rate.
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Figure 10
Petrograd (6.3.22) to Moscow;
franking with three 1000 rub definitives
of the 2nd RSFSR issue matching the
3000 rub inland postcard rate.

Figure 11
Petrograd (26.3.22) to Reading,
England; franking with six 1000 rub
definitives of the 2nd RSFSR issue
matching the 6000 rub foreign
postcard rate.
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Figure 12
Used locally in Moscow on 27-28.9.22;
franking with a single 2 kop Imperial
Arms definitive revalued to 2 rub of
1922 thus matching the 2 rub inland
postcard rate.
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Figure 13
Petrograd (23.8.22) to Tambov used as
printed matter; franking with a 1 rub
Imperial Arms definitive revalued to
the same value but in roubles of 1922
matching the inland printed matter rate
then in force.

Figure 14
Ekaterinoslav (24.10.22) to Coshitse,
Czechoslovakia; franking with six
4 kop plus one 3 kop revalued Imperial
Arms definitives, i.e. at 27 rub
according to the foreign postcard rate
then in force.

Figure 15
Omsk Rly????. St. (25.11.22) to
Petrograd; franking with a single
10 rub Jubilee stamp matching the
corresponding inland postcard rate.
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Figure 16
Petrograd (5.7.23) to London; franking
with three “Star‟ stamps surcharged
200 rub (of 1922) thus matching the
6 rub (of 1923) foreign postcard rate
then in force.

There is an exception, however. The ordinary
postcard in figure 17 was mailed from Tashkent to
Berlin on 9 October when the 400 rub foreign
postcard rate was still in force. However, the card
is franked only with ten 100-fold revalued 20 kop
Imperial Arms definitives, i.e. at 200 rub without
any postage due. Thus, either the postal officials
in Tashkent were unaware of the true tariff and
decided to frank the postcard as twice as the
inland rate (100 rub) or the blue postcard itself
was sold there revalued to 200 rub. The latter
seems probable taking into consideration the
necessity to spare stamps in case of their shortage:
evidently, Tashkent was not supplied yet with the
new RSFSR definitives with face values of 100
rub to 1000 rub. Note that the price for single

postcard blanks was fixed at that time generally at
100 rub [12].
The postal tariffs were rising constantly with the
galloping inflation, especially in 1923. The prices
for for mula c a rds were i ncr e asing
correspondingly. To limit the use of blanks bought
previously for lower prices, it was decided
probably in mid-1923 to supply all postcard
blanks with control cachets indication the local
postal/telegraphic administration or even post/
telegraph office that released them for sale. A
special circular of People Commissariat of Postsand-Telegraphs issued in October 1923 prescribed
to frank every such blank having no control cachet
as a letter [13].

Figure 17
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Figure 18 depicts such control cachets on 20 kop
PS cards: “Petrograd General Post Office” (found
with serials “a” and “b”) and Moscow General
Post office

Two used examples of such card with the cachet
having the text “Administration of Northwest
Post/Telegr. District / Blank” (found with serials
“a” and “b”) are shown in figures 19 & 20.
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Figure 18
Petrograd - left
Moscow - below
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Figure 19
Petrograd (1.7.23) to Strelna; franking
with a single “Star” stamp surcharged
200 rub, i.e. in conformity with the
2 rub (of 1923) inland postcard rate
currently in force.
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Figure 20
TPO 2 Moscow-Petrograd (16.6.23) to
Petrograd; the card is not franked with
stamps, consequently, a postage due of
6 rub was charged equal to the
deficiency to the registered postcard
tariff 6 r (a new rule for charging
postal dues adopted at the end of
1922).
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Control cachets with the following texts are also
found or reported on the 20 kop PS card:
“Blank of Moscow Communications District”
“Blank of Lower Volga Communications District”
“Blank of Kharkov P.-T. District”
“Blank of Administration of Turkestan Post/
Telegraph District”
“Blank of Tula Post/Tel. Office”.

Moscow and Tashkent; the latter became short of
postal stationery spent out during the period of
1918-1920 when Turkestan was cut off the
mainland because of the Civil War circumstances
and not supplied with stamps and postal stationery
from the centre. The quantity sent to Moscow
would not be great, which explains partly, why
the philatelic bureau experts could not spot this
card before visiting Petrograd. However, one
wonders by the lack of curiosity of these experts
who did nothing to investigate this matter further.
In any event, the blue 20 kop PS card was
included under No. 31 in the postage stamp and
postal stationery catalogue (so-called Chuchin
catalogue) published in 1928 by the Soviet
Philatelic Association as issued in 1918 [14]. This
wrong information was taken up by other
catalogues (Ascher etc).

Thus, we can draw some conclusions as to the
areas where the blue 20 kop PS card was sold and
used. Although some control cachets are those of
the communication districts formed after
September 1922, the stocks of postcards were
ordered mainly by the provincial postal/
telegraphic administrations which ruled the postal
matters on the spot in the period 1919 to 1922
when the former postal/telegraphic districts were
abolished. It is, first of all, Petrograd and its
province. Also the provinces of Moscow,
Tashkent, Kharkov, Ekaterinoslav, Nizhni
Novgorod (Lyskovo- Privolzhskoe), Tula,
Astrakhan, and Saratov (Dubovka) belong to these
areas. The single cases of use in Omsk (figure 16),
Ryazan‟ and Vologda known to me do not lead to
any definite conclusions. For instance, two of
them, Omsk and Vologda both addressed to
Petrograd have railway post office cancellations,
so these postcards could be purchased by the
senders earlier in Petrograd and taken in the way.

It looks as though decisions, in which manner to
use this postcard were taken by local (provincial)
postal/telegraphic administrations with a probable
exception of the initial period (prior to 10 March
1920). However, all these guesses need to be
supported by documents from archives which are
still lacking. The present author vainly looked for
them in the Petrograd GPO, Petrograd Postal/
Telegraphic District and Commissariat of Postsand-Telegraphs of Northern Area Communes
Union stored at St. Petersburg Central State
Archive: there was not a single mention of this
postcard!

It is not surprising that the bulk of the copies of
the blue PS card recorded up to now were used
just in Petrograd. It is most probable that the card
was printed there at the State Papers
Manufacturing Office before transferring the latter
to Moscow and the bulk of finished products was
handed over to the Petrograd GPO and Petrograd
Provincial Postal/Telegraphic Administration.
Some parts of the whole printing were sent also to

It remains say that this postcard among the others
could be officially used as blank up to 1926. An
example of such use from Moscow (4.3.25) to
Tallinn, Estonia franked at 12 kop with the Soviet
gold currency definitives is shown in figure 21.
The stamps cover the indicium and coat-of-arms
as it was officially prescribed to do.
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Thus, one can draw the following conclusions as to the nature of this card:
It was planned and printed as a true PS card. However, it was never
released at its face value.
It was used mainly as blank, i.e. its indicium was not taken into account in
the total franking.
Nevertheless, there seem to be several cases on the local level when it was
used revalued against the original face value and the new value taken into
account in the total franking.
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A French officer’s journey through Siberia 1919 Russian civil war
Edward Klemkpa
Most letters from soldiers or officers
serving with the Intervention forces in the
Russian Civil War are subject to
censorship, consequently correspondence
contains little colourful or interesting
writing.
This cover and letter from Captain
Cizzivetz of the French Military Mission
in Siberia is a rare departure. The letter
written, or more accurately described as
posted, from Tomsk 10 May 1919,
contains a very personal account of his
journey from Vladivostok to Tomsk. It
was routed via, and handstamped with,
the cachet of the French Military Mission
in Vladivostok. The most interesting
comments are;

1.
In my capacity as a French Officer they
gave me command of the guard (18 English,
12 French, 30 Russian and around 15 Russian
officers and armed civilians).
2.
The Altman Kassilnikoff is a giant dressed
in thick skins. He appears wild yet a perfect
gentleman. He sat in front of a litre of Cognac
which he drank all himself by large glassfuls.
3.
Around the railway lines there is a sense of
fresh combat….. 12 corpses of Bolsheviks and
Manchurians who were in their pay, swinging at
the end of a rope, their tongues hanging out in the
rictus of their last agony.
I can do no better than to show a copy of
the envelope and a full transcription of
the letter as follows.
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Tomsk (Siberia) 10 May 1919
Take a map of the world and look for Tomsk. You
will find it a few hundred kilometres to the North
of the Trans-Siberian railway near to the river Ob.
It is a large and beautiful town which is
completely Siberian and very interesting, which
pleases me a lot. But let‟s not get ahead of
ourselves, I have a long letter to write and lots of
things to tell you, and so as not to forget anything
my mind must take a leap into the recent past and
take me back to the first days of April in
Vladivostok from where my last letter was sent.
I‟ve already told you then about this great Far
Eastern port. I‟ve had the time these last twenty
days to get to know all the sights. I won‟t talk any
more about them by letter, just when idly stretched
out on the rocking chairs of Coupo-Cubo where I
will tell you all about my travels.
On the 10th April an order from General Janin,
arrived saying that I should take the TransSiberian Express on the evening of the 13th. My
presence was necessary in Tomsk in order to put
into place and organise a Training Centre for
motorised personnel and material of the Russian
Army. For the tenth time since I was in Lyon I
fastened up my enormous cases. I wandered about
for a few hours and went to say goodbye to the
beautiful sea under its thin layer of ice. There I
sent my thoughts towards the east and the new day
where my fiancée and older brothers were waiting.
By 8pm I was at the station. I was two hours early,
that is to say barely enough time to get my ticket
and to check in my luggage. The two main
qualities of the Russians (especially since the
revolution) are patience and resignation. The word
„Nitchevo‟ is the one you hear most frequently
here, it means „it doesn‟t matter‟ and it is used for
everything. Despite having an interpreter and my
friends with me, it took 40 minutes to get the eight
or 10 tickets given to me by a Russian bureaucrat
and one hour and 20 minutes to check in the
luggage which would not fit in my carriage. If I
hadn‟t been French (which opens many doors for
me), as the French are liked here and, without the
tips (no less liked), I could never have got away. I
got angry, I carried my bags myself, I summoned
the station master but „Nitchevo‟ is stronger than
anything here.
Finally when the locomotive, fully loaded with
wood for the boiler, whistled that it was leaving, I
was comfortably installed in an international
sleeper carriage, with a real bed with sheets and
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pillows and wash basin available to me, as well as
the first class saloon. In France, even the sleeper
carriages of the Great Express trains didn‟t have
this luxury or this comfort, I was simply
splendidly placed. It was the first luxury train
which ran on the line since 1914. Chance which
often smiles on me, wanted me to take advantage
of it. In an ordinary carriage two fellow officers,
my secretary and my batman were also at ease.
And so the great 10 day trek begins. Remember
that the distance from Vladivostok to Tomsk is the
same as Tomsk to Berlin. On a stopping train it
takes 27 days and it is unbearably uncomfortable
and dirty. Three out of four of my colleagues have
travelled this way and I feel sorry for them. For
four days I travelled through China and
Manchuria. To the right and left the frozen ground
showed traces of last year‟s wheat. From time to
time immense heaps of grain showed the wealth of
the farmland.
The country is occupied by the Japanese who were
guarding the stations. The ground is flat and the
rivers are few. Either there is snow or one is
breathing in dust. I stopped for several hours at
Kharbine (now called Harbin) on the Amour
River, the Chinese business town. Chinese where
all the goods of the Celestial Empire crowd in
together to follow into Russia. I saw the broad
Amour River and its flat boats. I admire these big
yellow men frank and honest that are the Northern
Chinese squalidly dressed but full of integrity. I
didn‟t see a single woman in the streets, in this
way it was the opposite of Japan.
Then on to Manchuria at the Russian frontier, the
last Chinese town where I buy sugar, French
liqueurs (Benedictine, Chartreuse, Martell
Brandy) at lower prices than in France. Finally I
find myself in Siberia and the countryside
changes. Hay fields become rarer and are replaced
by woods and immense tundra, the snow becomes
thicker and flakes dance on the other side of the
window. There is barely a village every 100
kilometres, and from time to time near the rails
there is an „isbah‟ a small low house with one
room inhabited by a large family, isolated from
everything and everyone, living only for God, and
in the past for the tsar. In the past the inhabitants
of the „isbah‟ would not go to sleep without
putting milk and bread on the windowsill for the
exiled.
I spent several hours in Chita. Finally on the
morning of the 19th under a radiant sun we arrive
in Baikal which is again completely frozen. Rarely
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in my life have I seen such a beautiful thing. The
lake, 80 km wide and 200km long was white with
sparkling snow. Waves trapped by the cold rippled
the surface. Sledges seemingly tiny in the distance
passed by in caravans. All around tall fir trees
leaned towards the white ground, their branches
heavy with snow. Higher up the mountains are
black and dry, beautiful like the Pyrenees of Pau
but sometimes lost in a cloud floating in the blue
sky.
The train runs alongside the lake for 400km (more
than half of its banks) and passes through a
hundred tunnels. The countryside is grandiose,
wild and sublime. Finally the Grugara valley leads
us to Irkonest where I stop for an afternoon. The
name „Irkonest‟ evokes for me Tolstoy‟s novels
that I was reading in Paris almost 10 years ago in a
tiny son‟s officer‟s bedroom. „Resurrection‟
„Anna Karenina‟, talk about Irkonest and those
deported from there. Seeing the golden domes of
the cathedrals, the painted arrows of the double
crosses, and the bell towers from which sound
beautifully peals, made me think of the old Russia
which is no longer, of the deposed who are now
ministers and of the great of yesterday, now in
exile in these same places.
Until Boukal the track was clear, but going
towards Krasnoyarsk the dangerous part begins. It
was funny to watch the travellers preparing
revolvers and knives with an eye to a combat
which could easily have taken place. This
reminded us of these preparations for attacks on
trains by the Red Skins that the American cinema
pours out on the whole world. At the request of
the „chef militaires‟ of the train, I took the
necessary precautions deploying the train‟s
soldiers to protect the carriage.
I find this ridiculous, tiny little war amusing,
compared to the other one, but we had to take
precautions. In my capacity as a French officer
they gave me the command of the guard (18
English, 12 French, 30 Russian and around 15
Russian officers and armed civilians) and it
reassured me to see the respectful consideration
given to the women. One morning around 10am
the „chef civil‟ of the train came to tell me that the
Bolsheviks were attacking the rail track 30 km
ahead of us. Nervousness increased, guards were
on watch in all the carriages. In order to be able to
shoot better, we opened the windows. It was like a
Red Indian story in real life.

A few stations on after this alert we came across a
band of several hundred Cossacks, bodyguards to
P Gilaman Kassilnikoff, the successor of
Kaledine. I had the good fortune to be introduced
to this well mannered man and he agreed to join
me in my coupe with the aide-de-camp, as far as
the next station, which had been burnt down the
previous evening by the Bolsheviks. A sort of
„Viceroy‟ in the region under him the Ataman is a
man to be reckoned with, where 30 regiments of
Cossacks „tremble‟ under his orders and consider
him more as a demi-God than as a leader. His aide
-de-camp did not dare sit down in his presence,
and all his officers speak to him with their hands
to their foreheads (in salute), Kassilnikoff, is a
giant dressed in thick skins (with a hat of the same
stuff). A long red beard spreads over his chest
covered with medals. A lively piercing and
authoritative eye, a hooked nose gives him the
profile of an eagle. He carried his left hand in the
front of his open tunic since a shard of shrapnel
took away his shoulder blade. He appears wild and
yet this man is a perfect gentleman, intelligent,
who speaks well and very political having a clear
vision of affairs. This courage and daring are
legendary. He is a hero of the last war, the terror
of the Siberian Bolsheviks who, if they caught
him, would burn him alive over a slow fire, as he
told us himself.
Sat in front of a litre of Cognac which he drank all
himself by large glassfuls, he told us about the
combat happening 6 km away from us which he
was travelling to in order to „electrify‟ the
regiments involved, by his presence. The previous
day thousand of Bolsheviks descended on the
railway line and had pulled up rails and set fire to
stations, pushed two trains down a ravine, and
tried to explode a large metal bridge.
Travelling by armoured train, his troops had been
fighting since the previous day and had cleared the
line and were pursing the Bolsheviks towards the
North. Already the dead were lined up in rows and
the stations were filling up with the injured and
those suffering from the cold. Around the railway
lines there is still the sense of fresh combat,
houses collapsing whose debris is still smoking,
canon emplacements, snow churned up by the
cavalry, wagons loaded with equipment and
supplies and, down on the bridge that they wanted
to blow up, 12 corpses of Bolsheviks and
Manchurians who were in their pay, swinging at
the end of a rope, their tongues hanging out in the
rictus of their last agony. The next day the danger
was further away and we arrive at Krasnoyarsk
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with one day‟s delay. At least here we are in
Taiga where I change trains and take the branch
line for Tomsk. The express sets off for Omsk
and I install myself in a horrible 4th class
carriage, as poorly appointed as the other was
luxurious.
Finally I arrive in Tomsk at 6am. It is cold,
horribly cold, even though it is almost May. The
streets are full of heaps of snow piled up, during
the winter. There were a thousand „incidents‟ as
I settle in as Siberian life is absolutely nothing
like French, or American life – everything has a
three hour time difference. Get up around 9am,
light breakfast at 10am, dinner at 3pm, and
supper at 11 in the evening. Visits are made
after supper and one rarely gets to bed before
2am. These habits no doubt come from the
sleepless summer nights when the sun can be
clearly seen at midnight, and through the night
one can read the newspapers without artificial
light.
Tomsk was a large town in Russia and in
Siberia. Since distances are so great without a
good means of communication, I spent my first
day going back and forth looking for hotel and
restaurant etc. It is terrible in the snowy streets,
obliged to take my cases out of the station
where they would be stolen, I install myself
temporarily and get on with my work, in which
nothing satisfied me either. I don‟t have an
interpreter and everything goes badly. Happily
everything would change the next day and
things will be better in three days. At the
moment I am writing on a large Louis Philippe
style desk. The room in which it sits is
immense, wide and high, papered with gold
paper, lit by electric chandeliers with six
blinding lights. Near me a grand piano takes up
a whole corner, and to one side mahogany red
velvet sofas and armchairs allow me to
„receive‟ sometimes even in an official capacity
as at the moment I am the only French officer in
Tomsk. In the centre of the room there is a large
oak table and there are Japanese paintings on
the walls. Above all a large corner bay window
onto the loveliest view of the town. To get into
the salon you go through an ante-room. Further
on still there is my bedroom, large and high
with a good white bed with nickel bed knobs. A
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Louis XV wardrobe, a chest and a chest of
drawers easily hold all my belongings; a large
marble basin has a plentiful supply of hot and
cold water. There are huge fringed curtains
everywhere and soft rugs on the floor.
In the Hotel of Europe (that‟s the name of the
hotel which is the best in Siberia), there are
clean baths which are available at any time. I
think I have the most beautiful room in the town
and my visitors are astonished by the level of
comfort, luxury even, that I have. In a corner of
the salon, on a corner table a picture of my
fiancée is flanked by my last two portraits. An
American flag breaks up the heavy gold frame.
In the photo that I am sending you, you will
notice the reflection of the photographer in the
mirror. Below the huge window Tomsk is laid
out with its white, red and green houses
sometimes surmounted by capitals marking out
the palaces or universities, sometimes stretched
out in a long golden arrow marked with crosses
where there are churches. Close by I can see the
market with its noisy crowds and Jewish and
Tartar merchants, its open air stalls and its
heavy carts loaded with grain and flour. Nearer
still is the road „rue de la‟ Poste. It is the main
road and is centrally placed. From the 2nd floor
I am admirably placed facing west where I like
to admire the setting sun. Every evening at 8pm
it is a grand (impressive) sight. Behind the
houses the Tomsk, a wide river which flows
towards the Obi with enormous chunks if ice
thaw. Large boats slowly travel against the
current, as they pass they leave a long black
streak in the air. In the distance is the infinite
steppe. It is wonderful to see the huge
incandescent disc of the sun sinking slowly
against this backdrop.
My friends came round in the evening. To the
gentle sound of the Russian Samovar boiling
with water for tea, they recount Cossack
legends to me. Lovely young girls who speak
French very well (previously the aristocracy,
now in exile) come and play the gentle arias of
Tchaikovsky on my piano. I dine at the best
restaurant on all the Russian dishes (it still can‟t
hold a candle to steak with apples) washed
down with tea listening to beautiful gypsy
waltzes.
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An inventory of known Breitfuss correspondence
Michael Kuhn (Bamberg - Germany) AIJP
Looking through my stationery collection in 1996
I turned over an ordinary postcard (MICHEL
P16F) for the first time and read the densely
written wording on the back. I held in my hands
an order from Friedrich Breitfuss to the French
stamp dealer Bouchard, dated 6 April 1900 (No.
76 of the following list). The lengthy text
sharpened my eye for the peculiar handwriting
(which was inclined to the left) of this great
philatelist.
So I discovered, little by little, in my own
collection some more stationery from the hands
of Breitfuss. In the meantime Andrew Cronin in
the Post-Rider had repeatedly referred to
Breitfussiana. After I had acquired more such
covers from shelves at fairs and from dealers and
after I had found Breitfussiana again and again
during my literary research for my book “Facts
on Russian Philately”, a plan to compile an
inventory of the known correspondence from
Breitfuss matured.

in the list. Used examples are very rare and
highly priced.
Under the postcards one finds the following
MICHEL-numbers:
P2, P4, P5, P6, P16F and P18.
The covers have the following cataloguenumbers:
U13, U20, U21, U22, U23, U25, U26, U27, U28,
U29, U30, U31, U33, U34, U35 and U43; in
various sizes.
All items from Breitfuss are distinguished by a
fine appearance. Additional frankings are always
neatly placed in the upper right corner or beside
the imprint.
Some items carry company or name-stamp:
F. Breitfuss, (in Russian, or less often in
German), or Bruno Saenger & Co, photographic
equipment depot, St. Petersburg, the company, of
which he was director.

The following listing covers 85 items. They can
be classified as follows:
Stationery postcards
7
1
Blank postcards
9
Blank covers
1
So called welfare cover
64
Stationery covers
3
Special stationery covers, that is U.I.
85

I am firmly convinced, that in view of the large
correspondence Breitfuss had as a general
collector with the whole world, there are still a
lot of such items unrecognized in many
collections. I ask the owners kindly to send clean
photocopies or even better, scans of front and
reverse sides of the item to me to be added to the
listing.

U.I. (Umslag No.1) covers are a special case, as
Eugen Lentz, the long-time secretary of the St.
Petersburg Section of the International Postage
Stamp Society, Dresden, tells us in his
“Memories of an old philatelist”: „Later on
Breitfuss was still persona gratissima with the
Postal Director, which brought him various
advantages; at one time he got the total issue,
comprising 100 items, of 7/20 kop. covers which
were overprinted by error. Since he had to pay
20½ kop for them, they went through the books
as 20 kop, so strictly speaking, these covers
should be treated as proof printings, which were
allowed to pass through the post.‟ (Der
Philatelist, Organ für Postwerthzeichenkunde 38,
94 (1917) ). There are three of these U.I. covers

Now one can also have a look at the items from a
different viewpoint, namely philatelic history.
Breitfuss, the greatest collector of his time in
Russia, wrote to many prominent philatelists,
who in some cases were also publishers and
editors of philatelic journals, and to well known
and less known stamp dealers, on Philatelic
Societies matters, etc. Also included is a letter to
the owner of the first “Stamp Clinic” in Berlin.
Only a few letters are of private nature.
Especially interesting of course are postcards,
because these show us a longer text. Compare the
illustrations of items 4, 25, 39, 76 and 78. Part of
the information is taken from the book
„Geschichte der Philatelie‟ by Carlrichard Brühl
and „Who‟s Who‟ from the website of the BDPh.
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List of correspondence from the hands of Breitfuss identified up to now:
Nos. Numeral markings/
Firm- /Name-stamp

MICHEL-No.
& additional
franking

Addressee (as seen on cover or card)
(/ means new line)

Reference/ Provenance

1

Odessa 1875, 1 Jul
German firm stamp:
Rudolph Förster,
Odessa

U 22C (8k)

To England [Russian]/
M. Raffalovich Esq./
43, Leinster Square,/
Bayswater, W. / London.-

Michael Kuhn Collection

2

Odessa 1875, 14 07
German firm stamp:
Rudolph Förster,
Odessa

P 2 (5k)
Nominal value
changed by
hand into 4k

To England [Russian]
C. M. Lushington Esq.,
Parkwood House, Fryern Barnet,
N London.-

Ilyushin/Forafontov, Imperial
Stationery Catalogue, 3rd Edition,
2007, p. 105

3

Odessa 1875, 27
Aug
German firm stamp:
Rudolph Förster
Odessa

Blank envelope
8k arms type

Herrn
Rosenfeld & Co
Nürnberg.-

Michael Kuhn Collection

4

Od. 1876, 02 Jan
German firm stamp:
Rudolph Förster,
Odessa

P 4 (4k)

Anglia -/
Dr. C.W.Viner/
34, Denbigh Street, Pimlico/
London S.W.

Michael Kuhn Collection

5

1877, 28 Jun

U 23B (10 k)

To Belgium/ [ in Russian]
Monsieur/ J. B. Moens,/
42, rue de Florence/
(avenue Louise)/ Bruxelles.-

Dieter Bettner Collection

6

1880, 26 Nov

U 27C (7k)
+ 5k + 2k arms
type

[Zakaznoe marking]
Registered/
Messrs/ Pemberton, Wilson & Co/
13, Gray‟s Inn Square, W.C.- /London.-

Philatelic Magazine 3/1981/
Pochta 31, 55
Ross Marshall Collection

7

1881, 26 Feb

U 20 (5k)
+ 2 city post
stamps 2 x 5k

[Zakaznoe marking]
Raccomandato.-/
Signori/
E. Duzzi & Co/18, San Vitale – 18,/
Bologna.-/ Italia.-

Post-Rider 51, 72/
Cherrystone Aug 2000, # 1965/
Cherrystone Sept 2002, # 2249/
Cherrystone Sept 2006, #2000/
Denisenko Coll. March 2007 # 84

8

1881, 07. Mar

U 20? (5k)+
4 x 5k city post
stamps +
3 x 1k arms type

[Zakaznoe marking + „Eingeschrieben
vom Ausland…‟]
Chargée-/Monsieur/ J. B. Moens,/
Rue de Florence, 42 (avenue Louise)/
Bruxelles/ Belgique.-

Robert Siegel, Kurt Adler1974, # 201/
Cherrystone Sept 2006 # 2001/
Denisenko Coll. March 2007 # 85

9

1881, (10. Mar?)

U 20D (5k)

[Russian text:]
Ego Vysokoblogorodie/ Gospodinu/
Robertu Eduardovich Donnerberg/
Vas. Ostr., 7 lin., d N 74, kv. 2 /Zdes.-

Michael Kuhn Collection

10

1881, 12 Mar

Blank envelope:
8 x 5 k city post
stamps + 2 x 1k
arms type

[Zakaznoe marking + „Eingeschrieben
vom Ausland...‟‟]
Einschreiben.-/Herrn/ J. Schlesinger,
Schmiedebrücke, N 31,/ Breslau.-

The Postage Rarities Russia and
USSR, S. 63

11

1881, 29 Apr

U 27 (7k)
[Zakaznoe marking]
+ 5k city post
Chargée.-/Monsieur/ Charles Roussin,/
stamp + 2k arms 20, Rue du Helder/ Paris.type

Kronenberg, Russland Spezial 1985, #
566
Post-Rider 50, 99/
Harry v. Hofmann Collection

12

1881, 08 Jun

U 21 (5k)
+ 5k city post
stamp + 7k + 5k
arms type

[Zakaznoe marking + „Eingeschrieben
vom Ausland...‟]
Einschreiben.-/
Herrn/ Ad. Schulze/Zürich,-/Schweiz

R. Siegel, Russia 1965, # 720/
R. Siegel, Baughman 1971, #256/
Soluphil, 3.7.1992/, # 2670/
Post-Rider 50, 98

13

1881, 29 Jun

U I (7k)

Belgique.-/
Monsieur/ J. B. Moens,/
42, rue de Florence/ (avenue Louise)/
Bruxelles.-

Harmers, 29.2./1.3.,1960, # 443/
Post-Rider 51, 72/
Philatelie 298, 12, February 2002
(Schwanke, knock down DM 3.550)
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U 21A (5k)
+ 1k+3k+5k
arms type

(1875. Date not
visible)

1881, 03 Jul

1881, 08 Jul

1881 ?, 28. 07

1881, 29 Jul

1881, 30 Jul

1881, 01 Aug

1881, 02 Aug

1881, 24 Aug

1881, 23 Sep

1881, 06 Oct

Numeral marking 9
+ 1881, 17 Okt.
1881, ?? Sep

1882, 09 Jan

1882, 08 Feb

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

I

I

I

I

Robert Siegel/ Baughman 1971,
# 257/
Post-Rider 50, 98/
Rapp, Mai 2004, # 1749
Harmers of New York, Nov 1975,
573 (only partial illustration)

Dobin/Ratner, From the History of
SPB Post, S. 154
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[Zakaznoe marking]
Registered.-/Messrs/ Pemberton Wilson
& Co/308, Goldhawk Road, Shepherd
Bush,/ London W.[Zakaznoe marking + „Eingeschrieben
vom Ausland..‟]
Einschreiben.-/Herrn Dr. jur. P. Kloss,/
Hauptstrasse 15, I/ Dresden.Via Brindisi.-/ ....Einschreiben,
[SOERABAJA, Netherlands Indies]

I

U 25 (7k)
+ 5k City post
stamp + 2k arms
type
Blank envelope:
2 x 5k City post
stamp +1k + 3k
arms type
U 27C (7k)
+ 7k arms type

Messrs/ Whitfield King & Co./
Ipswich/ England

Christies RL, London Dec 1995,
# 1629A/
Post-Rider 50, 119/
DBZ 21/2008, 269 (=
Schlegel Auction Nov 2008, #
5460)
Michael Kuhn Collection

Harmers, Zurich, 2-3.11.1988,
# 119

I

P 5 (3k)

[Zakaznoe marking]
Chargée.- /Monsieur/ J.B. Moens,/
42, rue de Florence (avenue Louise)/
Bruxelles.[Zakaznoe marking + „Eingeschrieben
vom Auslande..‟]
Einschreiben,-/
Herrn/A. Larisch,/
5, Münzgasse/Frankfurt a/ Main

I

U 25 (7k)
+ 5k City post
stamp + 2k arms
type
U 25 (7k)
+ 5k City post
stamp + 7k + 2k
arms type

Michael Kuhn Collection

Harmers, Zurich 2-3.11.1988, # 120

Post-Rider 50, 99

Post-Rider 51, 70/
Per-Anders Erixon Collection
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#

Van Dieten, 5.-6.3. 1962, # 163 (only
partial illustration)/
Eichenbaum Collection

Michael Kuhn Collection

Schwanke 308. Auction 20.4.07
# 969, knock down € 2100

I

U 25B (7k)

Registered/
Messrs/ Pemberton Wilson & Co/
308, Goldhawk Road,/
Shepherds Bush, W/ London.[Zakaznoe marking]
Registered
Messrs J. W. Palmer & Co
25, Newcastle Street, Strand,
W. C. London
[Zakaznoe marking]
Registered./Messrs Pemberton Wilson
& Co/308, Goldhawk Road,/ Shepherds
Bush,/ W. London.Herrn/ Sigm. Friedl/
I, Kärntnerring 17 /Wien.-

I

I

U 13 ? (10k)
+ 5k city post
stamp

Württembergisches Auktionshaus, 92.
Auction, März 2005, # 813

[Russian text]
Zakaznoe/Gospodinu/
Samuel Koprovski/Datkevichi/
Rovno/Volinskoi Guberniya
[Russian text]
Zakaznoe./Gospodinu/
Samuel Koprovski/ Dyatkevichi/
Rovno /Volin Guberniya.[Russian text/ Local letter]
Ego Vysokoblagorodie/ Gospodinu/
F. L. Breitfuss,/ Vass. Ostr., po 10. linie
d N 5,/ kv N 1.-/ zdes.To Belgium [Russian]/
Monsieur/ J. B. Moens,/
42, rue de Florence,/ (avenue Louise)/
Bruxelles.-/ Belgique.[Zakaznoe marking]
Chargée/Monsieur/ Ph. De Ferrari,/
57, rue de Varennes, /Paris.Post-Rider 51, 72

Reference/ Provenance

Addressee (as seen on cover or card)
(/ means new line)

I

U 28 (7k)
+ 5k city post
stamp
+ 2k arms type
U 27 (7k)
+ 5k city post
stamp + 2 x 1k
arms type

U I (7k)
+ 7k arms type

U 13D II (10k)

Blank envelope:
5k city post
stamp

U I (7k)
+ 2 x 7k arms
type

MICHEL-No.
& additional
franking

Nos. Numeral markings/
Firm- /Name-stamp

I

I

Nos. Numeral markings/
Firm- /Name-stamp

MICHEL-No.
& additional
franking

Addressee (as seen on cover or card)
(/ means new line)

Reference/ Provenance

29

1882, 09 Apr

U 25 (7k)

Herrn/ Sigmund Friedl/
Wohllebengasse 3,/ Wien.

Post-Rider 51, 73/
Andrew Cronin Collection

30

Numeral marking 9
+ 1882, 18 Mai

U 25A (7k)

Herrn/ J. Schlesinger,/
Schmiedebrücke, N 31,/
Breslau.-/ Schlesien.-Germanland.

Michael Kuhn Collection

31

Numeral marking 9
+ 1882, 14 Jun

U 25B (7k)

Herrn/ H. J. Dauth/
Briefmarkengeschäft,/
Frankfurt a./Main.

Michael Kuhn Collection

32

Numeral marking 9
+ 1882, 8 Jul

U 28A (7k)

Monsieur/ Charles Roussin,/
9, Boulevard Orman (?) 9/
Paris.-

4. Gärtner-Auction Nov. 2008,
# 4238 /
Michael Kuhn Collection

33

Numeral marking 9
+ 1882, ??

U 28(A?) (7k)
+7k arms type

Dr. Thomas Berger Collection

34

Numeral marking 9
+ 1882, 09 Dec

U 27C (7k)

Zakaznoe.-/ Registered/
Messrs./ Pemberton, Wilson & Co/
308 Goldhawk Road, Shepherds Bush,/
London W.Herrn/ Dr. jur. P. Kloss,/
Eberhardstrasse 9, II /Leipzig.-

35

1882, 8 Dec

U21A (5k) +2k
+7k arms type

[Zakaznoe marking]
Kaj Hellman Collection
Registered./Messrs./Pemberton Wilson
& Co/ 308, Goldhawk Road,/ Shepherds
Bush, W/ London.-

36

Numeral marking 9
+ 1883, 26 Jan

U 21B (5k)
+ 2k arms type

[Russian and German text]
Ivanu Ivanovich/ Sievert
Herrn John Sievert/v /Moskvi.

37

1883, 02. Mar

U 27 (7k) + 2 x
7k arms type

..... Schulze.... [From illustration nothing Mercurphila, 3. Auction,
more visible]
16.-18. Mai 1983, # 1921

38

1883, 19 Sep

U 27D (7k)
+ 7k arms type

Michael Kuhn Collection

39

Numeral marking 9
+ 1883, 19 Dec

P 5 (3k)

[Label-like R handstamp] Registered/
Messrs/Pemberton, Wilson & Co/
308, Goldhawk Road,/ Shepherds Bush,
W./ London.[Russian text/ Local postcard]
Ego Vysokoblagorodie /
Gospodinu/ Rud. Hammerschmidt/
Nevskii Prosp.,...... / Zdes.

40

1884, 1 Feb

U 31B (14k)

Prof. A. S. Ilyushin Collection

41

Numeral marking 9
+ 1884, 12 Feb

P 6 (3k)

[Label-like R handstamp]
Einschreiben.
Herrn/ R. Seiler,
Leipziger Strasse, 7, Dresden.Messrs Pemberton Wilson & Co
308 Goldhawk Road Shepherds Bush W
London

41

Numeral marking 9
+ 1884, 12 Feb

P 6 (3k)

Messrs Pemberton Wilson & Co
Ilyushin/Forafontov, Imperial
308 Goldhawk Road Shepherds Bush W Stationery Catalogue, 3rd . Edition,
2007, p. 114
London

42

1884, 24 Feb

U 31A (14k)

[Label-like R handstamp]
Einschreiben./
Herrn /Dr. juris P. Kloss,/
Eberhardstrasse, 9 II/ Leipzig

76

Michael Kuhn Collection

Michael Kuhn Collection

Michael Kuhn Collection

Ilyushin/Forafontov, Imperial
Stationery Catalogue, 3rd . Edition,
2007, p. 114

Nagl 18. Auction, 11.10.2003, # 62/
Post-Rider 56, 118
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U 20D (5k)
+ 2k + 7k arms
type
U 30C (7k)
+ 7k arms type

U 30C (7k)

U 30B (7k)

U 26 (7k)
+ 14k arms type

U 13IIA (10k)
+ 1k + 3k arms
type

U 27A (7k)
+ 7k arms type

1884, 08 Mar

1884, 08 Mar

1884, 10. Mar

Numeral marking 9
1884, 9 Apr

1884, 05 May

Numeral marking 9
+ 1884, 17 Aug

1884, 03 Nov

1884, 18 Dec

Three numeral
markings 9
+ 1885, 24 Mar
1885, 11. Apr

1885, 22. 04

1885, 3 May

1885, 26 Jun

Numeral marking 1
+ 1885, 20 Aug

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

Michael Kuhn Collection

Wolffers No 58, 1977 # 1560

Herrn/ Sigmund Friedl,/
Unter Döbling,/ Herrengasse 28-29,/
Wien.-

[Label-like R handstamp]
Chargeè.-/ Monsieur/ J. B. Moens,/
42, rue de Florence/ avenue Louise,/
Bruxelles,- /Belgique.-

Michael Kuhn Collection

[Label-like R handstamp]
Einschreiben,/ Zakaznoe.-/
Herrn/ Prediger Robert B. Eareè/
Jäger Strasse 5/ Berlin.[To Zurich. Only reverse side
illustrated. Sender‟s address in Russian:
Breitfuss!]

Dr. Arnold Ryss Collection

[Label-like R handstamp]
Einschreiben.- /Herrn Sigm. Friedl,
I, Kärtnerweg 17,
Herrengasse 28-29, Unter Döbling,
Wien.[Label-like R handstamp]
Recommandé. /Monsieur/
Charles Roussin/
9, Boulevard Barlec. 9/ Paris.-

I

I

Nagl 10. Auction, Nov. 1999/
Nagl 20. Auction 10. 2004, # 155/
Michael Kuhn Collection
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Titl./ Bayerischen Philatelisten-Verein,/
Herrn A. Primus, Vorsitzenden/
München,-

Norman Ames Collection

Corinphila, 16.9. 1998, # 8171

[Label-like R handstamp]
Recommandé.Messieurs L. Rabbufetti & Co
Via del Corso No 80, Rome.-

Nagl 10. Auction, 13.11.1999, # 82

Harmers, Epstein Collection,
Oct 15-16, 1985, # 178/
Rapp, Mai 2004, # 1750

[Label-like R handstamp]
Registered/
J. W. Palmer Esq./
281, Strand, W.C. /London.-

I

I

U 29B (5k)
+ 2k arms type

Dr. Thomas Berger Collection

[Label-like R handstamp]
Einschreiben.-/ Herrn/ Sigmund Friedl,/
Unter-Döbling, Herrengasse 28-29,/
Wien.-

I

I

Blank envelope:
3 x City post
stamp à 5k

Almanach No. 6 (2008), 23

Reval – Petersburg Gub. [Russian]
Herrn/ Julius Rittmann
per adr. Herrn Rud. Förster /Reval,-

I

I
U 29C (5k)

Michael Kuhn Collection

[Label-like R handstamp]
Recommandé/Monsieur/ Ch. Roussin/
9, Bould Barlec (?)/ Paris.-

I
I

Blank envelope:
5k City post
stamp
+ 4x 1k +2k+3k
arms type
U 29C (5k) + 5k
+ 2k +2x 1k
arms type

Steltzer 208. Auction, 2003,
# 1650

Corinphila 6.-9.Juni 2002, # 789/
Rapp, Mai 2004, # 1748/
Dr. Arnold Ryss Collection

Reference/ Provenance

[Label-like R handstamp]
Recommande/
Monsieur/ Charles Roussin,/
9, Boulevard Barlec (?)/ Paris.-

[Label-like R handstamp]
Einschreiben/ Herrn/ J. Schlesinger,/
Ursulinerstrasse, 5/6 Ecke
Schmiedebrücke, / Breslau.-

Addressee (as seen on cover or card)
(/ means new line)

I

I

U 30 (7k)
+ 7k arms type

MICHEL-No.
& additional
franking
U 20D (5k)+
2 x 2k +5k +7k
arms type

Nos. Numeral markings/
Firm- /Name-stamp

I

I

I

77

Nos. Numeral markings/
Firm- /Name-stamp

MICHEL-No.
& additional
franking
U 29B (5k)
+ 2k arms type

Addressee (as seen on cover or card)
(/ means new line)

Reference/ Provenance

57

1885, 06 Sep

58

Numeral marking 9
+ 1885, 5 Dec

59

Numeral marking 9
+ 1886, 19 Jul

60

1886, 29 Dec

61

1887, 4 May

U 29A (5k)
+ 2k + 7k arms
type

62

1887, 18 May

U 29B (5k)
+ 2k+7k arms
type

63

1887, 21 Oct
Cyrillic firm stamp:
Photographic Depot

U 31B (14k)

[2 zakaznoe markings/ Text Russian]
Gospodinu/Ivan Ivanovich Sievert/ v /
Moskva.-

Nagl 9. Auction, April 1999, # 118

64

1890, 11 Jan
Cyrillic firm stamp:
Bruno Saenger

U 34B (10k)
+ 4k arms type

Michael Kuhn Collection

65

1890, 31 Mar
German firm stamp:
Saenger

U 34B (10k)

66

1890, 21 Apr

U 35A (20k)

67

1890, 29. VII
German firm stamp:
Saenger

U 35A (20k)

[2 different zakaznoe markings, Text
Russian]
Zakaznoe / Ego Vysokoblogorodie /
Samuel Josefovich Koprovskii/
Rovno/ v Datkevichi/ Volinckoi Gub.
[Zakaznoe marking + label-like R
handstamp]
Recommandeé /Monsieur Schoeller
82, rue Hauteville à Paris
[Zakaznoe marking + label-like R
handstamp] Herren/
Edward M. Rubens, Frimaerke...../ St
Kongensgade, 27/ Copenhagen.[R- + Zakaznoe marking]
Frau/ Adele Breitfuss,/
Königswald, Querweg No 3,/
Klotzsche/ bei Dresden.-

68

1890, 7 X
Cyrillic firm stamp:
Breitfuss

U 34B (10k)
+ 10k arms type

[R Handstamp] Einschreiben.- /
Herrn/ Robert Ehrenbach/
Gärtnerweg 20/ Frankfurt a Main

Prof. A. S. Ilyushin Collection

69

1891, 06 Nov
German firm stamp:
Saenger

U 31B (14k)
+ 2 x 3k arms
type

Nagl 19. Auction, März 2004,
# 189/
Michael Kuhn Collection

70

1892, 4 X
German firm stamp:
Saenger

U 30F (7k)
+2 x 5k +3k
arms type

[Zakaznoe marking + label-like R
handstamp] Eingeschrieben.-/
Herrn/ E. Schaupmeier,/
Briefmarken-Handlung/
Darmstadt,/ Germany.[Zakaznoe marking + label-like R
handstamp] Herrn/ M.O. Borrmann/
Aue i. S./ Germany.-

78

Messrs./ Theodor Buhl & Co/
11, Queen Victoria Street, E. C. /
London.-

Nagl 14. Auction, Okt. 2001, # 94/
Michael Kuhn Collection

U 21A (5k)

Herrn Rud. Hammerschmidt,/
Privatier.[Other text Russian/ Local letter SPB]

Michael Kuhn Collection

Blank envelope:
5k perforated
proof on
horizontally laid
paper
U 30A (7k)
+7k arms type

[Russian Text/ Local letter]
Ego Vysokoblogorodie /
Fedoru Lv.... Breitfuss/
Vass. Ostr, po 10. linie, dom No 5/
kvart. N 1./ zdes.
[Zakaznoe marking + Label-like R
handstamp]
Registered.-/ Messrs./ Theodor Buhl &
Co/ 11, Queen Victoria Street,/ E.C.
London.[2 different zakaznoe marks]
Zakaznoe./Gospodinu/ Albertu
Sheindling/ po adr. .. L. Rostovskago .../
v ..Libavy.[Label-like R handstamp]
Registered/ Dr. C. W. Viner,/
9, Seymour Street,/ Bath, /England.-

Corinphila 16.9.1998, # 8214

Michael Kuhn Collection

Michael Kuhn Collection

Württembergisches Auktionshaus 92.
Auction März 2005, # 883

Dieter Bettner Collection

Oy Kai Hellman, Auction
30.1.1999, # 151

Dobin/Ratner, From the History of
SPB Post, S. 191

Dieter Bettner Collection
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Nos. Numeral markings/
Firm- /Name-stamp

MICHEL-No.
& additional
franking

Addressee (as seen on cover or card)
(/ means new line)

Reference/ Provenance

71

1892, 15. X.
German firm stamp:
Saenger

U 30F (7k)
+7k + 2 x 3k
arms type

72

1892, 05. XII

U 33B (7k)

73

1895, 16. IX
German firm stamp:
Saenger

U 29A (5k)
[Zakaznoe marking + label-like R
+ 10k + 5k arms handstamp] Herrn/ R. Lindner,/
type
Schaperstrasse, 32,/ Berlin W 50.

Nagl 19. Auction, März 2004, # 205

74

1898, 28. I.

Charity
advertising
letter

[Zakaznoe marking + R Label]
W. T. Wilson Esq./
192, Birchfield Road ...

Mercurphila, 4. Auction Dez.
# 2619

75

1899, 29. X.
German firm stamp:
Saenger

Blank postcard:
2x 2k arms type

Fräulein/ Frieda Friedländer/
Bandelstr. 14/
Berlin N.W.

Nagl 17. Auction, April 2003,
# 189

76

1900, 06 Apr
P 16F (4k)
Cyrillic name stamp:
Breitfuss

Monsieur/ J. Bouchard,/
17, rue Dussord/
Asnieres pres/ Paris.-

Michael Kuhn Collection

77

1907, 05. III.
German firm stamp:
Saenger

78

1909, 05. 02
P 18 (4k)
Cyrillic name stamp:
Breitfuss

79

1909, 28. 11
U 43B (3k)
[R Label]
Cyrillic name stamp: + 10k + 7k arms Registered.- / W. T. Wilson Esq/
Breitfuss
type
18, Livingston Road,/
Handsworth/ Birmingham/ England.1910, 8 Jan
U 43A (3k)
[R Label]
Cyrillic name stamp: + 3k + 14k arms Registered,-/ W. T. Wilson Esq/
Breitfuss
type
18, Livingstone Road,/
Handsworth/ Birmingham/ England.-

Kai Hellman Stamp Auction
6.10.2007, # 378/
Michael Kuhn Collection

81

1910, 15. 1
U 43B (3k)
Cyrillic name stamp: + 7k + 2x 10k
Breitfuss
arms type

[R Label]
Registered.-/ W. T. Wilson Esq/
18, Livingstone Road,/ Handsworth./
Birmingham,/ England.-

Michael Kuhn Collection

82

1910, 5. 2.
U 43B (3k)
Cyrillic name stamp: +2 x 1k +4k
Breitfuss
arms type

W. T. Wilson. Esqre./18, Livingstone
Road,/ Handsworth,/ Birmingham,
England.-

Michael Kuhn Collection

83

1910, 31. 3
U 43B (3k)
[R Label]
Cyrillic name stamp: + 10k + 2 x 7k + Registered/ W. T. Wilson/
Breitfuss
3 x 1k arms type 18, Livingston Road,/
Handsworth,/ Birmingham,/ England.1910, 2. IV
U 43B (3k)
W. T. Wilson Esq/
Cyrillic name stamp + 7k arms type
18, Livingston Road,/
Breitfuss
Handsworth,/ Birmingham /England.-

Kai Hellman Stamp Auction
6.10.2007, # 378/
Michael Kuhn Collection

1910, 10. V.
Brief:
[R Label]
Cyrillic name stamp: 2 x 7k + 4k + 2k Einschreiben./
Breitfuss
arms type
Herrn/ H. Mörbitz,/Haydnstr. 21,1,/
Dresden Alt.

Michael Kuhn Collection

80

84

85

[Zakaznoe + R marking]
Herrn/ E. Schaupmeier,/
Briefmarken-Handlung,/
Alicestr., 22/ Darmstadt /Germany.[Zakaznoe marking + label-like R
handstamp] Herrn E. Schaupmeier,/
Alicestr. 22,/ Darmstadt. /Germany.-

U 33D (7k) + 5k [Zakaznoe marking, R Label]
+ 4k + 3k + 1k
Herrn Oberstleutnant a. D./
arms type
Dr. Jur. Paul Kloss,/Dinglingerstr. 1,I/
Dresden.-/ Sachsen.Herrn/ Ernst Petritz
/
Mosczinsky Str., 5,/
Dresden A 3/ Sachsen.-

Michael Kuhn Collection

Nagl 9. Auction, April 1999, # 140

1983,

Michael Kuhn Collection

Michael Kuhn Collection

Michael Kuhn Collection

Kai Hellman Stamp Auction
6.10.2007, # 378/
Michael Kuhn Collection
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Item 85

85

Items 1 to 4 - and only these – come from Odessa.
They all bear a company stamp “Rudolph Förster.
Odessa”, item 1 has in addition, on the reverse
side, a Cyrillic stamp “Roman Förster”. Breitfuss
was living in Odessa from 1875 to 1877 and was
surely working for this company. The business
with so called luxury commodities of the merchant
Rudolph (Russian Roman) Förster had its main
office in Moscow. But he also maintained a
branch in Reval and from 1871 to the First World
War Odessa had its own branches.
Item 1 was directed to Raffalovich in London.
That is the name of a banker‟s family.
Item 2 is addressed to Lushington in London. That
could be a merchant, for whom Breitfuss had
possibly worked in his London years (1873/75).
In item 3 Breitfuss has only written the address
(Herrn Rosenfeld & Co, Nürnberg) onto the blank
cover. The inner side of the letter is written by
Bruno Saenger personally.
Item 4 is addressed to Dr. C. W. Viner (18131906) in London. At this time he was publisher of
the “Philatelist”, to which the card text also refers.
Viner is called the Doyen of Philately and was cofounder of the Philatelic Society of London 1869.
The following items come all from St. Petersburg.
The numbers given in parenthesis correspond to
the number of the list.
Most items are naturally directed to stamp dealers:
- to J. B. Moens in Brussels, the most important
stamp dealer of the time (5, 8, 13, 17, 23, 49).
- to Messrs. Pemberton, Wilson & Co. in London
(6, 20, 22, 27, 33, 38, 41).
- to Messrs. Theodor Buhl & Co, London. In 1890
the English dealer Th. Buhl – he was of German
extraction - bought the firm of Pemberton, Wilson
& Co for £13,500 (Brühl, p. 788). (57, 60).
- to W. T. Wilson Esquire in Birmingham (74, 7984).
- to J. W. Palmer, Strand, London. Called in
England of the 80s and 90s as “King of the stamp
dealers” (50).
- to Messrs. J. W. Palmer & Co, Strand, London
(20).
- to Messrs. Whitfield King & Co., Ipswich (25).
- to Monsieur Charles Roussin, Paris. 1842-1902,
respected Parisian dealer (Brühl, p. 630) (12, 32,
44, 45, 55).
- to Monsieur J. Bouchard in Paris (76).
- to Signori E. Duzzi & Co in Bologna, Italy ??
(7).
- to Messieurs L. Rabufetti & Co, Rome ?? (53).
- to Herrn Edward Rubens, Copenhagen. (1863-

86

1931). Most important dealer in Denmark. In 1900
he acquired together with Kosack the remnants of
Moens‟ stock (66).
- to Herrn Sigm(und) Friedl, Vienna. (1841-1914)
(22, 29, 47, 48, 54).
- to Herrn J. Schlesinger, Schmiedebrücke,
Breslau. (1858-1920) Stamp dealer in Breslau,
later Berlin and recognised world expert (10, 30,
43).
- to Herrn A. Larisch, Frankfurt am Main. (18421892). Firm established 1879 in Frankfurt a. M.,
1883 resettled in Vienna, from 1887 in Munich.
Co-founder of Bayerischer Philatelisten-Verein
München, established 1883 (24).
- to Herrn H. J. Dauth, Frankfurt a. Main. (18461903) (31).
- to Herrn E. Schaupmeier, stamp dealer,
Darmstadt (69, 71, 72).
- to Herrn M. O. Borrmann in Aue in Saxony, a
stamp dealer (70).
- to Herrn R. Lindner in Berlin, owner of one of
the first “stamp clinics”. From him comes the first
advertisement, which extols stamp repairs,
appearing 15 April 1894: „Greatest rarities in
stamps and stationery, which are defective and
torn will be repaired with guarantee of success‟.
(Brühl, p. 444) (73).
To philatelists went the following items:
- to Robert Eduardovich Donnerberg in St.
Petersburg (9).
- to Samuel Koprovski in Dyatkevichi, Rovno,
Volyn. Guberniya. Author of a Zemstvo
Catalogue, issued 1875 by Moens in Brussels. (14,
15, 64).
- to John (Ivan Ivanovich) Sievert, Moscow.
Founder and member of the Moscow Section of
the International Philatelic Society Dresden. Great
zemstvo collector. Died 1899. (36, 63).
- to Herrn Rud. Hammerschmidt, St. Petersburg.
„Gentleman‟, member of the St. Petersburg
Section of the International Philatelic Society,
Dresden. (39, 58).
- to Herrn Albert Scheindling, Libau (61).
Scheindling advertised later in the Philatelist,
Organ für Postwerthzeichenkunde, for exchange
partners.
- to Monsieur Ph. De Ferrari, Paris (18).
- to Monsieur Schoeller, Paris. De-facto Secretary
of the Societé Francaise de Timbrologie (Brühl, p.
1073). (64).
- to Dr. C. W. Viner. See above item 4 from
Odessa. (62).
- to Herrn Ad(olf) Schulze, Zurich. Important
Swiss collector and expert, 1841-1892 (12, 37).
- to Dr. jur. P. Kloss, Dresden (27, 34, 42, 77).
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- to Herrn Ernst Petritz, Dresden. Secretary of the
International Philatelic Society, Dresden (78).
- to Herrn R. Seiler in Dresden, early member of
the International Philatelic Society, Dresden (40).
- to Titl. Bayerischen Philatelisten-Verein, Herrn
A. Primus, President, Munich (56).
- to Herrn Prediger Robert B. Earée, Berlin (18461926). Englishman, by profession Church
Minister. He edited for 25 years the so called
„Spud Papers‟, a series of articles on all known
forgeries. From 1880 to 1890 he worked as
Church Minister in Berlin (51).
- to Herrn Robert Ehrenbach, collector of German
extraction in England, with a famous collection of
Old German states. (68).
- to Herrn H. Mörbitz, member of the International
Philatelic Society, Dresden, responsible for new
participants in the exchange of duplicates (85).
Private letters are presumably the following:
- to Frau Adele Breitfuss in Klotzsche near
Dresden (67).
- to Fräulein Frieda Friedländer in Berlin (75).
To his own address Breitfuss sent the following
items:
- Letter with St. Petersburg city post stamp (16).

BC&MI

•

OTRP

- Letter with a proof printing of 5 Kopek from
1866 (59).
Unknown is the address of the following letter:
to Herrn Julius Rittmann per adr. Herrn Rud.
Förster in Reval. Breitfuss worked during the
years 1875-77 in the Odessa Office of the Förster
Company. (46).
The following items cannot be categorized,
because there are partial illustrations only in
auction catalogues:
- Registered letter via Brindisi to Soerabaja,
Netherlands Indies (28).
- Cover to Zurich. Only the reverse side with the
Russian sender‟s address of Breitfuss is shown
(52).
The last illustration (from the collection of Jack
Moyes) shows that Breitfuss‟ widow took care of
the collections of her late husband. Charlotte
Breitfuss writes 2 12 (19)11 a postcard to Mr. W.
T. Wilson, the stamp dealer in Birmingham
already familiar to us, with a request to send her
his special catalogue of Mexico. “As we are going
to tax the collection we will be very pleased to
have your catalogue”.

OqTOBLIR 00!081,. POCC!II.
UNIVERSELLE. HUSSIB.

0. -

CA.RTE POSTALE.

Finally, my sincere thanks go to all collectors,
who supplied their Breitfuss items willingly. Once
again may I ask, to send information on additional
covers, preferably with scan or a photocopy, the
specification of the Michel catalogue number and
the measurements to me.

Michael Kuhn, Schiffbaupl. 2 B, 96047 Bamberg/
Germany
or
email: michael.kuhn@bnv-bamberg.de

Editor‟s note. All illustrations are reproduced at 50%.
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Methods of cancelling documentary revenues
J.G.Moyes
In the last three issues of BJRP I have covered
fields of collecting that are neglected, unfairly in
my opinion; unusual cancels in 94-5, Volosts in
96-7 and Charity and Advertising labels inter alia
in 98-9. None of these fields is easy but equally
none is expensive. For the ordinary collector who
likes a challenge and is prepared to be patient each
offers much satisfaction.
In this article I shall cover another neglected field
but this time one that does not require patience
because material is plentiful. It still offers a
challenge though, but the other criterion,
cheapness, still applies. It is the means of
cancelling the documentary or Gerbovaya stamps.
Russian postmarks from the pre-stamp period can
be found in a variety of forms. Similarly with the
earliest years of use of the adhesives there is

plenty of variety, after that we just have the circles
and ovals.
With revenue cancels there was no need to
conform to an established pattern. Every
company, office, department or official body
could use whatever style of cancelling device it
chose and office stationers provided a great
variety for them to choose from. Many years ago I
obtained an original copy of such a supplier‟s
catalogue which illustrated a large number of
cancelling devices plus examples of all styles and
types of fonts it could offer.
This article offers a guide to the variety of styles
and methods available and will, I hope, show what
a great collecting field this is. Many of the cachets
are in colour which offers a further dimension.

Manuscript Cancels

When the Gerbovaya stamps first appeared in
1875 the normal method of annulment was by a
manuscript pen-cross. These are of little interest
but where this practice continued in later years
then some are worth noting.

crosses quite unnecessarily. Was this a bored clerk
or perhaps a potential revolutionary intent on
removing all signs of the Imperial Crown?
Trevor Pateman gave me this on condition that
one day I would write it up, so here it is Trevor.

Figure 1 shows a piece from the Cherkassy Town
Council with an adhesive totally covered by pen-
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Figure 1
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Manuscript Cancels
Figure 2 shows where a manuscript cancel can be
useful and informative. This comes from the
paybook of Vasili Razumov employed as a bookkeeper for the I.A. Mukhin Company covering the
year starting 1/11/15 at a salary of 1800r., paid as
75r. twice a month. State Tax was due at the rate
of 40k.per 100r. according to the printed notes at

the beginning of the book quoting a Statute of
1901.
In fact 9r. has been paid, 6r.25k. on this page and
2r.75k.on the next, all dated 23/10/15.This is a
rate of 50k. per 100r. so there has been a rate
change.
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Perfins
Editor‟s note: the perfins are illustrated twice, first as seen from the reverse of the stamp then laterally inverted.

BJRP 98-9 contained an article “Classic Ukraine
Revenue Stamps 1918-22” by Kuzych and
Zabijaka. The authors show a document with a
perfin cancel through the stamps from the Kiev
District Court in 1919. This perfin „Pogasheno‟
can be found from earlier years, and simply means
„Cancelled‟.

I can illustrate two sizes of this, see figures 3 and 4.
Another commonly found perfin is shown in
figure 5. This reads „Unichtozheno‟ or
„Destroyed‟
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Perfins
A descriptive perfin is shown in figure 6.

Figure 7 show a perfin reading „Kan.Mosk.Gub.‟
or the „Chancellery of Moscow Gubernia‟.

I have this on documents from the Military
Headquarters and it should read „Glav. Shtab.‟ but
actually reads „Glab. Shtab.‟

\
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•

Figures 8 and 9 show perfins from District Courts,
the letters „O.S.‟ being the giveaway. The first
reads „T.O.S.‟ and the second „L.O.S.‟
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Perfins
Unless these are on documents, the actual court
remains unknown. The only one I can tie-in is a
„K.O.S.‟ on a document from the Kiev District
Court.

The next perfin reads „T.S.P.‟ The „S.P.‟ should
stand for „Sudebniya Palaty‟ or „Appeal Court‟.
See figure10.
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Figure 10

Dumb Cancels
The commonest type of dumb cancel is the series
of concentric circles often seen as a mute cancel
on postage stamps from early in WW1. I suspect
all the variants on this type found as mutes
originated as office cancels for the revenues.

vt·

Figure 11 (below) shows a document with twentyseven 1r. adhesives plus several other values on
the reverse. It is a contract of sale from 1916.The
convenience of using a simple dumb device for
cancelling items with heavy frankings is obvious.

11pv.L1,HtttlbiA'b . .u;t:pttH"b 0(.:TGIKJlC.H

'

21)

3a HecornaCHbIH C'b H3CT0H!llHMH YCJIOBiHM,!{ )dlHCTBiH pa60~HX1, .H npHKasquKa OT!l'B'laeT'I, fIOKynaTeJlb .
.Ji tconoKynaTeJib He l1M-hCT1, npasa npeJLb5IBJIHTb l(b K33CHHOMY B'B.l(0MCTBY HHK8KHX1, npeTell3il1 Hll: AOp0roBH3HY
np0H3BeJJ;eHHblX1, 38 ero c•reT"b pa60Tb. B·1, cnyqaHX'h, He YII0MlIHY'fbJXb B"b HaCT0lllllHXb ycJJOBiHX"h, KaK'b flOKynaTeJib,
1'31{1, H JitCHOe ynpasJJeHie PYKOB0llCTByron:H cy11tecrny1oiu11MH yaaKdHeHi~MH.
' .
,

. 22) YnnaTa rep6osarQ c6opa, npwrnTarou,arorn _ Ka1<·1, n_o ceMy ii;orosopy, Ta'K'b ·H no sseii:eHnh1M1, B'h Hero
YCJIOBillM'b O npOH3BOJJ:CTBt Jl'BCOOLIHCT!ITCJibHblX'b Ji Jl'BC0KJJ!bTYPHb!X'b pa60T'b, 0THOCHTCH Ha CCl!eT'b IIQKynarem1.
23) TTpH ITOKJIIK'b .n:poBHHb!X'b Jl'BCOC'BK"b II paapa60TK'fi H Bb!B03K'fi Ji:p0BHHoro JlilCa IT0KynaTeJib ll0J!b3JeTCII
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Dumb Cancels
The next group consists of a dumb mark plus
something else to identify the user.
Figure 12 shows a dumb cross with name added
and date in manuscript; „Ivan Pavlovich
Burilin‟13/9/10 in violet.
Figure 13 shows a dumb cross with name added
and a date plug. This is from „Tver Manufacturing
Co.‟ 23/6/12 in violet.
Figure 14 shows a dumb cross with date in centre
and name at base, „Office of Duke K.A.
Gorchakov‟,16/5/13, in violet.

Figure 12

Figure 15

Figure 15 shows a dumb cross with date in a
frame in the centre and name at base; „Solomon
Fels Warsaw‟ in violet.
Figure 16 shows a dumb cross with name through
the centre and date at base, Russo-Asiatic Bank,
15/3/11 in blue.
Figure 17 shows a dumb cross with initials
through the centre but without date R.K.B. and
P.A.‟

Figure 13

Figure 16
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Figure 14

Figure 17
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Pre-cancels
This is a group used by the large finance houses
that issued vast numbers of simple receipts, precancelling obviously saved a lot of time.

Figure 20
is from G. Vavalberg (bankers
becoming the St. Petersburg Commercial Bank),
found in black and blue

They are all by their nature undated and relatively
small in size. Copies with full gum can still be
found from time to time.

Figure 21 is „Yunker‟ (J.W. Junker and Co.
Bankers) found in violet and black.
Figure 22 is the Office of A. Kutuzov found in black.

Figures 18 and 19 are from „Henrikh Blokk
(Insurance)‟ in two sizes and found in black and
blue.

Figures 23-25 are three different types from
Credit Lyonnais found in black violet and blue.
Figure 24 is specifically from Odessa.

Figure 18

Figure 19

Figure 21

Figure 23
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Figure 20

Figure 22

Figure 24

Figure 25
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Straight Lines
Figures 26 and 27 are two different types from
Alferov found in black and blue.
Figure 28 is a single line, undated cachet from the
Military Headquarters in blue.

Figure 29 is a two line undated Urusov Brothers,
St. Petersburg, in violet.
Figure 30 is a two line undated Church Fittings
Factory, Riga Diocese, with owners name N. P.
Voost at base, in violet.

Figure 26

Figure 27

c.

Figure 29

Figure 28

Figure 30
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Straight Lines
Figure 31 is a three line Management of the
Russian-Baltic Carriage Co.‟, with a space for a
Director‟s signature to be added in manuscript. All
in violet.
Figure 32 is a four line Ya.A. Kukur Typography,
Pavlovsk, Petrograd Gubernia all in red.

I cannot show a five line type but figure 33 shows
a six line, `Petrograd 5th July 1916. This
document has paid Gerbovaya Tax by two stamps
of value 50k for a total sum of 1r. Register number
11593, Petrograd Notary and signature; the
notary‟s name is Valerian Grevs.

Figure 31
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Figure 33
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Straight Lines
Next in the straight line types are large lettered
cachets.

Figure 34 shows two handstamps prepared as
signatures while figure 35 shows oversized letters
on a cachet reading „Money on this Account Paid
in Full‟, in grey-green.
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Figure 35
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Boxed cachets
Figure 36 reads „Paid, K. A. Getts Stock
Exchange Notary, St. Petersburg in violet,
undated.

Figure 38 is a double lined rectangle in violet
from the Board of the Liflyand Credit Society at
Riga‟, dated 5/9/92.

Figure 37 is from the Petrograd Gubernia Credit
Society dated 20th October 1916.

Figure 39 is a double lined rectangle with
chamfered corners with the date plug in a central
frame, from the „A.S. Alin Fur Shop in Perm
dated 22/10/11 in violet.

Figure 36

Figure 38
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Figure 37

Figure 39
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Boxed cachets
The next two are like the large lettered unframed
types shown before. Why any company would
want such a large cachet I do not know, but
possibly it is simply arrogance. It is said that the
larger an individual‟s signature the larger his ego.
The largest signature I have seen was that of Lord
Curzon on papers at the Public Record Office; it
almost covered the entire page. He had the
sobriquet of „that very superior person‟ and he
was renowned for his aristocratic arrogance, but to

be fair to the man he was highly capable, and he
knew it. Maybe these large cachets were
indicative of an office‟s self-importance.
Figure 40 is in blue and has the same wording as
the unframed figure 43, „Money on this Account
Paid in Full‟
Figure 41 also has the same inscription and is a
double lined large rectangle in purple.
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Figure 41
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Ovals
I have divided these into small (figures 42 - 45),
medium (figures 46 - 50) and large (figures 51 55).
Figure 42 is a small single lined oval in blue
reading Von Schloss Goods Administration at
Smilten.‟

Figure 43 is a small double lined oval in violet
reading Office of R.Ya. Bumagin St. Petersburg‟.
Figure 44 is a fancy double lined oval with
another oval in the centre from the „Pereslavski
Town Bank‟, in violet.
Figure 45 is another double lined oval, the outer
one with sharp points and a small symbol in the
centre. This is from „V.F. Makarov at Pernov‟, in
violet.

Figure 42
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Ovals
Next are the medium ovals which are for the most
part slightly flattened.
Figure 46 is a single oval from the Preobrazhenski
Guards Church in blue, with an ornamental line in
the centre.
Figure 47 is the cachet of the „Vilna Notary Th.P.
Dobuzhinski in violet, with the name in the centre.

Figure 48 is a double oval in blue with the date in
the centre from S. Bartsinski and Co. Woollen
Manufacturers‟. l0/3/09.
Figure 49 is a wider spaced double oval with date
in centre from the „„Pernau Branch of the Pleskau
Commercial Bank‟ in grey-blue 3/10/02.
Figure 50 is a double oval with a spiked edge
around the outer rim undated from „F.A. Kruglov
St. Petersburg‟, in violet.

Figure 46

Figure 47

Figure 48

Figure 49
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49.
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Figure 50
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Ovals
Finally, he larger ovals.
Figure 51 is a double oval, narrowly spaced with a
spiked edge around the outer rim with date in the
centre from Notary L.G. Zisserman‟ 15/4/15 in
violet.
Figure 52 is another double oval narrowly spaced,
the outer thicker than the inner with date and
location in the centre. This is from the „Head of
the Riga Branch of the Liflyand Credit Society‟
15/6/00 in violet.

Figure 51

Figure 53 is a narrow spaced double oval with
ornamental semi-circles on the inside and date in
a box, from „M.I. Odnoushinski and Brothers St.
Petersburg‟ 22/1/94 in purple.
Figure 54 is a triple oval with the outer two lines
narrowly spaced from the „Administration of
Ya.G. Mlochkov and Co. St. Petersburg‟, undated
in violet.

Figure 52

Figure 54
Figure 53
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Ovals
Figure 55 is a triple oval with the outer line much
thicker than the others, again undated, from the
„Commercial Company of Russian and
International Trade at St. Petersburg. It has the
word „„Oborot‟ in the centre meaning Turnover‟.
It is in light blue.

The cachet simply reads „Management of the
Railway‟. Accompanying this cachet is a second
oval mark reading „Management of the State
Railway Legal Section.‟, It is the only large
double oval I can record with wider spacing and
date and, it is in blue.

Figure 56 is an oddity because it does not give the
name of the Company. This would not be unusual
for simple receipts but this comes from a
document from the „Moscow-Kiev-Voronezh
Railway, Commercial Section and concerns the
leasing of land for building a warehouse at the
station at Voronezh.

Figure 57 The final oval shown is a double type
with bars across the entire centre for the company
name and short vertical bars filling the gaps. It is
from the „Commercial House A.Z. Bychkov and
Sons St.Petersburg‟, undated in black.

Figure 55

Figure 56

Figure 57
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Circles
Circular types although common do not seem to
be as numerous as other sorts of cancel.
Starting with single circles figure 58 shows a
cachet from a Vilna Bank in purple, undated. It
has the city arms in the centre.
Figure 59 is a cachet from a „Notary Ignatii
Gedymiri‟ at what I presume is Seree in Suvalki.
This is in green, undated with the arms of the town
or gubernia in the centre.
Figure 60 is another Notary, Vladimir Aleinikov
at Kharbin in Manchuria. This has the Imperial
Arms in the centre, is undated and in violet.

Figure 58

Figure 60
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Next are some double circles. 61-63
Figure 61 comes from a small document from the
Commissar of the Civil Administration of the
Kvantung Oblast and Head of the Port Arthur
Town Council‟ based at St. Petersburg from the
end of the Russo-Japanese War and the Japanese
occupation of Port Arthur.
The document concerns the ownership of land in
the New Quarter Port Arthur and is dated 22/8/06.
The cachet is in violet with the Imperial Arms in
the centre.

Figure 59

Figure 61
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Circles
Figure 62 is a double circle in blue from Ostrog in
Vilna Gubernia with a Christian cross in the
centre. Blue cachet on a blue stamp makes it
impossible to read the entire inscription which
says „Seal of the Ecclesiastical --- (?)‟.
Figure 63 is a larger style of double circle with the
Arms of Riga in the centre. It reads „Seal of the

Riga District Court Notary I.A. Visbulin in the
town of Shlok‟. This is in violet.
Figure 64 is a triple circle with the outer two
closely spaced, from the‟ Riga Polytechnic
Institute‟ It is in blue with the Imperial Arms in
the centre.

Figure 64

Figure 62

Figure 63
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Unclassified designs
To finish I include a number of styles which do
not fit any established pattern of design.
Figure 65 comes from one of those wonderful oldfashioned invoices with engraved illustrations of
several of the manufacturer‟s products, this being
from the „Metropolitan Lighting Co. of St.
Petersburg‟. It is dated 6/6/00 and is in reddish
purple.

Figure 66 is a design I have from three different
companies. This example is from „V. Maslov
Groceries‟, in violet.
Figure 67 is a six-sided bank cachet dated 27/6/02
in deep violet.

TPH 'ICGKaro ocu·tu~eI!hL

Figure 65

Figure 66
Figure 67
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Unclassified designs
Figure 68 is from a Vilna Notary A.F. Vordonos.
Figure 69 is an intaglio seal, surely the worst form
of cancel possible. These are often illegible,
smudged before the ink was dry.

This example is inscribed with the abbreviation
„Staroob. Nasta‟. which I take to mean „Teacher
(or Mentor) of the Old Believers‟ (one of the
many dissenting religious groups in the Imperial
days). It is from „Stefan Kashtelyanov, Vilkomir
Parish‟.

Figure 69

Figure 68

■-■-■-■-■-■-■-■-■-■-■-■-■-■-■-■-■-■---·~

Advertising in BJRP
Would you like to take advantage of limited space available in future issues.
Reach the real collectors.
You can take the inside or outside back cover
A full or half inside page.
For further details and offers, please contact
Mr Terry Page FRPS.

30, Furze Lane, Purley
Surrey, CR8 3EG, UK
tel. 020 8660 3905 terry.page1@btinternet.com
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Unauthorised reprints of Soviet stamps?
Ivo Steijn (Arcadia, USA)
Look on eBay, or at almost any auction with a
fair number of Russian lots and you‟ll see
them: imperforate versions of stamps issued
during the last decade of the Soviet Union,
and many “proofs” of late-period Soviet
stamps as well.
Having examined a number of these during
the past few years I am forced to conclude
that either there was a massive theft of proof
material from Goznak‟s vaults, or a massive
theft of both printing plate information and
dies from Goznak‟s vaults, or a massive
amount of abuse of dies at the Goznak

printing plant. I can‟t determine which of
these possibilities is the right one and this
note is as much a request for further
information as anything else.
First, let‟s look at some examples. Figures 13 show alleged “colour proofs” of various
values of the last USSR definitives. They‟re
recess printed, probably from a single die.
There is no discernable difference from the
issued stamps, except that the printing quality
seems slightly worse, with ink seepage visible
in a few places. The paper is a relatively
nondescript coated paper.

Figure 1

I'

Figure 2
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Figure 3
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Figures 4-6 show similar colour
proof of the 5k value from the same
set, this time clearly single pulls
from a master die on various kinds of
thin card, including a grade of
cardboard that we would not expect
to see used for colour proofs.
Finally, figure 7 shows a similar
production for a commemorative
stamp.

Figure 4

I

Figure 5

l

Figure 6
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A quick examination of eBay will soon reveal
dozens of similar examples, often sold by vendors
in Russia.
What are we to make of all this? One explanation
I‟ve heard from a dealer is that a few master dies
were used to make unauthorized “reprints” in
various colours. That would require either that the
master die was removed from Goznak premises
for these printings, or that the printings were made
on the Goznak premises. Either explanation is
fantastic and would require massive breaches of
security at the Goznak facilities, but what are the
alternative explanations?
It‟s at least theoretically possible that these were
genuine trial prints (despite the eccentric choices
of cardboards used) which were stolen from
Goznak premises, and that the master die is still
snug in the safe at Goznak. That‟s simply a
different kind of massive security breach at the
Goznak facilities…
These recess-printed stamps are difficult to
explain – modern technology makes the

appearance of other, offset-printed “modern
imperforates” more understandable. While a
recess-printed stamp is produced from a plate
produced from a master die, modern offset-printed
stamps start with a computer file, much as the
BJRP itself takes the form of a computer file sent
to the printer for printing. Apparently, some of
these computer files at Goznak got into the wrong
hands, and any sufficiently well-equipped printer
could then use these files to print stamps. Since
finding the appropriate perforation machines was
more difficult, the stamps were left imperforate
and offered as rare varieties. That seems to be the
story behind a whole slew of such imperforate
Russian and Soviet stamps of the 1980s and
1990s.
I can‟t stress enough that I have not a shred of
proof for any of this, except for the existence of
the actual items themselves. The rest is hearsay
and supposition. I assume that the Russian
authorities would be intimately interested in
clearing this matter up. They need only go to the
eBay website to see the evidence of something
gone horribly wrong.

COMPREHENSIVE STOCK OF

RUSSIAN MATERIAL
Stamps and Elusive Postal History of:
Empire, RSFSR, Soviet Union, Offices Abroad,
Civil War, World War I & II, Zemstvos,
Far Eastern Republic, Siberia
Armenia, Azerbaijan, Baltic States, Georgia, Ukraine
Mail Auctions Quarterly

The auction is comprised of 3000 lots of worldwide stamps and postal history,
approximately half of which are Russian material

Call or write for your FREE, well-illustrated catalogue to:

RARITAN STAMPS, INC.
P.O. BOX 557 DAYTON, NJ 08810-0557 USA
PH: +1. 732. 422. 2124  FAX: +1. 732. 422. 2125
e-mail: info@raritanstamps.com
10% BUYER‟S PREMIUM ONLY
VISA, MASTER CARD ARE ACCEPTED.

Visit our Website at www.raritanstamps.com
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The Viatka archive – Zemstvo
Edward Klempka
Some 5 – 7 years ago a large volume of Zemstvo
covers appeared on the market, most were
addressed to the Viatka district court. Zemstvo
collectors had a rare opportunity to examine
several hundred covers many bearing both
Imperial and Zemstvo stamps.
A serious article about the archive would require
the whole journal, so I have restricted the article to
a few covers.
Letter posted 3 February 1902 in the Urzhum
Zemstvo post (figure 1). The Zemstvo fee of 4k
(registered letter rate) has been paid in cash and
the letter hand stamped twice (figure 1a) in purple
„Paid Zemstvo Postal collection 2k‟. The Imperial
postage has been correctly paid 7k postage and 7k
registration. The letter arrived via Imperial post at

Viatka 4 February 1902. Cover correctly franked
and transmitted.
This is the only cover I have seen whereby a hand
stamp has been used rather than Zemstvo stamps
applied to it, perhaps to meet a shortage of
Zemstvo stamps at Urzhum in 1902. Certainly all
other covers I have seen (several hundred) bear
Zemstvo stamps 2k letter rate and 2k registration
rate regardless of imperial franking. Other
Urzhum covers are known which have been
through the Zemstvo post unstamped or with
manuscript notation of the fee paid, but this is the
only hand stamp I have seen. Your comments
would be appreciated, together with details of any
other “paid in cash” Zemstvo hand stamps from
other districts.
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Figure 1
Cover back (reproduced at 75%)

Figure 1a
Zemstvo handstamp (100%).
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Many covers are known with mixed imperial and
Zemstvo frankings; (e.g. figure 2) where the
franking of 42k is 7k registration and postage 35k
(5 times letter rate). The Zemstvo rate is always
2k postage and 2k registration.

The letter posted 20 October 1910 at Zemstvo
Volost Turekski of the Urzhum district via the
Imperial post office at Urzhum 27 October 1910
arriving at Viatka 28 October 1910.

,' :x

..,:~:Y
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Figure 2
Cover with mixed franking (reproduced at 75%)

Figure 2a
Zemstvo franking (100%)
Figure 3 (next page) is a superb Zemstvo cover
(Zemstvo stamps on reverse) franked 70k
Imperial, being 7k registration and 63k postage (9
times letter rate), and two 2k Urzhum (Keyplate)
stamps 2k registration and 2k letter rate.
The letter was posted in the Urzhum Zemstvo post
at the Volost at Kanganuski, on 21 June 1905 and
entered the Imperial post at Urzhum on 25 June
1905, being received at Viatka 27 June 1905.
One of the characteristics of the Viatka archive is
the number of covers with relatively large imperial
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frankings, commensurate with the type of business
being undertaken, the transmission of court
documents.
These high frankings are rare, when one looks at
the Fabergé auction catalogue and looks for
Imperial frankings (with Zemstvo) in excess of
21k they are relatively few and far between.
Does any reader possess similarly high franked
covers? I would appreciate details of other similar
frankings.
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Other people’s mail - The evacuee
Dennis Page
It just looks like an ordinary postcard and, in so
many ways it is. A standard item of postal
stationery franked at the 20 kopek inland mail
tariff of the time. It is from one Nadya Skokova in
Stalinsk (now Novokuznetsk), in Western Siberia,
to her mother Anastasia Volodyeva in Moscow.
The despatch and arrival marks, both December
1942, show that it took 18 days to cover the
almost 2,000 miles between the two cities.
However it may not have been travelling all that

time since it bears the cachet of the War Censor at
Novosibirsk; where, perhaps, it may have been in
a long queue of such mail. At least the mail was
functioning

Stalinsk 11/12/42

never lived by ourselves, have not handled money,
not even at home, so that it is not easy. I console
myself only that, when a person is tempered with
difficulty it becomes easier. All in all, somehow it
has gone by.

Dear Mum!
Many thanks for the greetings. Mum, no-one
except you congratulated me and that is not only a
pity, it is a little sad. I remembered, how it used to
be; even though it was not a splendid occasion, at
least there was consideration, a small present –
and it was cordial.
But now - 18 years of age! Although it is a special
day, it has passed by drab, just like all the others.
Well never mind, when we are together, all will be
as it used to be. Now, about our life; we go on as
usual. All the same, say whatever you will, but
Vovna and I are not experienced, you know, have

The card conveys the sadness of separation,
acceptance of the situation, the courage of facing
up to adversity and the glimmer of hope that all
will once again be well.

Mum write, let us know how you are. We have not
heard from you at home but perhaps, you are
busy. Write about how it is in Moscow. The father
of one of Vovnа’s school friends came from
Moscow; he says that everything there is fine. But
I do not know how he came. That‟s all for now. I
send best wishes to you for the coming New Year,
although it is a little early.
Lots of love.
N. & V.
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The theme of armed forces on Soviet stamps from
1921-41 and 1945-50
G.T. Volostnykh (St. Petersburg, Russia)
In comparison with one of the propaganda
machines of the Soviet period – the printed
materials of “Politizdat” and its predecessors – the
theme of the armed forces was presented quite
moderately on Soviet stamps. However, the
country‟s “visiting cards” often contain subjects
on the theme of the armed component of power,
especially on the issues of small-format stamps
(definitives) printed in very large numbers.

I
I
I
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In 1922-27 a not insignificant space was allotted
to a Red Army soldier in a budyonnovka cap,
based on the sculpture by
I. Shadr, among the subjects
on definitive stamps. On the
1922 RSFSR issue a Red
Army soldier appeared on
three out of four stamps,
those with the highest values
(50, 70, 100 roubles), while
on the 1923 issue he appeared
on three stamps out of five,
Budyonnovka cap including two high values.
_______________________________
_.I

For unknown reasons the second definitive issue
of 1927/28 (15 stamps), which was of a high
artistic and typographical quality, did not contain
a representation of members of the armed forces.
It was in postal use for less than two years and
was replaced by the 1929/30 issue. In this massive
issue a Red Army
soldier with a rifle over
his shoulder appeared
on two stamps. Mao Tse
Tung‟s saying “The rifle
gives birth to power”
was first reflected on
the 8-kopek stamp of
1927 , dedicated to the
tenth anniversary of the
1917 revolution. On it
a p p e a r
t w o
The rifle gives birth
revolutionaries, of
to power
whom one is advancing
the bolt of his rifle.

Translated by Matthew Kahane, BSRP
illustrated on the large-format 1927 stamp, issued
for the tenth anniversary of the revolution, as a
graphic expression of the slogan “All power to the
councils of workers‟, soldiers‟ and peasants‟
representatives”. The bas-relief on the stamps, and
the soldier with his rifle,
underline
the
importance for the
authorities of the strongarm way of ruling. The
soldier
with
his
budyonnovka cap and
rifle was an important
instrument of fear and
force in the Soviet
authorities‟ ruling
mechanisms.
~---------------------------,
I All power to the councils of workers‟, soldiers‟
I
and peasants‟ representatives
I
I
L ___________________________ J
A leading role was allocated to the armed forces in
the 1939 definitive issue: an airman beside a
fighter „plane appeared on the 30-kopek stamp
(the rate for ordinary letters) and a Red Army
soldier in full battle gear on the stamp for
postcards. Even greater prominence was given to
the armed forces in the
1948 definitive issue: a
sailor on watch, a pilot in
the cockpit of a fighter, and
a soldier against an
industrial background. The
ar me d force s the me
declined in the following
issues of 1949-55, and
disappeared in the 1958
definitive issue.

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I ---------------------------------------- I

A bas-relief of a group of three (a worker, a
soldier, and a peasant) is illustrated on two stamps
of the 1929 definitive series. This bas-relief is also
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Sailor, pilot & soldier
! _____________________________________________________________________
_
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The constant attention of the Communist Party
and the Government to the military resulted in
frequent issues of stamps dedicated to the armed
forces: their tenth (1928), twentieth (1939), twenty
-third (1941), twenty-fifth (1943), twenty-ninth
(1947), thirtieth (1948), and thirty-first (1949)
anniversaries. Branches of the armed forces were
usually illustrated on these stamps, especially on

I
I

the 1938 and 1941 issues. A range of issues was
dedicated to different branches of the armed
forces: the First Cavalry Army (1930), the Air
Force and Navy (1938, the series for the twentieth
anniversary of the Komsomol), the artillery 1945
and 1948), the armoured corps (1946 and 1948),
the airmen (1947 and 1948), and the Navy (1948).

30th anniversary of Soviet forces

L---

The greatest interest in the development of this
theme is provided by the stamps from 1938 to
June 1941, and those from 1946 to 1950. (The
WWII period is not being considered.) The prewar years (especially 1939-41) are striking for the
abundance of stamps with a military theme. In the
series devoted to the twentieth anniversary of the
Workers‟ and Peasants‟ Red Army [RKKA in
Russian], the basic branches of the armed forces

are illustrated against a background of military
equipment. At the end of the series appear subjects
from the Civil War, notably Chapaev and Petka
with a machinegun on a cart. This issue, with
beautiful drawings and impeccable printing,
shows off a new, well-equipped army.

The Workers‟ & Peasants‟ Red Army
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V Mayakovsky

I

r__________________________________________________________

!

I
I
I
I
I

Grenade throwing as a sport

:

I
I
I
I
I

I ---------------------------------------------------------- I

The definitive issue of 1939, already mentioned,
continues this demonstration of military might
with its two principal stamps of 30 and 15 kopeks.
It is possible that it is not by chance that, in the
series of stamps for the tenth anniversary of the
death of V.V. Mayakovsky (1940), appear the
lines of his poem summoning to the fight: “I glory
in the march in which we go to work and to the
struggle” and “I give all my poet‟s sounding force
to you, attacking class”. Even in a series on sport,
it is military sports (“Be ready for work and
defence”, 1940).
It was hardly by chance that stamps were issued
for the twentieth anniversary of the storming of
Perekop, and also the “Industrial” series of 1940
(providing the army with weapons and
equipment), which were followed by the issue for
the strange twenty-third anniversary of the RKKA,
already mentioned, consisting of 8 stamps on
military themes.

We should mention the stamps for the twentieth
anniversary of the death of N.E. Zhukovsky,
recalling his contribution to the theory of aircraft
construction. The Post Office particularly
“honoured” A.V. Suvorov, issuing stamps for the
anniversary of the storming of Ismail – a rather
third-rate event. Suvorov is shown on all four
stamps of the series. The following year, in the
series in memory of the painter V.I. Surikov, two
stamps were devoted to Suvorov, based on the
painting “Suvorov crossing the Alps”. What did
this imply? There was also a whiff of gunpowder
in the series of stamps dedicated to the
reunification of “Western Ukraine and Western
Belorussia”. The reunification of the Baltic States
was passed over without any issue of stamps. At
the end of the war with Finland in 1941 a series
was issued illustrating the arms of the new KareloFinnish SSR.

!
!
!

r------------------------------------------1

The storming of Perekop

I
I
I
I
I
I
I __________________________________________
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AV Suvorov

Re-unification
A whiff of gunpowder

i
i
i

: ---------------------------------------------------------- i

! ___________________________________________ !
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The period of massive repression in 1937-38 was
marked by the issue in 1937 of four stamps
showing F.E Dzerzhinsky, whose actions need no
comments. This was followed by the issue of 15
magnificent series in 1937-38, whose themes
symbolized the concerns of the Party and the
Government. This was like a diversionary
manoeuvre, a smoke-screen of those “firing
squad” years. The Terror was not only the moral
humiliation and the executions; it was also the
deaths by starvation as a result of the neglectful
indifference of the authorities, or its intentional
organization as was the case in the Ukraine, in the
Urals, and in other regions subjected to the
destruction of kulaks [“rich peasants”] in the early
1930s. The 1921-22 RSFSR series of stamps
illustrate this disaster not only along the Volga
And now a few words about personalities. Those
receiving the greatest attention from the Post
Office were M.V. Frunze (issues of 1935 and
1950) and the heroes of the Civil War (issues of
1944, 1948 and 1949). These were real heroes, not
reduced to insignificance by the power of the
Party.

1950), to whom were devoted fifteen stamps,
including four showing the Order of Suvorov.
Suvorov‟s stroll through Europe with his army
clearly made a big impression on the Soviet
leadership.
In concluding, let us mention another two series.
In December 1949 two stamps were issued,
dedicated to the struggle for peace, which, it has
been suggested, illustrate a new phase in the
struggle for peace in that they covertly allude to
the Soviet nuclear bomb, which was tested at the
Semipalatinsk site at the end of August 1949. (See
Filateliya, 1999, No. 2, p. 7 and BJRP, 2008,
98/99, p. 104).
We should also note the single anti-war issue of
1934. This series, remarkable for its artistry and
printing, contradicts the overall tone of Soviet
stamps issues on military themes.
No postal authority in the world can compare with
the former USSR in the number of stamps with a
military theme. From 1938 to 1950 there was no
year in which stamps with a military theme were
not issued.

The memory of A.V. Suvorov was particularly
honoured by stamps (April 1941, June 1941,

MV Frunze

I -------------------1
Suvorov crossing the alps
I
I
L--------------------1

I
I

Anti-war

--1
I

L--------------..1

Editor‟s note. This article has been illustrated with selected examples taken from my collection.
All illustrations are reproduced at 150%
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On the catalogue of pre-stamp postmarks of the
Russian Empire
Manfred Dobin (St. Petersburg, Russia)

Translated by Matthew Kahane, BSRP

Some sixteen years have passed since the appearance of the first edition of my book
“Postmarks of the Russian Empire (pre-stamp period)” (referred to further as “the book”). In
2002 a second edition appeared and a third in May this year. The book was several times
awarded gold medals at international philatelic exhibitions and was selected by the society of
philatelic writers of the International Society for Postal History as the best book on postal
history of 1995.
Since the appearance of the catalogue of pre -stamp postmarks of Russia it has become an
indispensable book for collectors interested in the history of the Russian posts and has started
to be widely used in philatelic literature and associated auction catalogues. References to it
can be found in both the Russian and the foreign press.
Based on my experience of working with the catalogue, the time has come to solve a range of
issues which have arisen from its further expansion and use. The article by the Minsk
collector V. Batievsky “Uncatalogued postmarks of pre-stamp letters”, published in
“Kollektsioner” (2008, No. 44), in which there are a series of critical comments and proposals
to change the structure of the catalogue, have also encouraged me to raise this. The most
complex questions appear to be:
what code-number to attribute to a newly-discovered postmark, used earlier than the
postmarks of that particular post office, which have already appeared in the book?
to which postmarks should one attribute a new code-number and, which postmarks
should be considered variations of an already known one and be identified by additional
letters
(a, b,
... etc)?
From this, to a large extent depends the place of a new postmark in the tables and its place
among the existing illustrations.
The book consists of two parts: an historical part, where the information known to the author
on the introduction, use and development of the postmarks of the pre -stamp period has been
collected and a catalogue of these postmarks.
Pre-stamp postmarks were used not only up to the appearance of postage stamps, but also
after the latter‟s introduction in Russia to cancel stamps and date letters and, especially in
smaller post offices, right up the middle of the 1870s (e.g. Runafer postal station of the Revel
guberniya post office: 39-4-12/1.01 etc).
The catalogue also covers postmarks, made especially in 1858 in a range of post offices to
cancel stamps and as date-stamps until the introduction in the post offices of Russia of
special dotted cancellations and of uniform circular date -stamps.
Sometimes, when the earliest date of use of a postmark of a pre -stamp type is not known, the
author has included in the catalogue postmarks used at the beginning of the stamp period.
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The basis for placing post offices in the catalogue
In designing and structuring the catalogue a range of factors had to be taken into account, which it
had not been necessary to consider earlier. It was clear that postmarks had to be placed in
accordance with the territorial attachment of the post offices. However, in the course of the
centuries-long history of pre-stamp postmarks the administrative attachment of some post offices
changed several times, especially in the western regions of the country, in accordance with
changes in the administrative and territorial attachment of towns and settlements. The status of
post offices also changed. This is easily seen in the case of Novogrudok, whose administrative
attachment changed four times during the use there of pre -stamp postmarks, and whose name also
changed somewhat.
Therefore the administrative attachment of the post offices at the end of the pre-stamp period
(1858) was chosen as the basis for placing them in the catalogue. The basis was the official “List
of officials of the postal administration and postal locations ” published by the Postal Department
in 1859. At the beginning of this list are the St. Petersburg, Moscow and Warsaw post offices
with the subdivisions under them and then an alphabetical list of the locations of post offices and
sub-post offices with an indication of their status; there is also a list of the post offices by
guberniya and category. The catalogue also includes post offices which at various times were
subordinated to the Postal Administration of Russia (Vyborg guberniya, Tarnopol‟).
All post offices have their own code, corresponding to the name of the particular office,
indicating its place in the catalogue (a detailed description of the layout of the catalogue is to be
found in the section “Layout of the catalogue” of the book). For rapid location of a particular
town, at the end of the catalogue there is an alphabetical gazetteer of the post offices of Russia in
Russian and English, with their codes.
Batievsky‟s proposal for placing the post offices, namely to show them under several guberniyi
(twice or thrice) when there were changes in the administrative division of Russia, is
unacceptable, as that would lead to confusion: there are cases when one and the same postmark
was used by a post office at a time of change in its administrative attachment, i.e. when the
settlement found itself in different guberniyi.
In particular, the Novogrudok postmark cited in Batievsky‟s article, 26 -2-08/1.01 (according to
the third edition of the book) was used at the beginning of the 19th century (when Novogrudok
was part of the Lithuanian and Grodno guberniyi) and for the cancellation of postage stamps in
1858 (when it was part of Minsk guberniya).

Placing and coding of postmarks in the catalogue
A system for coding the postmarks of Russia, developed by the author, is used in the catalogue, as
well as a classification and codification of the postmarks of the pre -stamp period.
In his article V. Batievsky draws attention to the changeability of the codification and location of
the newly-discovered postmarks in the tables in the successive editions of the catalogue, but does
not make any suggestions on this score.
In contrast to stamp catalogues, where the basic issues are dated, in compiling this catalogue
questions arose about the basis for placing the postmarks in the tables and the illustrations. The
postmarks included in the catalogue constitute only a part of the huge number of pre -stamp
postmarks used in the post offices of the Russian Empire in the period under review. The author
and other collectors of postal history periodically find formerly unknown postmarks of the pre stamp period: thus the period of their postal use is refined. Often variations appear of one or other
postmark known earlier. All this requires the insertion of additions and corrections in the
catalogue and the definition of a place for a newly-discovered postmark in the table of postmarks
of a given post office.
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As a rule it is not possible to establish exact dates for the beginning and end of the use of
postmarks. A large proportion of pre-stamp postmarks were produced in guberniya post offices or
in the places where they were actually used. No documents have been found confirming the
specific date on which postmarks came into use. It is also difficult to determine how many
postmarks of different or similar patterns were in use simultaneously in a given post office. Sometimes
an earlier date of use of a given postmark is discovered and it has to be moved to another place. For this and
other reasons difficulties can arise in the logical placing of newly-discovered postmarks. Naturally, a
postmark must be placed in accordance with its earliest date of use, i.e. they must be placed among the
postmarks already entered in the catalogue and, therefore, one must change the numbering (codification of
the postmarks) in the tables, which has been done in the second and third editions of the book. In this case a
reference to the code-number of the particular postmark in the previous editions is given in column 7 of the
table.
Thus we cannot consider the codes of the postmarks, or the tables and the placing of the drawings in the
catalogue to be elements determined once and for all. One must take into account their possible
modifications, as a result of the discovery of new postmarks of a range of post offices and the broadening of
our knowledge of the period of use of those known. As a result, in making reference to the catalogue data
one must always specify to which edition of the book the data refer.
Placing postmarks not in accordance with their earliest date of use, in the order of their discovery or
between lines, as additions to the basic number (0.05 A, 1.04 C etc), or maintaining the number attributed
earlier after the discovery of new data about the coming into use of a given postmark would serve no
purpose and create nothing but confusion in using the catalogue. This is one of the issues which need to be
solved.

A separate code-number or a variety?
Another question is which postmarks should be given a separate number which, as a variation of postmark
known earlier, should be given an additional letter to the basic code-number and which, presenting
accidental, insignificant differences, should simply be shown in a drawing beside or below the same
number.
All postmarks of the pre-stamp period can be divided into two groups according to their design:
single-line (two-line) postmarks with the name of the place of use, without indication of the date of
use (unframed and framed)
postmarks showing the place and date of use
Postmarks of the first group can be differentiated by the size and style of the letters in the name, the size of
the lines and, the set and size of the font.
Sometimes the differences between one postmark and another are insignificant, and depend on the distances
between letters or the changing size of a line: such postmarks can be considered variations, by adding to the
basic code-number of the postmark a small letter (e.g. 1.01a). [Translator‟s note. In the original Russian
text it says “capital letter”, but the example is a small letter]. Such are some of the postmarks of
St. Petersburg of the 18th and early 19th centuries.
Many postmarks were in use for a long period and during that time underwent a series of greater or lesser
changes in design. Here one could refer to a postmark with the substitution of a missing letter.
(See 03/0.01a and 03/0.01b).
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A~CHANGEL.

ARCHANrEL

03/0.01a

03/0.01b
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The question arises whether one should consider as a variation accidental differences in the spelling of the
name of a town or whether such postmarks should be given their own number?
(See 40-2-10/1.03a, 40-2-10/1.03b and 40-2-10/1.03v).

4>E.11t--tH.1832

MAP

'?5

<PE.11"1H1,.l8::i5 CEH 9

(l>EJIJIHH'b 18 36A1IP.8

40-2-10/1.03b

40-2-10/1.03v

40-2-10/1.03a

Things get more complicated with the second group of postmarks, as these postmarks consist of two parts:
the basic, unchangeable part with the name of the postal town, which is a determining factor in allocating
the sequential code-number, and a permanently changing part, the plug with the date or hour of use, which,
for various reasons, may have significant differences, which may lead to the appearance or not of
variations.
Arrival postmarks and those of the St. Petersburg post with various indications of the time of day (morning,
noon, evening) or of a specific time, which present no other differences, are given under one number.
(See 01-20/6.01).

roPO.llCK:no'fTA
1 8 3 5 I J-OH: 1 8
TIOAAEHb

roPOACK: IIOT-fTA

I 8 ~6 HOJI: 4
YTPO

roPOA.CK: IlO'ITA

1837 .sIHB:26
BE1IEP~

01-20/6.01

The date plug was subject to change by the postal clerk (each day the date changed, as did the name of the
month and the year). However, the grouping of the three elements – year, month, date – changed frequently
locally and this order was not regulated by any documents. Therefore differences in their order do not
constitute a variation in the postmark, requiring an additional designation.
(See 02-40/7.01 and 27/1.04).

MOC CT.iKEJl.,llOP

MOC. CT. tKBJI.,llOP.

185'fHO.H6P. 2 0

3 f\B r~c

1858

02-40/7.01

Mv1TABA,

MVI.TABA.
Anp~ASI

~5

1aa.o.

,4+1S1

.i.Ha 'lo\ ruupK
182I.

27/1.04
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The dateplugs used in circular postmarks (types 5A, 5B, 5V, 5G) were sometimes inserted at different
angles to the town name, which also cannot be registered variations of the postmark. In some postmarks of
post offices in the Baltic guberniyi the name of the month in the dateplug was changed from Latin to
Russian script – should these be considered new postmarks or variations?
(See 40-2-3/1.01a and 40-2-03/1.01b; 27/1.07a and 27/1.07b; 05/1.08a and 05/1.08b).

40-2-03/1.01a
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40-2-03/1.01b

27/1.07a

27/1.07b

05/1.08a

05/1.08b
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In this case the Vilno postmarks differ both in size and in font, which by itself tells us that the second
postmark was made as new. The question arises whether this should be considered a variation or whether it
should be allocated its own number? It is difficult to decide the codification with different presentations of
the date on date plugs with the same basic part. Sometimes the change in date leads to differentiation in the
codification of the postmark, as, for example, in the Vyatka, Vilno, and Volmar postmarks – should these
postmarks be considered different, or variations of a single postmark? The author considers them variations
of a single postmark and shows them under sub-letters.
(See 11/1.04a and 11/1.04b; 05/4.04a, 05/4.04b and 05/4.04v; 40-2-06/1.06a, 40-2-06/1.06b
and 40-2-06/1.06v).

11/1.04a

11/1.04b

05/4.04a

05/4.04v

05/4.04b

BOAMAP'I>.

BOAMAP'I>.

BOAMAP'I>.

I . 0Rm.11opa
1844 . roAa

23

iFOJib.

1860

09 Anpbnb.

1849

40-2-06/1.06a

40-2-06/1.06b

40-2-06/1.06v

Frequently the set of the font in the place-name or the numbers in the date changed; these are shown in the
catalogue as variations of the postmark.
(See 40/4.03a and 40/4.03b).

TIOllY'lEHO
U 4'&:lpAAII

f85i

IlOAYqEHO
28ABfYC 1854.

40/4.03a
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In replacing missing parts of the name or the date plug mistakes could occur, depending on the actions of
the postal clerk.
(See 12-2-05/1.01; 37-2-17/1.03 and 19-2-11/1.03).

xoqOJI OT nqABJIEH

npY1itAHA 1844
CEHTR6b 19

MAIH

}8

rOAA

JlHTHH0TbfiPASJl:

4

37-2-17/1.03

12-2-05/1.01

1852

EO.JlJl

r0.A,A

19-2-11/1.03

Sometimes, for various reasons, the postmarks on hand in the post office were altered, resulting in a new
postmark with a correspondingly new code or a variation on it.
(See 40-2-05/1.01 and 40-2-05/1.02).

40-2-05/1.01

40-2-05/1.02

A change in the status of a postal establishment (ekspeditsiya, kontora) gives rise to a new code-number.
(See 20/1.07a and 20/107b; 27-2-09/1.04a and 27-2-09/1.04b).

20/1.07a

20/1.07b

'PPAYENoYP r1).
. 154

<:PPAYEN:SY Pr'b .

27-2-09/1.04a

27-2-09/1.04b

.18

The transition to a new ten-year period is treated as a variation.
Other variations in pre-stamp postmarks are also possible.
The author hopes that this article will be the subject of reflection by collectors of postal history, and that
suggestions on the issues raised, and on other issues, could be used in preparing a new edition of the book.
Please send your comments and suggestions directly to the author at:- mdobin@email.ru
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Russian Field Post in the Far East, 1900-1906
(addenda & corrigenda)
Alexander Epstein (Tallinn, Estonia)
13 years have passed since the publication of my
article under this heading [1]. Although no new
documents have been found since, some postal
material has surfaced that allows the addition or
correction of information contained in that paper.
This can be done to a great extent thanks to the
articles by Dr. R. Casey published in the recent
years [2-5] as well as covers offered at auctions or
found in some collections.

~~~tlla
~

3 1-7 3 o

It should also be mentioned that the manuscript of
that article was accompanied by illustrations of
some postmarks to which standard types missing
in T&S were assigned, i.e. RR, QQ, SS, TT, and
UU. These illustrations turned out to be missing in
the printed version due to editorial error. Some of
them are reproduced here (figure 1).

.~\\..KDHr~

~

27 .

1sv, os
?KYP.t>:

~

QQ

RR

.

PPa

TT
Figure 1
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Corrections to:TABLE 1: Russian Field Post establishments in
the Far East during 1900-1903
Fengkwanchen: Postmark differing from the
standard type NN (designated here NNa) was
described in [4].
Add NNa in the last column of the line for
Fengkwanchen.
Hailar: Postmarks of FPTO differing from any
standard types (designated here VV) were
described in [2].
Add VV in the last column of the line for Hailar
FPTO.
Harbin: A wax seal with the FPO No. 1 was
shown in [4]; however, the date stamp of MMtype with this number is still unknown.
Itungchow: Postmark of the standard type MM for
Res. FPO No. 8 was described in [4].
Add it to the last column of the table.

In 1901 field telegraph branches (FTB) were
opened at civilian post offices in Port-Arthur and
Talienwan. A pair of loose stamps cancelled on 5
March 1902 with a standard type NN postmark of
FTB at Talienwan was illustrated in [3].
Probably, the FTB accepted mail at hours when
the post office was closed. No similar postmarks
of the FTB in Port-Arthur have been recorded up
to now.

Corrections to:TABLE 2: Russian Field Post/Telegraph
establishments during 1904-early 1907
Coprs FPO of 7th Siberian Army Corps: A cover
with postmark of standard type SS was offered at
an auction.
Thus, note 1 to the table is to be erased and SS
added in the last column.
Sedentary FPTO at Abagatui: A wax seal of such
an FPTO was demonstrated in [2] on a cover from
Reserve FPO No. 29. It remains still unknown
whether such FPTB ever functioned.
In any case, insert in the table a line reading:
Sedentary FPTO Abagatui
? ? ?

Kaiyan: Postmark of standard type NN has been
seen cancelling an Imperial 7-kop letter-card of
the 1891 issue.

Reserve FPO 1: Add for this FPO at the beginning
of the 3rd to 5th columns in the table:

Add NN in the last column of the table.

Mukden ? . 04 summer 05

Mukden: An early postmark of non-standard type
designated here as NS was described in [5].

Reserve FPO 23: Postmark of this FPO is
recorded as lot 2270 at a Cherrystone auction [6]
of a type differing from the standard type PP by
indication of the FPO as a part of the 2nd
Manchurian Army.

Add NS in the last column.
Talienwan: It is thought that the Reserve FPO
under No.22 was opened there only after the
outbreak of the Russo-Japanese War. A postcard
having a postmark of Reserve FPO No.22 dated
4 February 1902 and differing from the standard
type MM (designated here MMa) is shown in [3].
However, as follows from the message, this card
was written at Singmintin, that confirms the
information in the Table.
Add MMa in the last column of line for
Singmintin. Remove also the question mark beside
number 22 for Reserve FPO at Sinmintin.
Add the following note to the table:
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(follows from [5])

Let us designate it as PPa and insert it in the last
column.
Reserve FPO 30: A PP-type postmark is recorded
for this FPO [7].
Insert it in the last column.
Reserve FPO 33: A cover to this FPO addressed to
41st East Siberian Rifle Regiment was found with
the postmark of standard type PP dated 19.06.05.
Insert into the table:
Reserve FPO 33 ?

?

?

05?
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Reserve FPO 34: Andrei Averkiev
from Kazan‟, Russia sent me scan
of a cover addressed to 34th East
Siberian Rifle Regiment having the
arrival postmark of type differing
from the standard type PP but
similar to the type designated above
as PPa and belonging to Reserve
FPO 34 of Manchurian Army Rear
(figure 2). As the regiment with
this number was a part of the 9th
East Siberian Rifle Division, it was
the Reserve FPO at Shitowkhetse
that was designated by this number.
Add in the corresponding line the
number 34 instead of the question
mark and the type designation PPa
in the last column.

Figure 2 (Cover 75%, postmark full size)
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Letter to the editor
From Mr. JN Walker
In reply to the request for translations of items in
the article “Spravkas” by Noel Warr I offer the
following:
Figure 1a
The front is addressed to Sofia Nikolaevna, the
widow of the titled court advisor G. Ozhkutin or
Opckytin from someone called Gerbel.
Figure 1b
No. 2811 SPB Palace and then the abbreviated
surname beginning O as above (i.e. St Petersburg,
Ozhkutin? Palace)
Figure 1c
Petersburg return permission (presumably
permission to be returned to sender)
Figure 1d
The address written above does not exist. Suggest
you write it more neatly.
Clerk - Semyonov

Figure 1e
Almost certainly „the address is not in the
list‟ (but could be „the person is not listed at that
address‟ as the handwriting is not clear)
Figure 1f
The address written above does not exist - entitled
to be returned.
Figure 2c
Sorry but we cannot read it!
Figure 2d
The top smaller rectangle: we cannot read the top
line but the rest says that this address does not
exist in the regional address list.
The lower rectangle: the bolder script says not at
the regional office.
The lower script says at the department of state
properties the addressee is not found.
Figure 2d
Exactly the same as 2c.
Hope this helps.

Harry Turner 1921 - 2009
It is sad to record that Harry Turner, a past member of the Society over many years, from Romiley,
Cheshire, died on 11th. January 2009, aged 88 years.
By profession Harry was a layout artist, and for much of his working life was with the Manchester
Guardian newspaper and latterly with the Manchester Evening News. A kind and generous man, he agreed
to arrange the layout of our Journal from No.62 (December 1985) until the special Diamond Jubilee issue
(No.81) in 1996. He also took on the layout of several other handbooks written by individual members. All
in all we are much indebted to him for all the work entailed during those years. Harry introduced the
revised cover to the Journal featuring the picture of the Kremlin, a feature we still use, which he must have
prepared back in 1985/86.
Philatelically, Harry‟s interests were diverse but included St. Petersburg cancellations apart from
continental subjects such as the 1920s German ration period.
Apart from philately, he was greatly interested in record collecting - both classical music and modern jazz.
He was also very keen on Modern Art, a subject on which he had assiduously amassed a large library of
reference works.
To his family in Romiley we offer our sincere condolences on his death.

P.T. Ashford
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Reviews
1 Library notes
The following item has been added recently to the
library.

Forward for victory!Illustrated Soviet Field post of the Second World
War. Volume 1 by Albert Pfleuger
(Single sided postcards, Envelopes, Letter sheets)
A5 316 pages .(Approximately 1,000
illustrations).

Jackie Simpson (Hon. Librarian)

2 Reviews
ROSSICA,
The Journal of the Rossica Society of Russian
Philately. 120 pages, softbound. Subscription (two
issues) US$30:00. All enquiries to Gary A Combs,
8241 Chalet Court, Millersville, MD 21108, USA.

No. 151, Autumn 2008
This issue begins with the fifth part of V. G.
Levandovsky‟s survey of the Samara-Zlatoust and
Volga-Bugulma Railways, translated as usual by
Dave Skipton. H. Weinart then gives us a
translation of an 1865 “Statute On the
Establishment of Regular Postal Communication
between Kyakhta and Tientsinn”, a most
significant contribution to our knowledge of early
mail to the East.
N. Mandrovsky in “Rediscovery of an Old
Variety” writes on a retouch found on SG.l and 2,
then G. Werbizky illustrates a wonderful range of
varieties on the stamps of Siberia, Far East
Republic and South Russia. The same author is
joined by L. Finik for “Kharbin Issue Redefined”
in which they show an item signed by Dr.
Zhemchuzhin on which he has written that the
1920 Kharbin surcharges are only found in red. As
a dealer in Kharbin in the 1920‟s he ought to have
known what was genuine and what was not. The
catalogues give other colours, so beware.
D. Skipton has translated the Postal Convention
between Prussia and Russia signed at St.
P et er s b ur g 1 2 ( 2 4) D ec e mb e r 1 8 2 1.
R. Polchaninoff writes on “How the National

Alliance of Russian Solidarists
Corresponded with Soviet Citizens”.

(NTS)

A. Osatinski has clearly worked on his research
for his article “The Red Army Cavalry and it Field
Post Offices During the Great Patriotic War of
1941-45”. As with the author‟s previous articles
he provides masses of historical detail of the
various military units covered and he deserves our
commendation.
L. Finik reports the discovery of a new variety; a
double-print of the 7k no thunderbolts issue of
1883. Dave Skipton translates A. Levin‟s “Mute
Cancels on Mail from Russian-Occupied Territory
1914-15”. Messrs Mirsky and Waterman in their
regular Flyspecker spot continue the search for
collectable varieties and finally A. Epstein gives
us “More on the Civil War Postal History of
Turkestan”.

No. 152, Spring 2009
The Spring 2009 issue leads with the Political Red
Cross which deals with Aid Societies for political
prisoners. The author of course is D. Skipton and
this article has all the hallmarks of his previous
excursions into the murky field of political
censorship.
A. Osatinski writes on “The Partisan Post during
the Great Patriotic War 1941-45”; J. Busch on
“Early Soviet Iconography”; W. Moskoff and
C. Gayle on “Soviet Propaganda During WW11 the Use of Postal Material to Rally the Nation”;
R. Scheper on “Official Perfins of the Russian
Empire” and R. Polchaninoff on “Stamps of „Free
Russia‟ ”. A report on Balpex 2008 is followed by
Updates to the Samara-Zlatoust and VolgaBugulma Railways Articles by V. G. Levandovsky
translated by Dave Skipton. J. Myke writes-up “A
Watermarked Romanov Item”, A. Levin gives us
“Railway Mute Cancels and Registration of
Correspondence” (Skipton translation) and
G. Werbizky a “One-sided Albino”, being a
variety of a Tikhvin Zemstvo issue.
Mirsky and Waterman concentrate on the first
Soviet definitives for the latest Flyspecker article,
followed by the “Orthodox Action Society and its
Mail to the USSR” by R. Poichaninoff which
covers efforts by religious organisations to send
their literature to Soviet citizens. Finally this issue
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has a feature on Rossicapex 2009, (the Russian
area exhibition being held at the ASDA show in
June). Our colleagues in Rossica are to be
congratulated on accepting the challenge of
mounting this exhibition when they were offered
the chance by the ASDA organisers.

Jack Moyes

THE BALTIC AREA, (In Dutch)
Published by Filatelistengroep „Het Baltische
Gebied‟, Netherlands. A4 pages, softbound.
Subscription: €20. Editor, J Kaptein, Reigerskamp
7053607 JP Maarssen, Netherlands.

No. 51, December 2007.
In “The „Postage Stamp Day 1942‟ cancellation of
Riga” S. Reurich puzzles as to why this special
cancellation was used on a postcard that did not
come into use until a year and half later, especially
in view of the fact that the sender is also the
addressee purporting to write from Riga to an
address in Riga but giving his home address in
Berlin. Do I see jiggery-pokery?
J. van Heeswiik‟s “Unexpected find in the file of
the Royal Dutch Botanic Association” is a prestamped postcard of independent Lithuania sent to
Holland in 1940, after the German occupation.
In “By ship to Pernov in 1914, and to Párnu in
1932”, R. van Wijnen muses on the possible
reasons why two cards, separated in time by 18
years, both bound for Pernov and both requiring
short sea journeys on the Baltic should take such
diverse routes.
“Private mail agencies in Estonia in the first
decades of the 20th century” by A. Epstein
describes the role and illustrates identifying marks
of such business that flourished for a few years
from 1910 and through into the period of WW1.
In “Railway post in Lithuania - 8: the Ostland
period”, J. Kaptein & E. Uspuras continue their
extensive cataloguing with the types of
cancellations used during this period, and R. van
Wijnen, in “The sovietisation of Latvia, 19401941” describes the speed with which the
political, financial and cultural aspects of Latvian
life were submerged by the soviet machine and
illustrates the effects on the Latvian postal system.
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No. 52, June 2008.
In “From Riga, by ship and forwarding agent”,
R. van Wijnen & A. de Bruin describe and
illustrate with examples of covers, the role played
by the forwarding agent in mail transport, mainly
in port cities, up to the setting-up of uniform
tariffs in the 1860s and „70s. J. Kaptein continues
his look at printed covers, this time relating to
song festivals, in “Estonia: postal stationery from
the Soviet period 3”.
An ordinary postcard from 1912, with a Riga
machine postmark addressed to an inmate of the
well-known prison at Schlisselburg prompted
O. Petri to illustrate the item and offer a short
history of that much-feared place in “A postcard
with a surprise, to Schlisselburg”
J. Kaptein & E. Uspuras continue their series on
the postal services provided by Lithuanian
railways with the profusely illustrated “Railway
post in Lithuania - 9: the Soviet period”, covering
the post-1945 period. J. Kaptein, illustrates Polish
postcards that depicted scenes from Vilnius during
the Polish occupation of the Vilnius area in the
1930s in “Polish postal stationery”
“Neither front nor back…2” by R. van Wijnen this
time concerns enquiries about agricultural
production in 1884. “Browsing…. 1” by
K. Leenstra & J. Kaptein could have been called
“Pot -luck” following a simple formula in which a
member submits a collection for perusal and a few
items of interest are commented on. Nevertheless
the results are quite interesting.
“Returning to…” covers comments on and,
reactions to, articles in the previous issue of the
Journal A rapid and lively response that would
gladden any editor‟s heart.

No. 53, December, 2008.
In “The Baltic Riviera: Part 1” Jan Kaptein
describes the “Riga strand”, a popular area for
seaside holidays from Czarist times and illustrates
with cards sent in its heyday up to the time of the
revolution. “Official gifts” by T. Berndt describes
items handed out by the Estonian delegation at the
U.P.U. meetings of 1994 and 1999.
In “Baltic postage stamp booklets” R. van Wijnen
illustrates booklets from the three Baltic states
between 1914 and 2005. “1939: Memel returns to
Germany” by S. Reurich describes the political
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history of Memel from the time of the post WW1
plebiscite to the German „coup‟ of March 1939
and the indecent haste that characterised the
takeover of the postal services, including the
appearance of provisional (unofficial) overprints
on the stamps issued in January to commemorate
20 years of Lithuanian independence.
“From Riga: unusual Latvian surcharge marks” by
I. Irikov and R. van Wijnen looks at a curious
phenomenon. In the mid 30s, reply cards to the
Office of Statistics giving local prices on a range
of items, that had previously been post-paid,
became subject to postal charges. When this was
neglected, a surcharge was raised that was
frequently indicated by a handstamp that was
home-made at the local office of dispatch.
A. Epstein lists and illustrates in his usual
thorough manner, the identifying handstamps of
“Mail coach stations in Estonia from the last
quarter of the 19th century up to 1918” and notes
their eventual fates as the railways took over.

Dennis Page

GERMAN JOURNAL FOR RUSSIAN
PHILATELY, (in German).
Published by Phil. ArGe Russland/UdSSR,
Germany. A4 softbound. Editor - Dr Thomas
Berger, Bernstrasse 16, CH-3110 Münsingen,
Switzerland.

No. 88, May 2008.
E. Berger shows some examples carrying the
“The border charge of 1½ Prussian groschen” in
1822-1844 while T. Berger describes the
cancellations of the railway stations and lines in
Part 3 of “The postmarks of Odessa (1799-1917)”
W. Tjukow looks at Volosts and private agencies
in Part 2 of “Auxiliary post offices of the Czar‟s
empire and their cancellations” and offers some
examples of valuations for individual
categories.“Russian censorship in World War I”
tackled by A. Bliersbach illustrates a wide range
of types of censor marks and is supplemented by
further examples from A. Speeckaert
“That is our hotel” by P-C Wallen is the message
inscribed on the front of a postcard sent home by a
Russian prisoner of war interned in Norway

during World War I. It is one of a small collection
of items illustrating (to me at least) a little known
aspect postal activity connected with Russia. “The
history of Russian philately (4)” by M. Kuhn
covers the life of Agathon Karlovich Fabergé,
jeweller to the Czar and philatelist and A. Epstein
embarks on another marathon topic “Postcard
tariffs during the revolution, civil war and
inflation period in Russia (1917-1923)”. Here, in
Part 1, we are presented with a profusely
illustrated article covering only the provisional
government and the soviet administrations of 1917
-1918. Obviously more goodies to come.
A. I. Kalinin describes and illustrates “Offset and
mirror-image impressions of stamps of the
RSFSR”, a phenomenon arising from errors in the
printing process while W. Leupold also looks into
the same occurrence in “The offset and „colourrun‟ image” but puts a different interpretation on
the terminology.
S. Berger gives some practical advice in “Forgery
recognition - The Armenia 1920 Chassepot
pictorial issue” while A. Welvaart summarises the
information contained in the book “Mail in the
Soviet occupied part of Poland 1939 -1941” by
Zurawski and makes additions drawn on his own
collection. H. W. Reinboth gives a listing of
“Illustrated covers of the Soviet Union with
imprints of the 13th definitive series 1990 -1992”
and W. A. Pantjuchin looks at the “Covers for
military correspondence” that are now in use
following recent changes in regulations relating to
„freepost‟.
“Collectors present: errors and varieties in stamps
and covers of Russia and the USSR”. embraces
the „forgery‟ of the „Tiflis stamp‟, a letter-card
from Eduard von Baggo, the application of the red
R.S.F.S.R. 10,000r. imprint to the „Dragon-slayer‟
stamps, experts‟ guarantee signs on Soviet stamps
and very specifically “Covers Mi. Nr. P 161.04
and P 161.05” pointing out differences from the
descriptions of these in the Michel catalogue
(2005/6). A further 10 pages give reviews, new
issues and Society activities.

No. 89, November, 2008.
T. Berger continues “The postmarks of Odessa
(1799-1917)” with part 4 „Stamps of the ship
lines‟ that plied their trade along the River Dniepr,
the Black Sea and beyond. “The history of the
Russian philately (5)” by M. Kuhn covers the life
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of Carl Schmidt, the very remarkable zemstvo
collector.
A. Epstein follows up his first offering on
“Postcard tariffs during the revolution, civil war
and inflation period in Russia (1917-1923)” with
Part 2 encompassing areas under Soviet
administration from 1919-1921. S. Berger
continues his detailed lessons in “Forgery
recognition - Armenia” by illustrating examples
from the 3rd pictorial issue of the ASSR.
Following the beginning of hostilities between
Germany and the USSR, an extensive
transformation of the entire field post service was
necessary and quickly undertaken. M. Nolte
outlines the new service in “Field-post sorting
points in Moscow and Leningrad as part the field
post of the USSR in World War II” and illustrates
it with examples that passed through three specific
sorting offices.
“Prisoner of war mail in the USSR after World
War 2: camp to camp mail between relatives”. H
W. Boddenberg gives details of correspondence
between relatives held in different PoW camps, a
relatively uncommon occurrence. W. A.
Pantjuchin illustrates a wide range of value
changing overprints in “Revaluation of imprinted
postcards 1961, 1983, 1991” and calls for more
information.
H. W. Reinboth gives another extensive tabulation
of “Illustrated covers of the Soviet Union with
imprints of the 12th definitive series of 4 and 6
kopeks 1979 -1982” and another range of topics
is covered under “Collectors present: errors and
varieties in stamps and covers of Russia and the
USSR” including a money letter from Dorpat in
1904, the non-correspondence of postmark and
registration label on a letter bearing a Reval
postmark in 1918, a perfin and some 1965
„flyspecks‟. The usual reviews, new issues and
Society news follow.

No. 90, April, 2009.
T. Berger, this time with co-author S. Volis
continues “The postmarks of Odessa (1799-1917)”
looking at „Registered items from the main and
town offices‟ in part 5 and, while exploring
“Temporary post offices of the Czar‟s empire and
their postmarks” N. Mandrovskiiy and V. Tyukov
illustrate a fine collection of more than 70
postmarks falling under this description in the
categories of specific events, e.g. one-off
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exhibitions or regular seasonal events like services
associated with military camps and manoeuvres,
summer spa-centres or those that served outlying
places that were inaccessible in winter; even the
famous Nizhny-Novgorod fair.
“ „Foreign‟ postmarks during the World War I”
Obviously prompted by the description of the
1918 letter bearing a Reval postmark but not
actually despatched from that office A. Epstein
offers several more items showing the same
phenomenon elsewhere. “The reprints of the 15
kop. stamp (Mi No.71) in the years 1909 -1919”
by Y. Kozicky looks into the details and
differences from the original printing.
A. Epstein gives yet more “Postcard tariffs during
the revolution, civil war and inflation period in
Russia (1917-1923)”. Part 3 „Inflation (19221923)‟. Another massive showing of 10 pages and
41 illustrations covering 32 tariffs: where does he
keep them all? In “The post of the Soviet Baltic
Fleet 1941 -1945: Part 1 July 1941 - September
1942” Y. Pavlov describes the structure and
functions and various „Marine post stations‟
associated with this period and offers a good
selection of illustrations of items that passed that
way.
H. W. Reinboth continues his listing of “Illustrated
covers of the Soviet Union” this time with
„imprints of the 11th definitive series of 1974 1977‟. A multifarious collection of items, as the
author puts it. “The new postal tariffs of the
Russian post from the 1 June 2008” are tabulated
by W. Grenz
Finally, “Collectors present: errors and varieties in
stamps and covers of Russia and the USSR”
describes “The wandering of an 1878 returned
letter through Russia”, which bears no less than 16
postmarks, new booklets of Romanov stamps
from Rostov on Don, forgeries and fantasy stamps
from The Levant and perforation varieties in
Russian Federation stamps of 2007.
This time, after another generous helping of
philatelic knowledge, only room for 3 pages of
reviews and Society news

Dennis Page
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EASTERN EUROPE PHILATELY,
(in Dutch)
Published by Filatelistische Contactgroep Oost
Europa, Netherlands. 32 A5 pages, softbound,
quarterly. Editor G R J Jansen, Grotestraat 37,
7478 AB Diepenheim, Netherlands.

UKRAINIAN PHILATELIST,
Published by the Ukrainian Philatelic and
Numismatic Society. Editor: John Roberts, 5565
N. Via Elena, Tucson, AZ 85718, USA. A4 72
pages.

Vol. 98, No. 2, 2007

No. 1, Year 26, February 2008
In “Concerning some postmarks of Tallinn (1940 1950)” A. van Oosten tries to make sense of the
range of „lettered‟ postmarks of Tallinn with
particular reference to the use of specific types as
censor marks, but with insufficient evidence to
make a firm conclusion.

No. 2, Year 26, April 2008
O. Petri revisits “The „mezhdunarodnoe‟ mark”
but can offer no proof that it is related to
censorship or has anything other than a postal
function.
“Postal history of the Belgian Expedition Corps
(A.C.M.) in Russia 1915 - 1918” by R. von Feiten
gives an extensive timetable of the locations of
this interventionist unit, well illustrated with
cards, covers, postal marks and cachets

No. 3, Year 26, September 2008
O. Petri discusses the designs and muses on the
symbolism of the various series of “Workers,
farmers, soldiers and professions on the small
USSR stamps”. Illustrated by a good selection of
covers, cards, stamps and postmarks,
“Transcaspian/Central Asian Railway” by
F. Blazek describes the rail routes built by the
Imperial Russian government in the Central Asian
Republics and explores their raison d‟être
(initially military strategy).

No. 4, Year 26, November 2008
Inspired by a modern Dutch stamp
P. Uitenbogaart offers a potted biography of
“Leon Trotski” but no links with Russian
philately.
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In “Ukraine 1917-1923: a postal history reviewpart 1”.A Epstein illustrates some items that
passed through the post while Ukraine was
untangling itself from the wreck of the Czar‟s
Empire.
122 postal stationery items that fall under this
heading, issued by Czechoslovakia, Germany,
Poland, Romania and the USSR are listed in
“Classic Ukrainian-topic foreign stationery, 19201945” by I. Kuzych who also illustrates “Some
highlights of the Cecil Roberts Courier Field Post
collection”
In “Two Ukrainian postcards of historic interest”
B. Zayachivsky shows two postcards of the 1920s
that depict the „People‟s hospital‟, a hub of
Ukrainian life at that time, in Winnipeg, Canada.
“From yellowed pages: a first-hand account of the
Kolomyia stamp issues” by K Hroboni is a
translation of an article published originally in
Polish .
“Beating a path to the Stanyslaviv post office
door: postal footprints of the Vienna dealers” is by
I. Kuzych & I. Kulczycky and tells the story of the
entrepreneurs who virtually cornered the market in
these issues, creating many „philatelic‟ covers on
the way. and I. Kuzych illustrates “Another
example of Western Ukraine No. 39”
V Furman Looks at the development of “Pre-paid
reply: on the centennial of International Reply
Coupons” taking pride in the fact that the
competition for the design of the first I.R.P. was
won by Ukraine Post.

Vol. 99, No. 2, 2008
A Epstein in part II of “Ukraine 1917-1923: a
postal history review” illustrates items that passed
through the post during the period of the
Hetmanate and the subsequent National republic.
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I. Kuzych takes delight (courtesy of BSRP
member John Lea) in adding one more item to the
inventory of Courier Field Post covers in “Some
Courier Field Post covers” and describes “Earliest
dispatches from Western Ukraine” while John
Roberts shows “An interesting Kherson cover”.
I. Kuzych, R. Pitio & R. Zelonka list “A shortlived plethora of Western Ukrainian Postal Money
transfer cards” and I. Kuzych describes “The
refurbishment of the Lviv Post Office” illustrated
with relevant postcards and postmarks.

Mekhnovia as Russian historins call it) and
illustrates a few related philatelic items.
M. Shulewsky describes the convoluted events
that resulted in (short-lived) philatelic happenings
in yet another area of eastern Europe in “The
topical and thematic philately of CarpathoUkraine”. He follows that up with the related
“Mayor Fiorello Laguardia and the Free
Czechoslovakia 1939-1940 New York‟s World
fair Committee issues”.

W. Lesh outlines the history of “The Independent
Anarchist Republic of Hulyai-Pole” (or

Dennis Page
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G e n u i n e or F o r g e r y?
Why not find out?
Certificates issued by the BSRP Expert Committee are now widely accepted by collectors throughout the
world as confident statements of the genuineness and provenance of rarer stamps and postal history
items.
Members enjoy the privilege of submitting up to two items per annum free of charge on condition that
they pay all postage costs and accept responsibility for insurance. If you have an item or items which you
would like to submit, please telephone or email the Expert Committee Secretary in the first instance to
confirm that the material to be submitted is within the competence of committee members or potential co
-optees.
Terry Page, FRPSL
Hon. Secretary, BSRP Expert Committee,
tel. 020 8660 3905 terry.page1@btinternet.com
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Writing an article for the Journal? - Some technical dos and don'ts
Please submit items to the editor as typed hard copy or electronic files. If you can only offer manuscript
please contact the editor first. Preferably, write in the English language but texts in other languages will
be considered. It will help greatly if you can follow the guidelines below.

Hard Copy
Text

Typing on one side of paper; clean black type; single column; double line spacing.

Illustrations

Original item, print-out of scanned image, photograph or photocopy.

Electronic file
Text Format.

Image Format

Material may be submitted on floppy discs, CDs or DVDs.
Normal or default body text in any of the common word processor formats, preferably
in double line spacing. There is no need to attempt to copy the format or even fonts
used in the Journal but please turn off auto-format modes. If you wish to offer
formatting then do so manually.
Any of image file formats at a resolution of at least 300 dpi for a postcard-size image.
Please do not embed images in a text document (e.g. Word) - this creates a great deal
of extra work. Keep each image file separate.
For colour reproduction (which will be the norm for copies of the Journal on CD available now), if the original item can not be made available to the editor, please ask
for a reference colour palette to include in the image.
Please do not offer illustrations downloaded directly from a website - they are
usually low resolution and completely unsuitable for reproduction at the sizes used in
the Journal.

For technical advice and guidance contact:
Dennis Page
10 The Green
Barton under Needwood
Burton on Trent, UK

DE13 8JB
Tel +44 (0)1283 712651
e-mail: denpage@globalnet.co.uk
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BACK NUMBERS OF BJRP ON CD/DVD
All back numbers of BJRP are now available in pdf format.
Discs can be prepared to your exact requirem ents and will be
provided as CDs (small number of issues) or DVDs (larger number)
Each disc includes a List of Contents for all issues to date.

PRICES (per issue) to Members
Issues 1 - 70 £1, €1.25, US$1.50
Issues 71 - 90 £2, €2.50, US$3.00
Issues 91 - 95 £3, €3.75, US$4.50
Full set (currently Nos. 1 to 100) £100, €125, US$150
Minimum order £3, €3.75, US$4.50
All prices include postage and packing.

Non-members add 20% premium
Please remit payments in GB£ , Euros, US$
(Cash or cheque; make cheques payable to “BSRP”).
Please send all orders and remittances to the Editor : Dennis Page,
10 The Green,
Barton under Needwood,
Burton on Trent,
DE13 8JB.
Tel/Fax +44 (0)1283 712 651
email denpage@globalnet.co.uk
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